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Morphology, Checking Theory and Polarity Items

Paolo Acquaviva

University of Venice

1. Introduction

The Minimalist approach outlined in Chomsky 1995 and variously implemented in

many recentstudies is characterized by the strong hypothesisthatall syntactic relations

are ultimately encoded by meansofa single formal mechanism, namely checking of a

feature against a correpondingly marked head. At the core of the whole approach lies

another hypothesis, namely that a concept like that of S-structure is illegitimate: no

complete syntactic representation feeds the phonological component, only syntactic

partial derivations do. Any constraint on a syntactic representation must apply to the

interface, hence to LF. What look like syntactic constraints on overtly realized

structures must therefore be derived as a by-product of LF syntactic requirements and

morphological properties of the lexical elements (not structures) involved.

The licensing of polarity items (PIs) like English anything or a damned thing

represents a challenge for these two hypotheses. The by now longtradition of studies

on PI licensing offers ample evidence that at least some conditions involved must be

stated in syntactic terms, that is over syntactic representation; these structural

requirements are different from those characterizing feature checking (c-command

instead of specifier-head relation) and, at least in the English case, are stated on overt

structures and not at LF. This latter importantpoint will be illustrated below.

In a way, PIs are like anaphors requiring a visible c-commanding antecedent, and

the link with Binding Theory has been pursued with considerable empirical results by

Progovac 1994. But the main focus of Progovac's analysis are Slavic and, to a lesser

extent, Romance dependentitems whose syntax is significantly different from that of

English PIs. In theory, the idea of explaining English PIs (which must always be c-

commandedbya licenser) by studying Slavic and RomancePls is nothing more than a

fallacy; in practice, results obtained in one domain maywell be (and have been,in this
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instance) productive in another. This granted, the fact remains that PIs still represent a

challenge for Minimalism: even if a complete reduction to Binding Theory forall PIs

were feasible, which is not the case because notall PIs are referentially dependent,it

would merely show that PIs licensing is just as uncomfortable within Minimalism as

Binding Theory is.

I will argue insteadthata different perspective has the attractive features of leading

both to a wider empirical coverage and to a deeper understanding of another

fundamental aspect of the Minimalist Program: the relation between syntax and

morphology.

2. The overt c-command requirement

Deliberately setting aside a numberof otherissues, I will single out two problems,

each stated and illustrated in a separate subsection. The first illustrates a generalization

that will be the main empirical issue of the paper; the second illustrates an interesting

exception.

2.1 It is unclear why PIs must be c-commandedbya visible licenser, instead of

moving (overtly or at LF) to the checking domain ofa possibly null licenser. The need

for an overt licenser, over and above semantic requirements,is illustrated in (1).

(1) a *Anychild hasn't been born in this clinic for two years.

b *I gave any presentto norelatives.

*] will force anybody to marry no one.

In (1a-c) negation, the prototypical if not only licenser of PIs, has demonstrably scope

over the whole sentence,including the subject position. (1a) contrasts with (2):

(2) A child hasn't been born in this clinic for two years.

This and similar sentences, with an appropriate verb, show that in English the

preverbal subject position can lie in the scope of negation expressed by the inflectional

marker not (the not / n't distinction is irrelevant here).The same holds for (1b): (3a)
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has a legitimate reading whereit is synonymous with (3b).

(3) a I gave a presentto no relatives.

b I didn't give any presentto anyrelatives.

Among the arguments for interpreting sentential negation on Inflection even whenit is

expressed on a lower argument, I will only recall that (4a) cannot entail (4b), thus

contrasting with (5).

(4) a John ate nothing.

b Johnate.

(5) a John ate cabbage.

b John ate.

Likewise, John was killed by no one cannot entail John was killed (cf. John was

killed by Phil). As additional evidence, note that a universal quantifier in the position

of to no relatives in (1b) can distribute over a direct object on its left:

(6) I gave a different present to eachrelative.

Admittedly, there might be speakers (notall) that find such an interpretation for (6)

very unnatural replacing each with every. But this objection would miss the point that

the relevant reading is indeed available. At any rate, the facts are clear enough for

negative quantifiers, although the point generalizes to other quantifiers.

 

1. For reasons I do not understand, the double object construction differs from the prepositional

construction in disallowing the scope relation NOT-ANY PRESENT in the counterpart of(3a):

@ I gavea relative no presents.

This is especially intriguing given that negation has sentential scope in (i), as shown by the

synonymity of the sentencesin (ii):

(ida I gave John nopresents.

b I didn't give John any presents.
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Asfor(lc), this is the modified version of (7), an unsurpassed example of scope

ambiguity due to Klima (1964):

(7) I will force you to marry no one.

The two available readings, "I will not force you to marry anyone" and "I will force

you not to marry anyone", are represented as follows if we assumethatthe position of

an abstract NegP marks the position where the negative operatoris interpreted:

(8) a I will [Negp @ force you to marry no one ]

b I will force you [Negp © to marry no one]

In the second reading (8b) it is unsurprising that you cannotlegitimately be replaced

by a PI,as the position is outside the scope of negation. But then for the same reason

we expect (1c) to be acceptable in the interpretation describedin (8a).2

 

Also, each N can distribute over a preceding a different N in (iiia) but notin (iiib):

(iii)a I gavea different version to each reviewer.

b I gavea different reviewer each version.

These facts are very interesting for the syntax of double object constructions, but apparently irrelevant

for the main point of the paper.

2. In 1997 class lectures, Richard Kayne ventures to hypothesize a drastically rethought theory of

movement which would eliminate the need for many instances of posited LF movement. In the case

of (7), no one even with wide scope ("I will notforce ...") would end up not c-commanding anyone. I

will not discuss this alternative (yet to be properly fleshed out), however, mainly because the equation

of scope with overt syntactic movement leaves unexplained why PIs and simple indefinites fail to

pattern together in (1)-(3) and (6), and this is a chief concem to the present analysis. What is more,

Kayne's approach predicts a strong grammaticality contrast between (ia) and (ib):

@a (*)I called few people up.

b I called a few people up.
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The point made by all these examples is that scope and PI licensing are not

coextensive. PIs are not admitted in some positions even if the licensing negation has

scope over that position at LF; crucially, at LF and not before. Note that this

generalization remains true in cases where thelicenseris not negation (or a Downward

Entailing expression; see Ladusaw 1980, and, among the extensive following

literature, Linebarger 1987). For example, Laka (1990) and Progovac (1994) argue

that PIs licensed by predicates like doubt are in fact licensed by an appropriately

marked complementizer selected by doubt, witness the fact that PIs are not licensed

unless they are embedded in a CP:

(9) a I doubt[that he will do anything].

b *I doubt anything.

But even underthis view, the licenser is overt: it is the complementizer itself. As it

happens, doubt and adversative predicates are not among those verbs allowing free

deletion of that. Whetheror not this is a matter of chance, the same applies to yes/no

interrogatives, where likewise either if or whether is obligatory, and to so-called

rhetorical constituent questions.

Interestingly, the generalization that PIs must be licensed under c-command by a

visible licenser covers (as opposed to explains, for the moment) a fact noted by

Dominique Sportiche: in French, where yes / no and (some) constituent questions do

not require a realized Wh-morpheme in COMP,a PI is only licensed when the

complementizeris lexically expressed:

(10) a [cp As-tu [jp t vu qui quecesoit]]?

"Did you see anyone?"

b *[rp Tu as vu quiquecesoit]?

The explanation proposed by Sportiche involves a structure for (10b) where the

licensing complementizer does not c-commandthe PI (the whole IP is in the specifier

 

The reason would be that few N, unlike a few N, behaves like negatives and is raised to a VP-

extemal scope position; the VP [called up t ] (perhapsitself derived) would then raise past few N,

generating the string I called upfew N but not */ calledfew N up. But (ia) and (ib) seem to have the

same acceptability, depending on how readily one acceptsfew.
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of C). But this misses the generalization that (10b) belongs with (1) above to the class

of structures where the licenseris not spelt out.

The requirementthat PIs must be c-commandedbya spelt-out licenser is obviously

a syntactic one. Forthis very reason,if it is correct, it is at odds with the Minimalist

Program. The only syntactic level where this requirement can be stated is LF, and at

this level there is every reason to think that the relevant operator features occupy the

positions giving them the percepted readings: NegP, whatever this means, for

negative quantifiers, presumably Beghelli and Stowell's (1997) DistP for distributive

universal quantifiers, and C for suitable operators. To simply add that this feature

mustbe overtly realized to license PIs would be a pure restatementofthe facts.

2.2 Oneclassofstructures represents a notable exception to the generalization

illustrated above: whena PIis "reconstructed" as part of an elided constituent, it does

not have to meet the usual licensing requirements. As noted by Bobalijk (1995), the

following sentence is acceptable:

(11) I didn't see anyone,butBill did.

VP-deletion has applied, so that Bill is understood as the agent argument for the verb

see; did is followed by a null VP whose content is recovered from the preceding VP

see anyone. In this particular case, however, the VP contains a PI. It is correctly

licensed in the source VP,but no licenser appears in the clause after but for the copied

VP. In fact, the sentence is interpreted as "I didn't see anyone, but Bill saw

someone".

In itself, a non-perfect match between source VP and the material interpreted in the

elided VP is nothing exceptional; see in particular Fiengo and May 1994 for a

formalization of the notion "vehicle change", which should derive grammatical

structures like the following for those speakers (notall) who accept them:

(12) Mary [lost her temper] yesterday, and John will [vp e] today.

(Cormack and Smith 1997)

Essentially, ellipsis seems to reconstruct,that is to infer a syntactic LF representation,

up to syntactic identity; whatever information (agreement, pronominal features, and so

on) is susceptible of being altered in the process does not determine syntactic identity
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in the relevant sense. Then, as Bobalijk observes, the LF representation

corresponding to the elided VP in (11) must define a category interpreted as

"someone", as opposed to "anyone". This is a way of saying that the PI anyone

provides to the syntactic representation the features defining a simple indefinite,

singular, [+human] (in fact, someone differs from this characterization in being

additionally a positive PI). It is these features that are then copied into the elided VP;

as expected, such a feature bundle does not require any licenser. If the PI is an

idiomatic expression that cannot provide such a content,ellipsis will not be possible:

(13) *I don't [know beansaboutlinguistics], but I bet she does [yp e].

(13) is excluded because the idiom know beans does not provide a non-polarity

sensitive variable that could be reconstructedin theellipsis site: it consists solely of its

non-compositional, idiomatic value, and of nothingelse. Note that, in itself, an idiom

may well be reconstructed, but onlyif it is in the scope of a suitable operator:

(14) a I don't [give a damn], and neither does she [ype].

b *I don't [give a damn], butI bet she does [vp e].

The necessary conclusion is that the PI in (11) provides some semantic content

corresponding to the value of a simple indefinite, and that this feature bundle is

regularly reconstructed in the ellipsis site without the need for a negative licenser. But

then we have a paradox: constraints on PIs distribution are unquestionably syntactic

(regardless of whether they accompany purely interpretive conditions); but cases like

(11) indicate that some PIs are seen for syntactic purposes as simple indefinites; that

is, whatever makes a PI a PI and not a simple indefinite is not represented in the

syntax.

This paradoxical situation is a problem in itself, but a problem that should be

addressed on a par with the theoretical problem indicated in the previous section; that

is, how can syntactic conditions on PIs, and the concept of PI itself (as opposed to

that of simple indefinite), be accommodated in the Minimalist framework.
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3. A morphological approach

The facts considered so far constitute sufficient evidence for a morphosyntactic

approach to this particular kind of PIs (different, as we have seen, from purely

idiomatic expressions with no independent semantic value); additional data will be

considered in section 4. Here I will outline a solution framed in the terms of

Distributed Morphology.

3.1 The behaviour of English PIs in ellipsis contexts suggests, as Bobalijk

(1995) observes, that in the syntactic representation that constitutes the antecedent for

the VP gap the terminal corresponding to anyone is in fact just a bundle a features

expressing the properties of a simple indefinite. Other specifications of the lexical

item, including the phonological matrix, are inserted later by a morphological

component. This is one of the main tenets of Distributed Morphology (DM), as

formulated in Halle and Marantz 1993. It would greatly exceed the scope of this paper

to outline the contribution of this theoretical stance to long-standing debates about the

role of an autonomous morphological componentandits location in the grammar, in

relation both to syntax and phonology. In the present context, what is of direct

importance is the narrower issue of what morphologically relevant information is

made available in the syntactic representation; as we will see later, a principled answer

to this broad question leads to a revealing explanation for the problems posed by the

data just reviewed to Checking Theory and the Minimalist Program.

In the framework outlined by Halle and Marantz (1993), the terminal nodes of a

syntactic representation are not lexical items, but rather bundles of morphosyntactic

features. Syntactic movementcontributes to define the clustering of such features, in

keeping with the idea that inflection (and somederivational processes) is carried out in

the syntax (Chomsky 1965, Baker 1988), but contrary to Chomsky's (1995) more

recent assumption that syntax manipulates fully inflected lexical items. Completed

syntactic structures enter a separate component labeled Morphological Structure (MS),

where operations suchas fusion, fission and merger may modify the syntactic output

by minimally rearranging terminal nodes within strictly defined limits. The isomorphy

between syntactic terminals and morphological units may be further lessened by the

addition of material at MS. Halle and Marantz (1993) cite as examples the thematic

vowels characterizing the verbal inflectional systems of many Indo-European

languages, and in English the Agreement morpheme added at MS to the V node to
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which Tense has been merged (Halle and Marantz 1993: 135-136). Note that the

"morphological’ qualification attached to this componentof the grammar does not in

any way mean that syntactic structural information is obliterated; this only takes place

after morphology, having completed the rearrangement opf syntactic terminals,

undergoeslinearization.The result is then interpreted by vocabulary insertion, which

maps terminal nodes to elements from the vocabulary so as to maximize the match

between features expressed on the terminal node and features associated with the

lexical item. A vocabulary item may be underspecified, so long as its characterization

does not conflict with the feature complex on the terminal node andit is not blocked

by another candidate with a closer match. Morphological features may then be copied

or otherwise manipulated under syntactically definable proximity for purely

morphological processes such as agreement or concord. Distributed Morphology thus

synthesizes important aspects of the "Word-and-Paradigm" approach (Matthews

1972, Anderson 1992) with the opposite view that syntax constructs words from

smaller units, although these are ratherindirectly linked to actual morphemes.

In this model, then, the insight that syntactic terminals are only occupied by feature

bundles can be made precise. The problem posed by (11) can be restated as follows:

given that a PI like anyone lexicalizes a terminal node characterized just as a simple

indefinite, the properties defining a PI as opposed to an indefinite must not be visible

in the syntax. Yet, we don't expect them to be purely morphological either, given the

particular semantics of PIs andtheir syntactic distributional constraints.

3.2 Thesolution, I am goingto propose,lies in the fact that the theoretical tools

required by DM makeavailable the notion of a morphological entity which is sensitive

to syntactic structure. The level of autonomous morphologyis derived from syntax by

first manipulating the syntactic representation, obtaining in the process a

representation that is still syntactic in the sense of representing hierarchical relations.

As already mentioned,in this representation the syntactic terminal nodes that will be

morphologically and phonologically interpreted may be subject to strictly constrained

rearrangements (by merger, fusion, and fission) and, crucially, the structure may be

enriched by the addition of nodes motivated exclusively by morphology-internal

considerations. Although still reflecting syntactically established relations such as

hierarchy, therefore, this structure is already morphological in the sense of being

entirely made up of morphological objects. Noyer (1997: xlvi) is at pains to clarify

beyond any possible doubt that the units of such a representation are NOT to be
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conceived of as "morphemes” or sound-meaning mappings, nor do they correspond

with positions of exponence,least of all to affixes.3 They are theoretical constructs

peculiar to an approach to morphology where the interface with syntax involves

translating (and possibly rearranging) syntactic terminals into units of a purely

morphological representation, and only then adding lexical and phonologically

relevant information. Noyer calls these elements "morphosyntactic constituents”, or

M°'s. The proposal being developed here is that what turns a feature bundle

interpretable as a simple indefinite into a PI like anyone (in English) is the addition of

an underspecified M° that, though a purely morphological entity in itself, must take its

content through binding from another M° appropriately positioned and characterized.

Therestriction to realized licensers is a consequenceof this operation applying at MS,

where syntactic heads (X°'s) not feeding morphologyare not translated as M°'s. Other

constraints (syntactic, semantic and pragmatic) belong to different domains, notall

formalizable by the notion oflevel of representation. The claim, which will be now

justified in detail, is that morphosyntactic factors also play a role in the distribution of

PIs.

4. Deriving the overt c-command requirement

After outlining the necessary theoretical assumptions about the organization of

grammar, and the way in which DM mayprovide a solution, I will now specify more

carefully the part played by morphologyin the licensing of PIs.

4.1 Let us first clarify what must not be accounted for by morphology. DM

subscribes to the view, unchanged from the Government-Binding to the minimalist

 

3. Noyer 1997 focuses mainly on the phonological side of morphology, and hints that syntactic

heads are "linearized" as they become part of the autonomous morphological representation. The

illustration provided by Halle and Marantz (1993) for English verbal inflection makes it clear that the

syntactic representation must enter morphology as a hierarchical structure, where relations such as

head-specifier must be definable. This is hardly surprising, given that such structural relations

constrain the operation of morphological agreement and concordrules.
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framework, that semantic interpretation can only access syntactic structure before this

is phonologically interpreted. With the further assumption that morphological

operations are performed after syntax, this means that the semantic properties of PIs

must be available in the syntax. The hypothesis of late lexical insertion in DM

contrasts with the minimalist assumption (Chomsky 1995) that lexical items enter the

derivation fully inflected, and that the morphosyntactic operations leading to the

construction of a sentence ‘check’ features, don't add or manipulate them. With Halle

and Marantz 1993 (and Brody 1995), but contra Chomsky 1995, I will keep to the

hypothesis that syntactic terminals are pure feature bundles, and that a complete

syntactic structure is constructed before some of these terminals are lexicalized by

morphology.

Among other consequences, this view entails that all semantic information

characterizing the PI is already expressed in the feature bundle. Because of that,

information like emphasis or idiomaticity must also be present in the feature bundle

which will be lexicalized as a PI (cf. (13-14) above). Over and above these optional

characterizations, the semantic information encodedin the feature bundle must specify

a simple indefinite (in case of an argument), not one interpreted specifically or

referentially. This is unproblematic, under the simple assumption that specificity and

referentiality are additional specifications that can be added to an indefinite. A ‘simple’

indefinite, without these characterizations, will automatically take narrow scope with

respect to any higher operator, and will not be interpreted referentially. When no

lexicalization is involved,like in the ellipsis contexts considered above, a non-realized

feature bundle maytherefore be interpreted as a (restricted) indefinite.

In sum, the feature bundle occupying the relevant terminal in a syntactic structure

contains all information necessary for the interpretation. Semantic and pragmatic

constraints (following Israel 1996) refer to this feature bundle, not to the form it

acquires by morphology. The necessity of operators giving rise to a scalar

interpretation, and the required semantic and pragmatic compatibility between PIs and

licensing operators, are prime examples of such semantic and pragmatic constraints

(cf. Israel 1996 and Giannakidou 1997 for details). Thus, the interpretively dependent

nature of PIs is a function of their semantics and pragmatics. Purely syntactic

constraints are also very likely to play a role, like the Immediate Scope Constraint

which, according to Linebarger 1987, requires that no operator (every gift in 15a)

separate the PI from its licenser:
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(15) a *I didn't give every gift to any relative.

b I didn't give gifts to anyrelative.

(See Acquaviva 1997 for a detailed discussion of the syntactic nature of the Immediate

Scope Constraint). PIs like anyone are special because, in addition to these

requirements, they must be c-commanded bya lexicalized licenser. This constraint

does not derive from pragmatic, semantic or syntactic considerations; it only emerges

after syntax, when terminals are morphologically interpreted.

4.2 As weanticipated earlier, the explanation proposed for this peculiar restriction

is that the morphological component adds something to the syntactic terminal

correspondingto the PI:

(16) output ofsyntax: [xe +D, -def, -anim ... |

Morphological Structure:

1 addition of x to M° x +[me +D,-def, -anim ... ]

2 lexical insertion anything

Morphology only manipulates (or adds) morphological categories, and the added x

must therefore be a morphological object, just like the morphological object labelled

M°in (16) and corresponding to the counterpart of X° at MS. Recall that M°'s are not

morphemes, affixes, or positions of exponence. They are those categories made

necessary by morphological analysis, only in the default case biuniquely

corresponding to syntactic terminals X°, and possibly subject to processes, like

fission, not available in syntax (see particularly Noyer 1997). M°'s contain

information in the form of features that must ultimately be "discharged", and turned

into instructions to phonology. Typically, the choice and realization of such

information is contextually dependent: in languages displaying overt noun-adjective

agreement, for example, the choice of pronominal features on the noun determinesthat

on the adjective, under syntactically defined locality. More specifically, Halle and

Marantz (1993:115, 135) argue that case and number "suffixes" are added at MS to

adjective and determiner nodes, and the choice of features on the head noun is then
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"copied" in them. In the same fashion, agreementis a terminal added to English finite

verbs at MS,to meet morphological requirements, and the feature values of the subject

are then copied into the added M°.4 In these cases the realization of the relevant

features is a morphological phenomenon,butthe copyingrefers to a syntactic context.

Given this independent motivation for the addition of terminals at MS with

underspecified feature content, positing that PIs involve an additional M° requires no

additional stipulation. If the language has corresponding forms, the grammar allows

feature bundles already interpretable as simple indefinites to be enriched by an M°

marked as [+operator] but otherwise underspecified:

(17) x = [me [+operator]]

In keeping with our theoretical assumptions, this additional element is not an affix,

exceptin the purely abstract sense of being a "part of the word" ultimately spelt out as

a PI. But this does not mean that the phonological unit lexicalizing the PI should be

decomposable into an indefinite morpheme and an operator one.

The qualification [+operator] must now be identified, in the same sense as an

agreement or case marker mustbe specified for a choice of features. The only instance

where [+operator] could be visible as such for morphology would arise if the

language in question had a marker(an affix) for all elements marked [+operator] in

syntax, including Wh-phrases,quantifiers, question particles, negation, and so on —

clearly a rather unlikely state of affairs. As for the agreement and concord,here too the

value of the operator is provided through copying from another morphological object.

To fully derive the effects of the overt c-commandcondition on PIs, all we mustsay is

that identification of the [+operator] feature occurs under binding. The various

components of the constraint follow for the following reasons:

— C-command is necessarily involved, because c-command is a necessary

ingredient of binding.

 

4. Halle and Marantz (1993) speak of "morphemes", but since this label is extended to thematic

vowels of verbs, which are meaningless morphological units of some Indo-European languages, they

obviously do not refer to minimal significant forms. This is why the more precise label M° has been

used in the text, following Noyer (1997).
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— The c-commander mustbe the licensing operator, or a category marked in the

same wayas thelicenser (for example, either an interrogative C° or a Wh-phrase in its

specifier), because it must be the source from which the content of M? is "copied"; in

effect, PIs are operator anaphors.

— The licenser mustbe lexicalized, if necessary by a head movinginto it (like the

raised auxiliary in had you said anything ...), because the identification takes place at

MSand notin the syntax; an empty node won't do, because it only exists for syntax

and consequently for semantic interpretation, but not for morphology, and therefore

cannot provide the antecedent M° (as opposed to X°).

4.3 Consider now some concrete examples of the proposed derivation. In (18)

the PIs anyone, a damnedthing, the least bit, any change and anything are visibly

licensed by, respectively, negation, a negative quantifier, the universal quantifier in its

restrictive term (a downward entailing context), a conditional, and a question operator.

(18) I didn't see anyone

No one knowsa damnedthing.

Every student who knowstheleastbit aboutlogic...

Should you notice any change,call me.

o
a

O
c
o

n»

Did you say anything?

The licensing operators are different in nature, but all of them involve a syntactic head

marked [+operator]. The reduced negation n' in (18a) is part of the inflectional head

hosting did, cliticized or more probably affixed to it (see Zwicky and Pullum 1983).

No onein (18b) is not a head,butit visibly expresses sentential negation in a sentence

which, according to standard analyses, involves a NegPjust like the previous one.In

this case, therefore, the semanticlicenser (negation) is syntactically encoded by a head

(Neg®), but it is the realized negative quantifier that overtly c-commands the PI. The

same applies to (18c), under the assumption that distributive universal quantifiers

involve a DistP projection (Beghelli and Stowell 1997). In (18d-e), finally, the

 

5. Cf among others Pollock 1989, Laka 1990 and Zanuttini 1995.
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licenser is respectively a conditional and an interrogative operator, both associated

with the head C° lexicalized by a raised auxiliary.

Before morphological interpretation, the terminals corresponding to the PIs are

occupied by feature bundles that determine the interpretation. Anyone and anything are

simple indefinites, singular animate and inanimate respectively. Any change is a more

articulated DP, where the D node has the same information as anything but an

additional piece of informatiom is provided under the N node (semantically, the

restriction). The whole DP a damnedthing is a phrasal idiom, specified as inanimate;

the features appearing under the terminals must encode the non-compositional

meaning corresponding to anything, plus emphasis. The same applies to the leastbit,

which mustalso specify that the expression marks the lowest end in a context-given

scale, which is the most informative in a donwnward-entailing context (Israel 1996).

Recall that features relevant for semantic interpretation are represented, or in any case

accessible, to non-terminal nodes too: the semantic contribution of phrasal idiomslike

those in (18b-c) must be specified for the whole DP node. The difference with fully

compositional phrases is that the interpretation of latter is a function of the value of

their terminals, while idioms must separately specify the value of the complex (as it it

were a single lexical item) and that of the terminals. These, at any rate, are syntactic

considerations; the relevant point for morphologyis that idioms are not a problem for

the view that syntactic trees are not made up of words, morphemesoraffixes but of

feature bundles. .

Thus,in the completed syntactic representation the [+operator] head necessary for

licensing (although in somecasesnotsufficient, where it is not itself lexicalized) has a

different feature content in each case; and the node or nodes corresponding to the PI

containsall the information relevant for interpretation. When the representation enters

morphology, purely morphological information is added if necessary for lexical

insertion (or rather Vocabulary Insertion, as Halle and Marantz (1993) say to avoid

ambiguities caused by the label “lexical"). A simple indefinite like a thing could be

inserted under the two realized terminals D and NP of a direct object DP minimally

specified as [-animate], as in (18b) or (18d). English speakers will know that this

form is compatible with the desired interpretation (formalized at LF and from there

made accessible to other cognitive systems); it is also compatible with a referential

reading. But the English vocabulary also has special forms available, which are only

compatible with a dependent, narrow scope reading; some of them are additionally

restricted to emphatic contexts. These are what we call PIs; for their insertion to be

possible, however, the morphological structure that provides the input to phonology
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must explicitly contain the information that these forms are dependent on certain

operator antecedents. To this purpose, morphology employs the same instrument

independently motivated by phenomena such as adjectival concord, namely the

addition of a morphological unit M° minimally specified as [+operator]:

(19) M --> AL

[-anim.] M° M°

[+0p] [-anim.]

Obviously, morphology must be prevented from freely and arbitrarily adding

information to the output of syntax. The [+operator] feature added at MS finds no

justification in the syntactic make-up of the D° terminal, so it takes its justification

from elsewhere: as a copy of another M°, namely that realized category which makes

the licensing [+operator] feature available to morphology. If the licenser is

[+negative], [+polarity reversing] or [+universal], so will be the resulting M°. Note

that the new M° is added after syntax, so that it cannot access semantics: here it is

crucial that morphology as a whole is ordered after all syntactic operations have been

completed, with DM but contrary to Chomsky 1995. As a result, the added

[+operator] M° has no semantic import, butit triggers an anaphor-like dependence of

the indefinite from a fully specified operator M°.

In more precise terms, PIs are vocabulary items which match a feature bundle

defining "dependent" indefinites (or the equivalent characterization for non-arguments)

plus a variously specified [+operator] feature; this combination, however, only arises

after syntax, when morphologyinserts an underspecified [+operator] M°;for this to be

possible, the material added at MSis identified by copying the content of an already

existing operator, using the same formal processes hypothesized for other

morhological operations like agreement and concord. The need of a c-commanding

overt category expressing the licensing [+operator] feature is a consequence of this

interplay of morphology, syntax, semantics, and lexicon.

4.4 Sentenceslike (20) require an importantqualification:

(20) Underno circumstance will I accept anything from them.

The fronted PP under no circumstance contains a negative determiner which does not
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c-command the PI, although negation has scope over the whole sentence.

Syntactically, there is no problem in accepting the standard assumption that the whole

PP counts as [+negative]; but there is no morphological constituent M° corresponding

to a syntactic terminal marked [+operator, +negative] and c-commandingthe PI. Since

the necessity of c-commandis not in doubt, and neither is the requirement that the

licenser be overt, the only conclusion can be that the whole PP counts as antecedent

for the [+negative] feature, in morphology as well as in syntax. This requires no

readjustment: it is implicit in the very notion of feature copy under syntactic locality

that the hierarchical organization provided by syntax is not yet obliterated when syntax

enetrs MS. The morphological operations we are focussing on (addition of M° and

feature copy) precede linearization, so that reference can still be made to a syntactic

notion such as c-comman4d.It is only natural, then, that even non-terminal nodes (like

PP in (20)) may carry morphologically visible features.

5. Extensions and predictions

The proposed analysis does more than add a morphological dimension to the

cluster of syntactic / semantic / pragmatic constraints underlying the distribution of

PIs. By attributing the overt c-commandconstraint to a morphological peculiarity of

PIs, our analysis also provides a way to understand the difference between the class

of PIs typically exemplified by English, which we have considered so far, and other

dependent elements.

5.1 An essential trait of English PIs, which sets them apart from their putative

Romance, Slavic and Greek counterparts, is their inability to occur in isolation, for

instance as answers to Wh-questions:

(21) Who came? Noone / *Anyone.

If the single-word answeris interpreted as a negative indefinite, this qualification must

be madevisible by an appropriate morphology. One may be tempted,therefore, to rule

out the answer anyone as morphologically ill-formed; not in the sense that the internal

constituents of the word areill-formed, but in the broader sense that the word as such
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fails to meet morphological conditions unless syntax provides an antecedent.

However, such a conclusion would necessarily entail that the identical forms with

free-choice interpretation are altogether different:

(22) a (Just) Anything John does is wrong. (Free Choice any)

b Anybody can doit.

c Whois awareofthat? (Practically) Anyonehere.

This result would be undesirable: free-choice any lies semantically in the broad class

of operator-dependent items, just like PIs (see recently Giannakidou 1997, and

references therein), and if the two classes were closer semantically than

morphologically, their formal absolute identity would be a very unlikely chance.

Ourproposal affords a solution out of this embarrassing conclusion. As it happens,

the semantic operators licensing free-choice items are just those that, in English, do

not have to be lexically supported. There are no generic, non-episodic overt markers

or particles; the interpretation is made visible indirectly through other grammatical

forms,like verbal tense (even though there may be good reasons to suppose that such

operators are in fact syntactically represented). This means that the added M° which,

by our hypothesis, determines the characteristic morphology of any-items, does not

need a spelt-out licensing operator: the operator itself does not need to be spelt out in

this case. So we can still maintain the desirable conclusion that the a form like

anything is morphologically one and the same object; it matches a feature bundle

defining a dependent item which, depending on the syntactic and semantic context,

will be interpreted as a PI or a free-choice item. In both cases the added M° has

morphological requirements that correspond to those of the licensing operator:

negation, polarity reversal, questions, universal quantifiers all are represented by overt

categories (not necessarily the head of a corresponding projection), and in such cases

the M° added to a PI is content-identified by an overt binder; generic operators are

syntactically represented but not visibly expressed, and correspondingly the added MP

does not violate any morphological requirement even if its antecedent is not spelt out.

The simple anyone in (21) is indeed morphologically ill-formed, but that does not

mean that the worditself is ill-formed; in fact, the same answer becomesacceptable if

the question makesavailable a free-choice interpretation, as in (22c).
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5.2  Disentangling morphological from syntactic-semantic dependence also has

the desirable consequenceofpredicting, as opposed to being compatible with, the fact

that some items may be dependent on a syntactically realized operator without

requiring c-commandbya realized antecedent. The case of modal need dependent on

negation is the most familiar example, and it makes clear that the overt c-command

constraint is not a property parametrized across languages:6

(23) He need *(not) worry.

Without not the sentence would be ruled out by the lack of agreement on the third

person singular form of the verb. But interestingly scope and overt realization differ:

the obligatory interpretation is "not have to", with the deontic modal inside the scope

of negation, even though the negative marker not or n't appears after the verb. The

German verb brauchenis like needin that it mustlie within the scope of a negative

operator, but it has no alternative affirmative use corresponding to he needs to do it,

taking a full clausal complement:

(24) a Du brauchst dir keine Sorgen zu machen.

you need to-you no worries to-do

"You need not worry".

 

6. Modal verbs are not the only dependent items that do not require an overt c-commanding

licenser. The simple indefinites kukaan and oktage in Finnish and Northern S4mi obligatorily require

a negative auxiliary in their sentence and are interpreted in its scope, but can appear above: as

preverbal subjects, as in (i), or as focussed embedded subjects, as in (ii) (M4rit Julién,p.c.):

(i) Kukaan *(ei) tiedaa sitd. (Finnish)

anyone neg.aux.3S know that

"No one knowsit".

(ii) MunjahkfAn ahte OKTAGE *(ii) leat boahtàn. (Simi)

I think that noone neg.aux.3$ be come

"I think that no one has come".
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b *Du brauchst dieses Buch zu lesen.

"You needto read this book".

Another form dependent on negation but not subject to the overt c-command constraint

is the archaic English verb brook, cognate of brauchen and meaning "to tolerate":

(25) a He brooked no objections.

b *He brooked someobjections.

The principled distinction between morphological and syntactic-semantic

dependenceis not just compatible with the data: it is also revealing. Although the PI-

like behaviour of such modal verbs is a familiar fact, the lack of overt c-command

requirement has never (to my knowledge) been linked to another property of these

verbs: their nature of dependent items is not made visible by any morphological

marker, in contrast to any-forms. When these verbs can be employed with a different,

non-modal interpretation (which predictably does not happen with the archaic brook ),

their form is precisely the same and there is no reason for thinking that their

morphological make-up should be any different:

(26) a You need the umbrella / to do it.

b Du brauchst den Regenschirm.

"You needthe umbrella".

By this observation, we can establish a principled link between the appearance of a

dependentitem and its requiring an overt c-commanding licenser. The latter property

has been explained in terms of an added morphological unit M°; thus, an item subject

to the overt c-command condition has a characteristic abstract morphological structure.

Although M's are not to be equated with actual affixes, it would be extremely

stipulative (although it would not lead to circularity) to simply assume that the

presence of a [+operator] M° had no effect whatsoever on the realization of the

terminal. As we have just seen, dependent items not subject to the overt c-command

condition do not visibly display any special form. In so far as it holds true that all and

only dependentitemsthat require a visible antecedent have a characteristic form,this is

a powerful argument for the view that the overt c-command constraint has a

morphological motivation. The argument may be schematized as follows:
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(27) a Dependentitemsthat require an overt c-commandinglicenser

have been argued to have a particular abstract morphology.

b The sameitems also have a characteristic overt morphology.

c Other dependent items have no characteristic overt morphology.

d Then, the need of an overt c-commanding licenser is a

consequence of abstract morphology, which has effects on the

realization.

By "a particular abstract morphology" I am referring here to the addition of an M° at

MS. Dependentitems like modal need, then, are just like PIs so far as the syntax is

concerned, but at MS theyare notaffixed by an [+operator] M°, because the English

morphological system does not distinguish dependent verbs in the same way asit

marks dependentitems(as PIs). Recall, once again,that the semantic quality of being

dependent on another expression is already encoded in the feature bundle filling the

syntactic terminal: the added M° appears only if being dependent on an operatorfinds a

morphological encoding in a language.

5.3 Italian provides a clear illustration of the predictive power of such analysis.

In a negative sentence, a comparative like più di questo “more than that" may be

fronted without receiving contrastive focus:

(28) Più di questo non posso fare.

"More than that, I cannot do".

The only available interpretation of (28) has the comparative inside the scope of

negation: "I can't do more than that", or "there is not more than that such that I can do

it". The interpretation where the scope of the two operators corresponds to their linear

orderis unavailable: "there is more than that such that I cannot do it". No matter how

this effect is explained, the syntactic structure from which LF is extrapolated must

encode the information that the fronted phrase is "dependent" on negation. In this

case, being "dependent"is not an intrinsic characteristic of the form: pi di questo has

the same form whetherit is under the scope of negation, as here, or in any other
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context. Crucially, however, it must be interpreted as if it were in a reconstructed

position inside the scope of negation. As in the examples in section 2.1, scope and c-

command of realized categories differ. As expected, if we replace the fronted

comparative with a PI like chicchessia "anyone"? the result is clearly ungrammatical,

and acceptability is restored once negation precedesthe PI:8

(29) a *Chicchessia non posso invitare.

"AnyoneI cannotinvite".

b Non possoinvitare chicchessia.

"I cannot invite anyone".

Both in (28) and (29) the syntactic representation must contain information to the

effect that the fronted phrase is interpreted inside the scope of negation. But

chicchessia, unlike the comparative, is morphologically characterized as a dependent

item: its very appearance, regardless of the context, indicates this. If we only

considered syntax, we could not go any further than the observation that one element

can be reconstructed while the other cannot. Adding the specification that chicchessia

is a PI would only describe the facts, not relate them to an explanation. The contrast is

predicted, however, once we consider morphology: chicchessia encodes its being

dependentin its visible morphology; this derives from the presence of a [+operator]

M°at the earliest stage of MS,and this in turn explains why the PI cannot be licensed

if there is no overtly realized and c-commanding node appropriately characterized as

[+operator].

 

7. Chicchessia is one of the few Italian dependentitems that parallel English PIs in requiring a c-

commanding realized licenser and cannot occur in isolation; it contrasts with nessuno-type elements.

8. As Cinque (1990) shows, an operator like pia di questo can be fronted without contrastive stress

and interpretation and without leaving a resmptive pronoun; an argument DP like chicchessia, on the

other hand, either requires a resumptive pronoun or is contrastively stressed. But this is irrelevant to

the present point, because even a resumptive pronoun does not rescue the fronting of chicchessia:

(i) *Chicchessia, non lo posso invitare.
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6. Conclusion

A PI, qua dependentitem, must be in the scope of a licensing operator of a certain

kind: this general constraint has pragmatic, semantic and syntactic aspects. Once we

distinguish the overt c-command requirement from the simple characterization as

dependent, an additional morphosyntactic dimension emerges. In a framework where

no S-structure condition can be formulated, the overt c-command requirement

displayed by some dependentitems is best understood as a morphological requirement

that refers to syntactic structure. I have argued that the theoretical vocabulary of DM,

as developed in Halle and Marantz 1993 and Noyer 1997, suffices without additional

stipulations to derive the overt c-command requirementand its exceptions in ellipsis

contexts. The principled explanation of this systematic exception, made possible by

the hypothesis of late insertion, is not the only reason why the proposed analysis

accomplishes more than just shifting an S-structure condition to the level of MS.

Positing a precise morphosyntactic cause for certain PIs entails that being dependent

and requiring an overt c-commandinglicenser are distinct conditions, so it correctly

predicts that not all dependentitems are subject to the second constraint. It also entails

that some elements must be like PIs in requiring an overt licenser but unlike them in

not being dependent in semantic sense; although this possibility has not been

discussed, it is presumably illustrated by dependent verbs in languages like Irish,

where a few verbs have special forms if they are embedded under a complementizer.

Moreover,the particular explanation adopted for items subject to the overt c-command

constraint is also automatically a theory of the other dependent items: for them I have

proposed that no formative is added at MS, a hypothesis that dovetails with the

observation that in such elements (like modal need) the dependent characteris typically

not encoded by a particular morphology. On all these counts, then, as regards PIs a

theory of morphology-syntax interaction like DM does everything that S-structure

could do, and more.

This, however, does not mean that PIs can be confortably analysed within the

Minimalist program. Of the two fundamental problems discussed in the introduction,

the lack of S-structure can be solved by recourse to DM,but precisely for that reason

checking theory remains a point of attrition. Since DM is an attempt to relate

morphosyntax to morphonology without reducing the former to syntax, it cannot be

reconciled with checking theory, which reduces syntax to the movement and matching

of morphosyntactic features. In so far as an autonomous morphological componentis

empirically motivated and its operations cannot be reduced to those of syntax proper,
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the claim that syntactic feature-checking is a consequence of morphology must be

abandoned. The two viewpoints are incompatible, so long as in checking theory the

concepts and categories relevant to syntax are equated with those relevant to

morphology.

Asa final observation, note that the analysis here proposed, like any couched in

terms of DM, must accept as given that certain terminal nodes are lexicalized and not

others; it does not address the question why this is so. However, this is not a

counterargumentin favour of checking theory orof a purely syntactic approachto PIs.

In fact, neither approach offers a theory of which terminal nodes are lexicalized:

Chomsky (1995) limits himself to distinguishing features according to whether they

must be phonologically interpreted or not, while Halle and Marantz (1993) simply do

not address the issue. In this respect, therefore, both views of morphosyntax are

silent. I have suggested elsewhere a way to approach this foundational issue

(Acquaviva 1988), based on concepts underlying DM although not framed in terms of

that theory; but the whole question is conceptually separate even thoughit has logical

priority. Some answeris required, but whatever the answer may be, this paper has

presented an argumentfrom PIs in support of DM against checking theory.

e-mail: acquaviv @unive.it
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A case of do support in Romance

Paola Beninca and Cecilia Poletto

University of Padua

1. Introduction

Asfar as we know,the do supportstrategy,i.e..the insertion of a pro-verb to play

the role of a main verb in positions to which the V itself cannot move, has been

reported and analysed only for Modern English. Chomsky (1957) already treats the

phenomenon asthe insertion of a dummyin order to support inflectional features

when the main verb cannot do it. Lightfoot (1979) linked the diachronic

developmentof do support to the appearance of a special class of modal verbs, and

to the loss of a rich verbal inflection: these historical facts converged in rendering V

movementto I no longer necessary, which means, in an economyperspective, no

longerpossible: at this point the support do, which was a free substitute of the verb

in I, became the only available support of morphology whena verb wasnecessary in

a projection higher than V° (negative and interrogative sentences). The most

comprehensive analysis of the phenomenonis given in Pollock (1989), who on the

contrary proposes an explanation of the impossibility for main verbs to moveto I in

English directly depending on morphological poverty, which renders a moved verb

opaque with respect to the th-rolesit assigns; in this theory too a free availability of

do is assumed, whichat this point becomesthe only possible support of inflection

when needed. !

 

1 Asfor the syntax ofinterrogative sentences, we will adopt the theoretical framework

outlined in Rizzi (1991).Weare framing our discussion in terms of Rizzi's and Pollock's theories, not

considering Chomsky's (1995) reformulation, which attributes the syntactic details of the construction

to properties of the PF component.

University of Venice
Working Papers in Linguistics
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Both theories give then crucial relevance to poor morphology and free

availability of do for the rising of the modern do support phenomenon.

In this paper we documentthe existence of a do support analogue in some

Lombard dialects in Northern Italy, analysing in particular the data collected in the

village of Monno. Wethink that this dialect offers an interesting way to check (some

of) the predictions made by the aforementioned theories, and gather a more

complete picture of movement phenomenain interrogative sentences. Both in

Lightfoot's and in Pollock's analysis, the do support strategy is connected to certain

peculiar features of English syntax; some of these features are apparently absent

from the dialect we present, and nevertheless do support showscharacteristics very

close to the English construction, as the English word for word translation of the

following Monnese examples shows:

(1) a fa-] maja?

does- he eat?

b ke fa-1 maja?

whatdoes-he eat?

c *ke maia-1? / maja-1?

what eats-he? / eats he?

d a-l majà?

has-he eaten?

e ke a-] maja?

whathas-he eaten?

f fa-1 pléer?

does-it rain?

g a-l plòt?

has-it rained?

h *plée-1?

rainsit?

In this dialect, the support only appears in main questions, whereit is - as in

English - obligatory. It is not inserted in negative sentences, nor in emphatic

contexts. It is then morerestricted than the English parallel: we are going to show in

what follows, however, that this narrowing is an independent consequenceof other

characteristics of the dialect, while the phenomenonperse is exactly the sameas in

English.
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The examples in (1) show that the Monnesefa, the equivalent of English do,

occurs immediately after the wh-element(or in first position in yes/no questions)

and is followed byan infinitival form of the main verb. *

2. An outline of Monnese

The general features of Monnese are commonto the great majority of Northern

Italian Dialects (NIDs); some morerestricted phenomena(in particular wh- in situ)

are shared by other Lombard and Northern Venetan varieties (see Beninca’ 1997).

Asalready mentionedin the introduction, English do support is viewed both by

Lightfoot (1979) and Pollock (1989) as a consequence of the loss of verbal

morphology whichhas in turn triggered the loss of syntactic V to I movement. Thus,

let us concentrate our attention first on these morphological and syntactic

characteristics to test if in Monnese they can also be thought to be responsible for

the occurrenceof the do supportstrategy.

 

2 The characteristics of verbal morphology, verb movement and wh- movementofthis dialect are

shared by (many or most) Northern Italian Dialects (NID), while the do support strategy is only

attested in this area in Norther Italy: Monno, the Lombard village whose dialect we are dealing with,

is located off (but not far from) an ancient route connecting Brescia with Romansch Switzerland.

Until 1963 the village was reachable only by a foot path: contacts with people speaking other

varieties were rare, and this can perhaps explain whythis very peculiar mode of question formation

was preserved here. Possibly the phenomenonexists in other villages near Monno; we have recorded

it recently in Malonno: weare not aware of other cases. The phenomenonis attested in German

dialects and regional varieties.On the basis of the description given in .... the fundamental difference

between English and Monnese on the one hand and .German varieties on the otheris that in the latter

the phenomenonis optional both in interrogative and assertive contexts and it shows no difference

between main and embeddedclauses.
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2.1. Verb morphology and syntactic V to I movement

Verbal morphology of Monnese is as in any other NID. A sample of the present

indicative forms is given below:

(2) Present indicative

kumpra èsse Vè fà ndà

‘to buy' ‘to be’ ‘to have' ‘to do’ ‘to go'

kumprjo so jo fo ndò

te kumpret te sé te è te fè te ndé

Vla kumpra V/laè Vla dz-a .  Vlafa Vla va

mkumpra mè ma m fa m va

kumprè sé é fe ndè

i/le kumpra  i/leè le a Vle fa i/le va

lst and 2nd sg. of a lexical verb show the agglutination of a subj. pronoun jo "T'

and ¢ 'thou', while the auxiliaries and fa do not have this kind of morphology;the

verb nda is the only lexical verb that partly behaves as auxiliaries and has a parallel

type of inflection. It is not possible to state a simple correlation between the type of

inflection and movement to C: auxiliaries have subject pronoun agglutination in

tenses different from the present indicative and moveto C all the same, while lexical

verbs don't have agglutination in tenses different from present indicative and they

cannot moveto C in interrogatives.

(3) a faja

(1) did

b te faet

you did

c jea

(1) had

d te jeet

you had
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e majaja

(I) ate

f te majaet

you ate

2nd sg., Ist pl., 3rd sg. and pl. have an obligatory subject clitic pronoun; 1st pl. is

represented (as in French, other Lombarddialects, etc.) by a 3rd sg. verb form with

an impersonal subj. pronoun m 'man' (etymologically derived from lat. homo ‘man’:

cf. French on, and the semantically parallel German Man). Proclitic subjects become

enclitic in main interrogatives (see (3)).

More importantly, Monnese inflected verbs show the type of phenomena which

are considered typical of a 'rich’ inflection. In the following examples we will

observe (a) pro drop, (b) lexical DP subject postposing, (c) surface order of the verb

with respect to adverbs:

(a) pro drop: the complex subject clitic+Verb gives a pro-drop inflected form

for second singular, first plural, third singular and plural; some forms (1st sg. and

2ndpl.) do not have a subjectclitic .

(4) a livrjo

- ‘I finish”

b te livret

‘you finish’

(b) subject postposing: a postverbal lexical subject is fully grammatical with

any type of verb:

(5) a livrjo mé

'T finish’

b te livret té

‘you finish’

c le mort le cavre

‘jt is dead (unmarked masc.) the goats (pl.f.)'

"the goats died"

d | rya1 pusti

it arrives the postman
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e 1 salta zo le foe

it comes downthe leaves

f le lavera zo i piac le matele

they will-wash downthe dishes thegirls

h 1 me capis niigii

it me understand nobody/’nobody understands me’

These cases are not right dislocation structures, as (5h) shows. Moreover, notice

that in (5c,d,e) there is no agreement between the verb and the posposed subject; a

right dislocated subject would always require a completely agreeing subject clitic.

For a more detailed description of this phenomenonsee Benincà (1997).

(c) verb movement

A. the inflected lexical verb (or the inflected auxiliary) appears obligatorily

to the left of those adverbs that distinguish the position of French and Italian

inflected verbs from that of English: the inflected verb in Monnese has the same

distribution as that of Italian and the NIDs(see Belletti 1990, 1994, Cinque 1997):

(6) a 1 tJakola semper

'he speaks always'

b 1 a sempertfakolà

c I njarél | parla za

‘the baby speaks already'

d la za maja

‘he hasalready eaten’

e 1 va maj

'he goes never'

B. Any inflected verb is higher than the postverbal negation mia, lexically

the sameas Italian mica, (originally a negative polarity item designating a ‘minimal

quantity’, a ‘crumb') and syntactically parallel to French postverbal negation pas.

Assuming Pollock’s idea that this type of postverbal negation is a specifier, we see

here that the inflected verb moves to AgrS bypassing the position of the negative

adverb. As in many NIDs,there is no preverbal negative morpheme:
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(7) 1tlakolamia
'he speaks not'

“he does not speak”

The fact that verbal morphologyis as rich as it is in most NIDs, that this is a pro

drop language, that adverbs mustoccurto the right of the inflected verb, show that

V-to-I movementhas in Monnesethe same characteristics as in Italian and Northern

Italian Dialects. In a language of this type we have English type do support,

something unexpected within current analyses.

Let us now examinethe position of the infinitive, as this is the form which occurs

after the do- support. The infinitive (and the past participle) occurs to the left of

adverbslike plé ‘anymore’ and anmo ‘again’, hence it moves higher than these lower

adverbs:

(8) a el a di da tfakolà plò

'he said (not) to talk anymore'

b lla fat anmò

'he has doneit once again'

(9) a . el a dit de fal anmò

he has said to doit again

b lla fat plò

he it has done anymore

The infinitive of the auxiliaries optionally precedes the postverbal negative

adverb’:

(10) a par éi mia yly

for to-have not wanted

 

3 See also Zanuttini (1995) for parallel cases of postverbal negations in NIDs, which she locates

in the Spec of a NegPlocated lower than TP.
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b par miaél yly

‘for not to-have wanted”

“having not wanted”

??Lexical infinitives must occur after postverbal negation.Infinitival main verbs

nevercross overthe position of the negation mia, whichstructurally corresponds to

French pas.

(11) a par mia majal

for noteatit

b *par majal mia

for eat it not

Note that objectclitics are obligatorily enclitics on infinitival verbs, even though

the infinitival occurs in a position lower than the negative adverb located lower than

TP. This suggests that enclisis does not necessarily occur in a high position as AgrS

or C, as proposed in Kayne (1991) , (1994). Wewill not pursue this any further here

On the basis of what we have seen, regarding the morphological and syntactic

characteristics of the verb as the pro drop property, free inversion and the

distribution of the inflected verb with respect to adverbs, we conclude that verb

movementto the IP functional projections in Monnese is, for the relevant respects,

parallel to Italian. In particular, any inflected verb movesto the head of a functional

projection as high as AgrS.

2.2. Question formation

In this section we will illustrate some characteristics of Monnese questions, the

context where do support applies. The differences with respect to English syntax

will be shown to be a feature commonto othervarieties, and, as such, they have to

be factored out from the analysis of do support itself and do notinterfere with our

comparison between English and Monnese.

Wehypothesise that in MonneseC has to befilled by an inflected verbal form in

main questions. We will first consider examples with compound tenses, which do
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not show the do support strategy. In this case movementto C affects auxiliaries and

the do supportstrategy is ungrammatical.

The main evidence for V to C movementis subjectclitic inversion (SCI), which

has been interpreted as indicating V to C in French (see Kayne 1984,ch. 10, Rizzi

and Roberts (1989)), as it is a root phenomenon both in French and in the NIDs.

Friedemann (1995) interprets SCI as a case of "interrogative inflection". He

supposes that the verb moves to C only at the LF level but not in the Syntax. In

section 4.3 we will see that Monnese do support provides evidence that SCIis

indeed V to C. For the moment, let's simply state that this is a quite common

phenomenon in NIDs, and, as such, it is not directly connected to the do support

phenomenon weare studying.‘

In a main question, both a yes/no and a wh-interrogative, when it is not the

subject to be interrogated, a 3rd sg. and pl., 1st and 2ndpl.inflected verb postposes

the subject clitic; 1st sg. does not change, 2nd sg. only loses its proclitic subject.

This phenomenologyis analogousto other NIDs.

A less commonfeature of Monnese is the wh-in situ strategy: wh- elements and

phrases can either appear in front of the sentence or immediately after the lexical

verb. Some wh- elements have a different form depending on the position in which

they occur: a wh- ofthis class is slightly different when movedorleft in situ (see

examples (12c,g); Munaro (1995,1997); Beninca (1997)). This strategy is not

widespread in Northern Italy. It is found though in other dialects of Lombardy and

Southern Switzerland and in Northern Veneto(it is also attested in spoken French,

with somerelevantdifferences)’. In Monnese, SCIis obligatory, independently from

 

4 In several NIDs other types of structures trigger SCI. They can all be analyzed as movement to

a C° position. Monnese showsinversion with lexical verbs in disjunctive and exhortative structures:

(i) plùe-! o plòe-l mia,...

‘rain it or rain it not' “whether it rains or not,..."

(it) telefon-om-i subit

phone-we-her immediately/ let’s phone her immediately’

These data will be analyzed in section 4.4. They show that it is not the interrogative morphologythat

is missing in this dialect.

5 See Benincà &Vanelli (1982), Benincà (1986) for Veneto dialects, Lurà (1987) for Lombard

dialects, Rizzi (1991) for French. The phenomenon has been analysed by Munaro (1995, 1997): the
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the fronting of the wh- element (the sameis true in Bellunese, for example, but not

in Mendrisiotto nor in French).

(12) a k e-t fat?

what have-you done?

e-t tferkà fora kwal? /kwal è-t tferkà fora ?
have-you looked out which? / which have you looked out?

‘which one have you chosen?

ngol e-t majada? / 1 è-t majada ngont ?

where obj.clit.-have-you eaten? / obj.cl.- have-you eaten

where?

‘where have youeatenit?'

a ki i l'e-t dat? /i l'e-t dat a ki?

‘to whom dat.cl.-obj.clit.-have-you given? /dat.cl.-obj.clit.-

have-you given to

whom? “whom haveyougivenit to?”

a-l vist ki?

‘has-he seen who?

a-1 vist ki?

‘have-they seen who?’

ke ef kunta zo? / ef kunta zo kué ?

‘what have-you(pl.) told down?’ / ‘have-you told down

what?’

“what have you told?”

kwate-f speta?/ef speta kwat?

‘how-much have-you waited?’ / ‘have-you waited how-

much?’

 

wh-elements that cannotbe left in situ are identified by Munaro on the basis of a difference in the

internal structure of the wh-itself and on the feature that it instantiates. What concerns us hereis that

this possibility exists independently from do support. In the Lombard dialect of Mendrisio

(Switzerland: see Lura (1987)) inversion applies only if the wh- moves to SpecCP, while Belluno

dialect is like Monnese, and shows SCI even when the wh-element has remained in situ (see below

fn. 9). Hence, the wh- in situ phenomenonis independent of verb movementto C,in principle, and

consequently of do support perse.
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In our view,this means that movementofthe verb to the C° position occurs even

though the wh- element has remained in situ. Here we will assume that the SpecC

position is occupied by an abstract wh-operator when the wh- element has not

moved, and that it is the abstract operator which triggers verb movementto C°, as

discussed in Poletto (1995) and Munaro (1996).

In all main questions,it is impossible for a lexical subject to appear immediately

after the moved verb. This is a feature that Monnese has again in common with most

other Romance varieties, as no subject DP is permitted in SpecAgr position in

French,Italian, Spanish, NIDs (except for V2 varieties).

(13) a * ke a-(1) Mario maja?

what has Mario eaten

b *ngo e-(1) Mario nda?

where is-he Mario gone?

In all embedded interrogatives SCI is impossible (cf. (14 d), to compare with

(12h)). We argue, following Rizzi and Roberts (1989) that the verb does not move to

a C° position. In general, wh-elements require a following complementiserke (cf.

(14a) (14b)); an exception is ngo ‘where’ (see (14c)). Yes/no questions are

introduced by the complementiser se ‘if, whether'. Again, a lexical subject is not

easily allowed in Spec Agrposition, as shownin (14a) :

(14) a i ho domandàkolke(??Mario)l'ha fat

‘to-him have asked what that (Mario) he has done’

b 1 so mia a ky ke i l'arò dat

‘it I-know not to whom thatI it-will-have given’

"I don'tknow whom could havegiven it to"

c 1 so miga ngo la mader | a cumprai fiur

‘it-I-know not where the mother she-has boughtthe flowers’

d *1 so mia quatef spetà

‘it-I-know not how-much have-you waited”

Hence, both features found in Monnese, (SCI and the wh- in situ strategy) are not

a peculiarity of Monnese syntax, but are found in othervarieties as well, all of which

do not show do support. Therefore, we conclude that both SCI and the wh- in situ
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strategy are not directly connected to the do support phenomenon, and must be

factored out from ouranalysis.

2..2.1. Questioning the subject

Whenthe wh-is a subject, there is no evidence of verb movement to C°, and

there are two waysofrealising the sentence:

1. the wh- subject is fronted and a complementiseris obligatorily inserted in

C°. Main and embeddedinterrogatives show then a parallel structure:

(15) a ki *(ke) a maja?

‘who that has eaten?’

b el so mia ki *(ke) a maja

'it-I-know not whothat has eaten'

"I don'tknow whohaseaten"

2. another possibility is clefting, where the wh- is inserted in the focus

position of the cleft structure:

(16) a e-l ki ke telefona stasera?

is-it who that phonestonight?

b e-l ki ke maja / a maja?

‘is-it whothat eats / has eaten?’

c e-l ki ke è vyfiy 1 altra sera?

‘is-he whothat is come yesterday night?”

While clefting is used in many NIDs as an unmarked question formation

structure, in Monnese it conveys a pragmatic meaning, as it does in standard Italian:

with this type of interrogative, it is underlined that the wh- is part of a ‘given set’,

mentioned in the context.

A third possibility is only open to unaccusative verbs: the wh- subject appears in

postverbal position as an object, and the auxiliary inverts with an expletive subject

clitic:
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(17) a e-(1) vyfiy ki l'altra sera?

is-it come wholast night?

b * a-(1) maja ki?

has-it eaten who?

c * a-(1) telefonà ki

has-it telephoned who?

d *e(1) ki vyfiy?

is-it who come?

We will discuss this in a more detailed fashion in the theoretical section. For the

moment we simply state that:

-the complementiser appears only when the wh-element has moved to SpecC.

- the SpecAgrpositionis not available for wh- in situ subjects.

-the in-situ strategy is possible only with unaccusatives.

Note that these data show that the extraction site of unergative subjects is

different from the extraction site of inaccusatives. Only unaccusative subjects have

the option of staying in situ, which is typical of objects.

3. 'Do support' in Monnese

Let's now turn our attention to the do support phenomenonitself. As we will see,

it has striking similarities with its English counterpart. We will try to show that the

phenomenon is indeed the same in the two languages first examining the common

characteristics and then trying (in the next section) to derive the differences from

independent syntactic factors that distinguish Romance from English.

Maininterrogative sentences with a simple verb have the following form:

(18) a fa-1 ma'ja?

does-he eat?

b kome fa-l compor'ta-s?

how does-he behave-himself?
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c kwata fa-1 ma'ja-n?

how much does-he eat-ofit?

In all cases, it is impossible to have a DP subject immediately after the verb fa in

interrogatives:

(19) *Ngofa (1) Mario majà?

"Where does Mario eat?

This is an instance of the general constraint we illustrated above commenting the

examples in (13).

The translations of the examples are also glosses word by word: it appears then

that this Romance dialect employs a do support strategy exactly parallel to English.

Following Rizzi (1991), (see discussion in section 2.2) we will assume that the verb

fà (‘to do’) is located in C° - as SCI suggests. The main verb takes the infinitival

form and,if it is the case, it has enclitic object clitics (cf. b, c) as all infinitival forms

in this dialect®.

As SCI applies whether the wh-element moves to Spec CP oris left in situ, do

support occurs independently from the movementof the overt wh-element(recall

that we hypothesised the presence of a null operator when the wh-elementisleft in

situ, aS discussed in section 2.2).

 

6 As a numberof NID,this variety has no Clitic Climbing (see Rizzi (1982), Kayne (1989b)).

Verbs such as ryà-j ‘to arrive at’, i.e. 'can', olé ‘want’, vé da ‘have to, must’, which in other Italian

varieties can or musthostthe clitics of the complementclause,in this dialect cannot. Notice thatfa,

when a support, behavesas the other modals, refusing complementclitics, but whenit is the causative

auxiliary, it obligatorily hosts the complementclitics of its dependentclause (as it is the general case

in Romance):

(i) 1m] fa vede

he to-meit makes see ‘he makes mesee it’
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(20) a ‘kome fa-l kompor'ta-s?

how does-he behave-himself?

b fa-1 kompor'ta-s ku'me?

does-he behave-himself how?

c kwata fe-t ma'ja-n?

how much do-you eat-ofit?

d fe-t ma'ja-n kwata?

do-you eat-of it how much?

Let us now consider in detail the aspects in which do supportin this dialect is

parallel to English.

3.1. A comparison with English do support: the similarities

As in English, do support in Monnesehas the following characteristics:

(a) it occurs both in wh- and in yes/no questions:

(21) a fe-t maja?

- do-you eat?

b ke fe-t maja

what do-you eat?

c fa-l pléer?

doesit rain?

(b) it does not occur in embeddedinterrogative contexts:

(22)a (i domandjo) col che 1 maja

‘(I ask) whatthat he eats’

b i t domandjo s-el plòf

‘I ask youif it rains”

 

7 If afa ‘do’ is inserted in an embeddedinterrogative,it is inescapably interpreted as a causative

form:

(i) i t domandio ki ke fa majà T you ask who that makes (someone) eat'
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(c) it cannot apply to 'have' and 'be', even when they are used as main verbs’:

(23) a kwal e-t tferkà fo?
which have-you looked out?

‘which did you choose”

b *kwal fe-t ej tferkà?

which do-you have chosen?

c ngo £-l na?

whereis-he gone?

d * ngo fa-l ese na?

where does-he be gone?

e *kwal fe-t ej?

which one do-you have?

f *ngo fa-l ese?

where does-he be?

(d) it can occur with the verbfa 'do, make’?

 

8 In fact the similarity between English and Monnese is total with the verb be / esse, while it is

only partial with have / ej. Lexical have cannot move to C in American English, while it can in some

varieties of British English: in this varieties lexical and auxiliary have are not distinct in this respect.

9 This is also the case when fa is the causative auxiliary:

(1) fa-] fa-t na?

does-he make-you leave?

(ii) fe-t fa-1 coser com stasera?

‘do-you do-obj.clit. cook how tonight?”

“how do you cookit tonight?”
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(24) a fe-f fa-1?

“do-you(pl) do-it?’

b ke fa-l fà?

‘what does he do?’

(e) it cannot occurif the wh- is a subject. In this case a complementiseris inserted

(see section 2.2.1), giving rise to a structure whichis in fact parallel to embedded

questions (see case (d) above):

(25) a ki ke maja / a ma'ja?

whothateats / has eaten?

b e-l ki ke maja / a ma'ja?

is it whothat eats / has eaten?

c *ki fa(-1) ma'ja?

d *(e-1) Ki ke fa ma'ja?

It appears that fa support is triggered by the necessity to fulfil the requirement of

occupying a head higher than AgrS (presumably, C°); in the cases where further

verb movementis expected, and the verb is not the type of verb to perform it, the

support is inserted.

As will be pointed out in what follows, the impossibility to move the verb with an

interrogative on the subjectis strikingly parallel to English; in Monnese, though, the

wh- subject evidently moves to SpecCP, and a complementiser has to be inserted in

C°. This structure can be viewed as identical to English, with the only difference that

in English the complementiser has no phonological content, as in other cases.

We will reconsider the strategy adopted with unaccusative subjects in section

3.3.: if they stay in situ, the verb must move to C° (see above the case of the

auxiliary be); in the caseofa lexical verb, fa support is inserted.

3.2. Thedifferences

The contexts of do support in Monnese are morerestricted than in English, for

reasons due to independentdifferences between the two languages, the most relevant

being the fact that the lexical verb in Monnese moves far more than the English one
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in the IP field. For principled reasons, then, Monnese do support is limited to

interrogative contexts i.e. to movement in CP, and does not appear to substitute

verb movementin IP (see section 4). Inside the interrogative domain, there are no

syntactic contexts where do support applies in Monneseandnotin English, but

lexical differences in the members ofthe class allowing or prohibitingit.

The contexts where English has obligatorily do support and Monnese does not

are cases where the English verb cannotreach a position that the Monnese verb can

occupy.

The differences are the following:

3.2.1. Monnese does not show 'do support’ with negation:

(26) a 1 so mia

'(1) it know not’

"I do not knowit"

b * fo mia savé-]

(1) do not know it

A sentence like (26a) is similar to its positive counterpart with respect to verb

syntax. The only difference is due to the presence of the sentential negative marker

mia which we showed above is in any case lower than any inflected verb (and

optionally bypassed even by an infinitive if it is an auxiliary: but the syntax of

infinitives is - as far as we know - irrelevant for the do support phenomenonitself:

see section 4????). The Monnese postverbal negative marker is therefore to be

analysed as a specifier, as it does not block head-movement of the inflected verb

higherthan the negative projection (see Zanuttini (1997))

3.2.2. Monnese does not show emphatic 'do':

(27) *mati te FET kanta be!

‘but you DOsing well!

This difference between English and Monnese will also be treated as due to an

independent factor concerning verb movement. The emphatic reading is supposed to
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result from movementto a functional head that the English verb cannot reach. These

differences are then to be considered as a consequenceof the fact that the Monnese

inflected lexical verb movesin the IP field bypassing NegP (or a PolarityP where

both negation and emphasis are realized) and reaching a position where it can

receive emphatic interpretation.

3.2.3. Monnese does not have VP-ellipsis

(c) As apparently all Romance varieties, Monnese does not permit VP Ellipsis

with pro-sentence do:

(28) a *I butigheri ha alsà i presi ma i cinema i a mia

shopkeepers haveraised the prices but cinemas havenot

b *la turta l è suspendyda sé bè mal pa l è mia

the cake has risen well but the bread has not

c *ancò 1 Mario 1 maja a l’osteria e a 1 Carlo l fa

today Mario eats at the restaurant and also Carlo does

This is also true for other types of VP-ellipsis with auxiliaries, as in Romance in

general.

3.2.4. Lexical differences

Somedifferences are finally found in the class of verbs that must or can have do

support in main interrogatives. We have seen that 'have' and 'be', both as auxiliaries

and main verbs, cannot have do- support. As is well known, do support does not

apply in English when the verb is a modal, while it is obligatory with all main verbs

and with lexical do. The situation in Monnese is more complex: olé (want, wish)

does not admit do support.
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(29) a k 6-1 kwal?

ke wants he which? ‘which does he want?’

b 6-1 kwal?

wants he which?

c kwal 6-1?

which wants he

d *fa-l olé qual?

does he want which?

e *qual fa-1 olé?

which does he want?

The deontic modal ‘must’ is expressed by the phrase vej da ‘have to’ and, as such,

it does not show do support, as the auxiliary ‘have’. The verb podé (‘can, may’)

necessarily has do support in main interrogatives. It has to be noticed that this verb

is probably a borrowing from other varieties, a very frequent alternative with the

same meaning being the form ryà-j ‘to arrive+loc.clit’. This form too, being a lexical

verb, cannot be moved to C° and requires do support.

Twoother verbs, namelyfa and nda can be optionally construed with do support,

but can also be moved to C°,as the following examplesillustrate:

(30) a ngo fe-t ndà?

‘where do-you go?’

b ngo vet?

‘where go-you'

c ke fa-1 fa

‘what does he do?’

d ke fa-1?

‘what does-he?’

Speakers do not perceive any significant difference between the two variants.

Other semi-auxiliary verbs meaning ‘finish’, ‘begin’, 'succeed’, ‘stop’, etc., i.e. those

restructuring verbs which have in many Romancevarieties quasi-modal properties,

behave as lexical verbs and always need do support in interrogative sentences.

The differences between the two languages can be summed up as follows:

Monnese inflected verbs raise to AgrS while English inflected verbs do not.

Moreover, in English an ambiguous verb such as do movesor not depending onits
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semantic value: whenit is used as an auxiliary it moves, when it is used as a main

verb it does not.

The situation in Monnese is more complex: auxiliaries ‘have’ and ‘be’ and the

sole true modal, o/é ‘want’ always move to C° in interrogatives and never take do

support.

Fa 'do' and nda 'go' optionally move to C°, again independently from their being

used as auxiliaries or main verbs!’ This partially resembles the situation of the

 

!° A peculiar behaviour of auxiliaries and modals is observed with wh- in situ, as shown in the

following paradigm:

(ia ngo ve-t?

‘where go-you?’

b ngo fe-t nda?

‘where do you go?’

c fe-t nda ngont?

‘do you go where?”

d * ve-t ngont

“go-you where?’

E NGO VE-T NGONT

(iia k je-t

what have-you?

b *k fe-t ej

‘what do you have?’

c *je-t ki

‘have-you what?

d kje-tki

‘what have-you what?

What we see here is presumably an effect - more limited than in French or in Mendrisio dialect - of

the weakness of a wh- in situ with respect to its capacity to induce verb movement. This weakness

appears now more obscure than it used to be, the wh- criterion being not sufficient to accountforit.

Notice that this supposed weakness of a wh-in situ does not appear with real auxiliaries andfa ‘do’,

which have SCI independently from overt wh- movementto SpecC, as assumed above.
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British varieties mentioned above (fn.8), where the verb have optionally moves to

C° even thoughit is used as a possessive and not as an auxiliary.

This will be discussed in section 4.

3.3. Factoring out the differences

The differences found between Monnese and English do support can be seen as

differences regarding the syntactic context in which the phenomenon appears or

differences regarding the behaviour of single verbs depending on whether they

belong or not to the class of verbs “moving to C° in interrogatives”(this will be

discussed in section 4.4.).

In Monneseonly interrogative contexts both admit and require do support: no do

support is found in negative, emphatic or VP-ellipsis contexts. As has been shown in

section 2., Monnese, on a par with other Romance varieties, has obligatory V to I

movement(or better to AgrS in Belletti's (1990) framework) which crosses the

position where the negative marker mia (and probably the positive emphatic too) is

realised. This is true for apparently all modern Romancevarieties, even if the Verb

reaches different positions in the IP fields, as appears from a detailed comparison of

Italian and Spanish, for example: see Z%%%%%)

As every main verb raises in the syntax to a position located higher than the

negative/emphatic position, it seems obvious why do support is not possible in these

contexts. As this is a last resort strategy (as already in Chomsky (1955)), it is not

possible whenit is not necessary, as is the case in Monnese.

Monneseshowsthat do support is not a unitary phenomenon in English, but the

different types of do support must be distinguished on the basis of the functional

projection that needs the verbal dummyelementin orderto be renderedvisible (or to

checkits features).

The analysis generally assumed for English treats do support as a consequence of

the impossibility of the verb to move to functional projections. Monnese data

suggest that do support in the IP domain and do supportin interrogative structures

are only indirectly related: it is in both cases a matter of a movementwhichis not

open to a main verb. The Monnesecan gopast the negation/emphatic projection,

English verb cannot. The reason whythe verb has to go past negation is another

matter, and Monnesehaslittle to say aboutit. In particular it gives us no hints
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concerning competing hypotheses (1) either not is a head blocking the relation of the

inflected verb and the subject, (2) or the verb has to moveto ‘too far’ a functional

projection in order to appear in a proper configuration with the negation. In any case

Monnese negation is not a blocking head but a specifier and the inflected verb

moving to an Agrprojection bypassesit (cf. Pollock (1989) for French).

Wewill therefore conclude that Monnese and English do support in interrogative

structures are instances of one and the same phenomenon, namely the lack of

movement to C° of a main verb. In the next section we will see how the analysis of

Monnese do support has both empirical and theoretical relevance for English and

Romance syntax and for a general theory on the connection between auxiliaries and

verb movement.

4. Reconsidering do support

Once we have factored out the differences noted in section 3.2., we are left with a

Romance variety that has do support following structural conditions that are a

proper subset of the English ones. This has consequences both for English and

Romance syntax. Let's first examine the reflexes that it has on the analysis of

English do support.

4.1. Consequences on English

4.1.1. The analysis of subject interrogatives

Wehaveseen in 2.2.1 and 3.1 the two strategies for questioning the subject.

We noted that Monnese does not show do support when the wh- element

corresponds to the subject; in this case, the C° position is occupied by a

complementiser and the wh- subject is located in SpecC.
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(31) a ki ke a maja?

‘whothat has eaten?’

b el so mia ki ke a maja

'it-Know not who that has eaten'

"I don't know whohaseaten"

This structure shows that the CP level is activated even when no verb moves to

the C° position. Hence, in Monneseall interrogative clauses are CPs, even those on

the subject. This can be considered an independentpiece of evidence favoring an

analysis of English interrogatives on the subject as Cps also. If we keep in mind that

in no case does English show a complementizer following a wh- while in Monnese a

complementizer is obligatory in embedded interrogatives, (cf. (31b)) the two

languages can be reasonably analysed as having the samestructure in subject

interrogatives, the only difference being a different constraint regarding the

realization of the complementizer.

Thus, the analysis of Monnese syntax seemsto favour Rizzi (1991)’s analysis of

English subject interrogative clauses over Grimshaw (1995)’s.

Verb movementis possible (in fact obligatory) only with the wh-subjects of

unaccusative verbs, and in compoundtenses we havethe auxiliary be (the auxiliary

of unaccusative verbs) with expletive SCI. In simple tenses a lexical unaccusative

verb shows do support with expletive SCI. In the latter case the wh- subject

presumably behaves as an object - in the terms of Burzio (1986) and Belletti (1988)

- and is left in situ:

(32) fa-] 'nda a ka ki?

‘does-he go home who?”

“who does go home?”

Monnese and English are similar in that they do not admit do support with the

subject of a transitive or intransitive verb. Only Monnese unaccusative subjects

permit do support and they are normally left in situ.!! Do support inverts with the

 

1! In Monneseasin othervarieties, moreover, the unaccusative subjectis not forced to reach the

AgrS projection, where an expletive subject clitic satisfies the Extended Projection Principle; the

inflected verb agrees with the expletive (as we can infer from the unmarked masculine form of the

pastparticiple, the 3rd sg. inflection being identical with 3rd plural):
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expletive subject clitic and the thematic subject is left in situ, and forms an A-

CHAIN with the expletive. Unaccusative subjects thus permit do support because of

an independent feature of the syntax,” namely the existence of a class of

unaccusative verbs whose subject behaveslike an object. °

 

(i)a le ryaina letra

‘it is arrived (m.sg.) a letter (f.)

b lè vyny la maestra

it has come (m.sg.) the teacher (f.)

c la letra ] è rivada

the letter(f.) is arrived (f.)

d la maestra ] e vynyda

‘the teacher(f.) is come(f.)

2 Note that the same strategies used to question a subjects in Monnese are found in Bellunese:

(i) a e-lo ki ke mafia kwa?

is-it who that eats here? ‘who doeseat here?’

b rive-lo ki?

arrives-it who? ‘who doesarrive?’

The subject appears in the focus position of a cleft structure or can be left in situ only if it is an

unaccusative subject. Differences between unaccusative subjects and other subjects are also found in

the whole of northern Italy, as in many varieties that do not show wh- in situ, the subject of a

transitive or unergative verb must be questioned through a cleft sentence (as in (1b), while a direct

question is possible with unaccusative wh- subjects.

(i) a ki vjen stasera? Padovano

who comestonight?

b *ki mafia kwa?

whoeats here?

13° English seemsto posses a limited set of unaccusative verbs whose subject is inserted in the

object position (see Tortora (1997)). However, as it does not have a wh- in situ strategy for non d-

linked wh-words,the reflexes of this phenomenon cannot be observed in interrogative sentences.
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4.1.2. The diachronic developmentof English

As already mentioned in the introduction, Lightfoot (1979) and (1991), Roberts

(1985) and Pollock (1989) connect the developmentof the do support strategy in

English to the disappearanceofinflectional morphology, which has triggered in turn

the loss of syntactic V to I movement. As Monnese has neverlost obligatory V to I

movement and nevertheless shows do support, we are forced tostate that the lack of

V to I movementcannotbe a necessary condition to produce the do supportstrategy.

At this point we can imagine two possible lines of reasoning to explain the

diachronic discrepancy between English and Monnese.

a) It might be the case that the samestrategy has evolved in the way in which the

authors mentioned above hypothesise in English and in a different way in Monnese.

The same phenomenon would thus be the result of two distinct evolutional

processes, as the loss of V to I in English anda still unknown factor in Monnese.

This hypothesis is not very attractive at first sight, as it seems to redundantly

postulate two mechanismsto obtain the same grammar (see the discussion in section

4.)

b) One could try to unify the two grammars postulating a more abstract

mechanism which is responsible for the birth of the do support strategy. It could be

the case that do support is not necessarily connected to any loss of morphology but

develops when the syntactic movement of a main verb to a given functional head

becomes impossible (for some independent reason) in a given language (but see

section 4. for an apparent counterexample). English has lost syntactic movement of

the verb to the I° position (and this is the factor which is in turn connected to the

morphological impoverishment and not do support itself) and therefore has

developed do support which is inserted when the I° position must be supported by a

verbal element."

Monnese could have lost I to C° movementsubstituting it with a do support

strategy. We have to assume that Monnese was most probably a fully V2 language

in the Middle Ages, even though we do not have access to the diachronic

developmentofthis variety. This is the case for all Romance varieties including the

 

14 Independent evidence that a theory like this is needed comes from the comparison between the

lack of I to C in English and mainland Scandinavian languages, which have maintained V to C

movement but show a very poor morphology and no evidence ofV to I movement.
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NIDs for which wehave older texts preserved. These languages were V2 varieties in

the medieval period andlost this property at the beginning of the Renaissance period

(cf. Beninca (1986) (1995)). As Monnese has simply lost V to C° and notV to I°,

the context of application of the do support strategy is limited to the C° projection

(but see section 4.4... for more discussion).

However, all NIDs have lost V2 and only in a small area do we find the do

support strategy: if do support were the automatic development when a functional

head becomesinaccessible to main verbs, we should find do support everywhere in

Northern Italy. As we will see in section 4.2 movementto the C° position is being

lost in most NIDsin all the residual V2 contexts. Some NIDs have substituted the

SCIstrategy with a (null or morphologically realised) complementiser, others have

generalised the cleft structure to all wh- questions. Note that it cannot simply be

postulated that in the northern Italian domain it is movementto C°thatis being lost

altogether, as both clefts and do support reveal that C° is still accessible, even

though only to a particular class of verbs as auxiliaries. We have to assumethat the

C° position is losing some property to be defined, butit still retains some visibility.

As wewill see in section 4.4.2, it is difficult to relate this property to opacity vs.

transparency of a given Functional head (as in Pollock (1989)). Our analysis

suggests that it has most probably to do with the type of structure that a verb selects

in the VP.

4.2. Consequences on Romance: V to C movement confirmed

The fact that do support exists also in Romance showsthat the verb movesin

interrogative structures higher than in normal declarative clauses also in Romance.

Furthermore, it casts some doubts on recent analyses of Romanceinterrogatives as I

to C only at LF butnot in the syntax. Monnese data show that the verb movesin the

syntax to the CP layer.

Wecan see do support as a strategy to compensate I movementto C°, thus

fulfilling the requirements of (someversion of) the wh-Criterion (cf. Rizzi (1991)).

The generality of Romance varieties with subject clitic inversion in main

interrogatives develop somestrategy to do without it; many of them optionally,at
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least in somestructures (see Poletto (1993) for a detailed description of the possible

structures foundin the northern Italian domain).

All these varieties (except for Triestino, whose story is more complex and

scarcely documented) used to have subjectclitic inversion until 30, 50, or 100 years

ago; many of them exploit more than one strategy and still preserve traces of the

obsolete subject clitic inversion, which can be optionally used at least in some

syntactic contexts. The insertion of fa support can be seen as one of the possible

ways(certainly the least used in Romance) to do the task of an inflected verb

moving to C°. The existence of the do support strategy in the Romance domain is

thus potentially very interesting as it confirms Rizzi (1991)’s intuition that the verb

moves to the C° position in main interrogatives in Romancetoo as it does in the

Germanic languages.

4.3. General theoretical consequences

4.3.1. Pollock’s theory

Let's first briefly summarise the basic points of Pollock (1989)’s analysis:

a. in Modern English the lexical verb cannot move to Tense (the highest Infl

projection in P.'s theory!) as a consequence of the poverty of its agreement

morphology, which renders it opaque to theta-role assignment;

a.1. English has a substitute do as an alternative to 0 in T. Only when necessary,

on the basis of economy considerations, the option to insert do instead of0 is

chosen;

a.2. Aux - NP inversion is the result of movement of the highest Infl projection

(Tense, in Pollock's terms) to C°;

a.3. TP is an inherent Barrier, and a 0 element in C° cannot L-markit, producing

an ECPviolation.

 

15 Differently from Pollock (1989) we assume (following the reformulation of Belletti 1990) the

higher projection of Infl to be AgrP and the lower to be TP.
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b. In Modern English, auxiliaries, modals and the substitute do move to the

highestInfl projection (T°);

b.1. these verbal elements are transparent to theta role assignment, due to their

lack of theta roles endowment.

b.2. they can move to T° permitting theta role transmission, due to their

transparency

b.3. they can also moveto C°in questions, for the same reasons.".

"The ECP, quantification theory, and Theta theory, which are not open to

parametric variation, would seem to require a language with [the idiosyncratic

properties of English], to develop a verb like English do with all its specific

characteristics." This statement (Pollock 1989, 366) requires some amendmentif

confronted with the data of Monnese,a dialect that does not share the idiosyncratic

properties of English, and nevertheless has developed do support.

4.3.2. The role of morphology

As we have seen, Monnese verbal inflection is strong as it usually is in pro drop

languages with obligatory V to I and nevertheless Monnese has developed the do

supportstrategy for I to C.

In section 4.1.2 we pointed outthat it is possible to maintain the hypothesis that

do support originates when the movementof the verb to a given F° is lost: the

dummy verb substitutes for the main verb in the F° which has turned into an

inaccessible position (opaque in Pollock's terms) for main verbs. Do-support can in

 

!6 Asfor the historical developmentof the construction, Pollock sumsit up as follows:

1. in Middle English an indiscriminate usage of do as a Verb substitute is observed in non-

emphatic contexts.

2. in Middle English agreement was almost completely lost: there was enoughleft to render

Agr(in P.'s theory, a projection lower than TP) a barrier, but it was scarce enough to render it opaque

to theta role assignment: this meansthat in simple sentences do insertion was chosen for the same

reasons of ECP violation.
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principle occur in any of the functional heads in the sentence structure which

becomes opaque.

Monnesehaslost I to C° movementand has substituted a dummy verb in the C°

position. English has lost V to I° and has substituted a dummy verbin the I° and C°

positions. However, what seems to be weakened by the observation of Monnese

syntax is the role of overt morphology. As NIDs do not show morphological

differences when they pass from a V2 to a non V2status, we can only hypothesise

that the strong feature that triggers I to C movementand is being lost is an abstract

one. If we now consider English syntax,it is reasonable to think that the loss of V to

I movementis the trigger for the do support strategy. The relation between the loss

of syntactic movementto the I° position and the loss of overt morphology is much

less clear, as the lack of overt morphology does not imply the lack of syntactic

movement, (as we can see for example in V2 languages, where the feature that

attracts the verb to C° is not necessarily an overt morpheme). Thetrigger for do

support dependsrather on a syntactic feature, namely the loss of verb movementto a

given Functional head F°. This, in turn, presumably depends on the loss of a given

abstract feature of the F° itself which has to be matched by the verb. Hence, the

relation between presence/absence of overt morphology and do support is only an

indirect one.

4.3.3. Where the verbal support arises

Another problem partially related to the previous ones is the following: if

Monnese syntax is substantially similar to the English one, do supportis inserted to

realise the features of an opaque position which cannot be reached by a main verb.

We would expect that the Monnese do support originates in the C° position, as the

lower position AgrS is transparent and constitutes a landing site for verb movement

(as we have shown in section 2.2.). We should therefore expect cases like the

following to be grammatical in Monnese,if we take the form fa as a phonologically

unmarked verbal root:

(33) * Fa-] maja?

Do heeats?
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In (33) the auxiliary originates in C° (or a position located between C° and AgrS)

and the main verb reaches the AgrS position below. However, this structure is

ungrammatical in Monnese (as in English) and do support is very similar to the

English case, as the auxiliary is followed by an infinitival form, which remains most

probably lower than AgrS ( and T°), as shownin section 2.2.

Whyis this? If the AgrS position is a transparent position, there is nothing to

prevent the verb from movingas highas it usually does in declarative contexts. As

this is not the case, we haveto find a reason that prevents the auxiliary from being

inserted directly under the C° position and forces it to be generated lower down in

the structure (probably at the T° level, where the English do is also inserted). If the

auxiliary is generated under T°, it cannot be compatible with an inflected main verb

that has to raise to T° and AgrS°to checkits features.

Note that a similar problem arises for English too, as we could in principle expect

to find an inflected lexical verb and an uninflected ‘do’ in interrogative sentences;

that is, ‘do’ would appear in C° and would be followed by a declarative sentence

structure, where the main verb takes the inflectional morphemewithoutraising to T°

and subsequently to AgrS°. If we assume Kayne (1989)’s hypothesis that the

inflectional morphemeof third person singular s is the morphological counterpart of

a Numberprojection located lower than AgrSin the structure, the problem remains,

as it should alwaysbe possible to use the structure of a declarative sentence with the

main verb raising to the projection where it usually raises in declarative sentences

and insert do whereit is needed, namely in C°.

Wesee two possible ways to solve the problem and exclude the occurrence of

cases like (33): 1) if we assume Rizzi (1991)’s idea that T° contains the [+wh-]

feature that must be moved to the head of the CP in order to enter the Spec-head

relation with the wh- operator, the auxiliary must be generated in T° and not in C°,

because it has to carry the wh-feature from I° to C°. Note that this implies a

particular view of do supportas realising a lower feature which has to be moved

onto another higher head, and notas the simple realisation of a strong feature on a

given F° which otherwise would remain unspelled. This could be correct for both V

to I and I to C do support,if a split IP hypothesis is adopted.

2) The fact that a dummyauxiliary as do/fa cannot be generated directly under

the C projection could be a more general fact, that does not depend on the particular

requirements of interrogative structures (as movementof the [+wh-] feature from T°

to C°). We could assume that every verbal element has to originate in a lexical or

functional position of ‘verbal nature’. The functional positions inside the IP field are
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verbal in their nature, while the CPis not, as it constitutes the interface between IP

and the outside of the clause (cf. Rizzi (1995) and Grimshaw (1995) for similar

observations on the nature of the two functional fields, IP and CP). Hence, a verbal

element as ‘do’ is, could only be generated inside the IP/VP domain. Therefore,

Monnese do support uses a structure which is substantially very similar to the

English one and nota structure like (33), even though the latter is a plausible

candidate, being AgrS transparent(in Pollock's terms) in this language.

Thus, the examination of Monnese do support gives us a hint on the general

constraints that are active when a support strategy is instantiated.

4.3.4. The opacity of C°

Pollock’s theory could be restated in more general terms assuming that a given

projection (I° or C°) is opaque whenit blocks the transmission of thematic roles of

the verb. Main verbs cannotraise to a theta-opaque position, auxiliaries and modal

(which do not have a theta grid) can.

A possible problem for this formulation is represented by the following alternations

of Monnese:

(34) a ploe-1 o plée-] mia.,...

‘rain (pres.it or rain it not’ "whetherit rains or not,..."

b ke 1 ploéso ke 1 ploés mia

thatit rained orthat it rained not “whetherit rained or not”

The examples of disjunctive sentences above show Subject Clitic Inversion with

a lexical verb, a pattern that produces ungrammaticality in main questions. In

disjunctive sentences, SCI, both of lexical and auxiliary verbs, is obligatory if the

complementiseris not inserted, and impossible if the complementiseris realised. we

conclude then that SCI is produced by the upward movement of the verb to C in

these structure as well. This calls for an explanation:if I to C movementfor a lexical

verb is admitted in disjunctive sentences, why is it impossible in interrogatives? This

asymmetry between interrogatives and disjunctives cannot be immediately

accounted for within Pollock’s theory, as C° cannot be considered a totally opaque

position byitself, as movementis indeed possible in some contexts butnot in all.
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If we adopt a split CP analysis, it is reasonable to assumethat interrogatives and

disjunctive sentences involve two different functional projections in CP. The

problem weare discussing forces us to admit that the lower one is the CP where SCI

is triggered and wherethe verb stops in disjunctive clauses, and the higher oneis the

CP that must befilled in interrogative contexts. The higher C° position is opaque in

Pollock’s terms and therefore no lexical verb can reach it (with consequent ‘do’

insertion) while the lower position is transparent to movement and can be reached

by lexical verbs triggering no do support. The structure of the clause would be the

following:

(35) interrogative CP

N.
SPEC
—

WH- —T

C° DISJUNCTIVE CP
c

do <<.

SPEC

ee
V+SCI

In disjunctive clauses a null operator triggers verb movement and SCIis the

morphological counterpart of V to C movement. In interrogative sentences the

interrogative CP is opaque, hence do is inserted in IP, moved through the SCI

position and then reaches the higher C°. Note that we are forced to assumethatdois

inserted lower than the interrogative CP, as SCIisvisible on it.(cf. section 4.5). It is

not clear why the interrogative CP is opaque while the disjunctive CPis not.

Another possible hypothesis takes advantages of certain proposals offered by

Chomsky (1995)’s minimalist framework. A basic assumption regarding movement

is the fact that it is triggered both by the attracting head, which must be endowed

with strong features, and by the moving head, which must also have the

corresponding strong features in order to check (and in somecases delete) the strong

feature of the attracting head. It could be assumedthat there is only one C projection

for both disjunctive and interrogative contexts, but the movementof lexical verbs is

not possible as they do not havestrong interrogative features, while they do have
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disjunctive strong features. Again,it is not clear why the lexical verbs should have

lost only the interrogative strong feature and retained the disjunctive feature.

4.3.5. Lexical verbs and theta theory

In this section we will consider the second type of differences found in Monnese

do support with respect to its English counterpart, namely those found inside the

domain of modals and auxiliaries moving to C° (cf. section 3.2, 3.3).

Wehaveseen that in Monnese the only modal which always movesto C° is olé

‘want/wish' while other modals cannotbe taken into account as they are borrowings

or are a compoundformed by ‘have’ and a preposition.

Two other semi-auxiliary verbs, fa 'do' and nda ‘go’, optionally move to C° or

take do support. The problem that arises with Monnese data is that none of these

verbs - olé, fa and nda - shows any difference in their use as main verbs or as

auxiliaries. Olé alwaysraises to C°, even in those contexts in which it is a main verb

whichtakes a direct object, while fa and nda optionally use the do support strategy

if they are used as main verbs whichtake respectively a direct and a locative object

or when they are used as auxiliaries. This constitutes a potential problem for

Pollock's theory.

Monnese,as we have seento be the case for manyothersItalian dialects, has rich

verbal morphology, and movementof the inflected verb to AgrS. The last step of

interrogative movement, however, has to be performed by fa: clearly it is inserted

when the verb has to go further than AgrS,to a position presumably corresponding

to C°. In this respect, Monnese confirmsPollock's intuition. What is, in our view,

weakened,is point 3. of Pollock's theory, namely the relation of the restriction with

Theta transparency - that Pollock suggests discriminates between verbs that can

reach higher positions and verbs which cannot. Here both the differences and the

similarities between Monnese and English show that the assignmentof a verb to the

class of items that can reach C° is partially idiosyncratic. Auxiliaries necessarily

belong to this class, modals can switch from one class to another in different

languages. A real difference between English and Monnese appears to be the fact

that in English a verb (as for ex. will) moves or does not moveto higher projections

(and consequently has or does not have do support) depending on its meaning:ifit

is a modal auxiliary it moves,if it is not (with the meaning of ‘to want' or 'to make a
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will’) it cannot. But this difference becomes less obvious if we consider those often

cited varieties of British English where 'have' - both the auxiliary and the lexical

verb - can (or used to be able to) invert with the subject and avoid do support

independently of its value. These variety of English are in fact problematic for

Pollock’s analysis, if lexical have is assumed to assign a theta role and canstill

moveto C°.

The same difficulty is in more evident in Monnese. We have seen that in

Monnese an ambiguous verb has apparently the option to move or not, regardless of

its meaning. Hence, the do support theory proposed by Pollock seems to be

confirmed by Monnese data exceptfor one point: Pollock attributes the impossibility

for main verbsto raise to opaquepositions to theta theory. Monnese showsthatthis

cannotbe entirely true, as some verbs moveto C° (or use do support) independently

of their use as auxiliaries or as main verbs, which means independently from the

supposed opacity that would affect their capacity to assign theta roles.

Pollock's hypothesis can be mantainedif, adopting Kayne's (1994) proposal on

auxiliaries, we argue that modals as well have the same structure, regardless of

whether they are used with an infinitive or whether they are used with a DP. Hence,

verbs like olè 'want', in Monnese would always have the same structure, the

structure of an auxiliary capable ofraising to opaque positions as it does not assign

thematic roles.

Verbs like nda 'go' and fa 'do', which optionally move to C°, would have the

possibility of switching between the structure of a main verb and the structure of an

auxiliary; the switch would be independent from their use as main verbs or as

auxiliaries. It remains to be investigated what the conditions ruling this syntactic

switch could be.

Whether this hypothesis proves teneble or not will depend on the feasibility of

extending Kayne’s proposal (originally made only for have and be) to other verbs,

such as those we have seen in Monneseif this hypothesis proves tenable ornot.

5. Conclusion

Do support in the Romance variety we have analysed here showsstriking

similarities with the English phenomenon.It is triggered by the same factor: the

impossibility of the verb raising to a given functional projection, and thereforeit is
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subject to the samerestrictions (it only occurs in the context in which it is needed).

Romance do support confirmsthe intuition that the phenomenonis a “last resort”

strategy, but also shed somelight on the general theory of auxiliary insertion as well

as on English do support.

In general, there seems to be a requirement that forces auxiliaries to be inserted

inside the IP domain (which is verb-related, while the C domainis not: cf. Rizzi

(1995) and Grimshaw (1995)). Do support cannotarise in C°, it must originate

inside a lower FPin the IP field. Moreover, it seems that the class of verbs that do

not need do support contains some modals used as main verbs with a theta grid.

The examination of do support also has consequencesfor our analysis of Romance

in general, as it confirms that in main interrogatives the inflected verb moves to C° (

as proposed by Rizzi (1991)) in these languages too, while it does not in embedded

clauses.

The Monnesefacts suggest that the analysis of English do support needs to be

revised: 1) in Romance do support showsthat subject interrogatives are CPs and not

IPs. This conclusion could be extended to English as well, supporting Rizzi’s (1991)

analysis; 2) English do support is not a unitary phenomenon,as it replaces the verb

both in I° and in C°; 3) the role of morphology in the development of English do

support must also be revised. Monnese showsthat the do support is a purely

syntactic phenomenon and can develop even though no morphological change

occurs. The occurrence of a dummyverb in a functional head position is triggered

by the fact that main verbs cannotraise to the F° in question. The reason for this

prohibition still remains mysterious.
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In this paper, pre-nominal possessive modifiers are compared with post-nominal

ones, often neglected in works on possessives. We show that:

¢ the deficient / strong opposition found in pronominal systems also characterizes

possessive systems. There are deficient and strong possessive modifiers. Their

syntactic, semantic and morphological properties are similar to those of deficient and

strong personal pronouns(section 1.1). Again parallel to personal pronouns, a proper

characterization of possessives implies thetripartition into clitic, weak and strong (see

Cardinaletti and Starke 1994). In other words, deficient possessives divide into clitic

and weak, the former adjoined to D,the latter occurring in a pre-nominal specifier

below D (section 1.2). This typology allows us to account for the properties of

possessive systems in both Romance and Germanic languages(section 1.3);

* the Italian possessive that is only weak, i.e. the 3" person plural loro ‘their’, differs

from the other possessivesin that it does not display adjectival properties. We suggest

that it is a personal pronoun used DP-internally. A similar conclusion holds for cui, a

weak relative pronoun. Among modern Romance languages, DP-internal personal
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pronounsare found in Italian and Rumanian,i.e. in those languages which have the

corresponding weak oblique personal pronoun (section 2.1-3). DP-internal personal

pronouns are very commonin Germanic and Slavic languages(section 2.4);

* with respect to the other possessives, loro and cui also display special properties

when the head noun is not realized (section 3) and when they occur with singular

kinship nouns(section 4). The study of ellipsis constructions in section 3 leads us to

the conclusion that the possessive following the determiner is weak and notstrong,

despite prima facie morphological evidence to the contrary. The study of singular

kinship nouns in section 4 leads us to the conclusion that Italian has clitic possessive

modifiers, like e.g. French and Spanish.

1. The possessive system

In languageslike Italian, possessive modifiers can appear both in pre-nominal and

post-nominal position:

(1) a. la sua casa

b. la casa sua

the . hisfher house his/her

In the pre-nominal position, possessives precede all other modifiers, as shown in (2);

in the post-nominal position, possessives follow demonstrative reinforcers such as qui

'here', (3)a vs. (3)b, and precede the complements of the noun, (3)a vs.

(3)c (cf. Brugè 1997):!

 

L (3)c is grammatical if there is a pause between the complement of the noun (di sintassi) and

the possessive, and the latter is focalized. This is the pattern typical of DP-final predicative adjectives,

as exemplified by (i) (cf. Cinque 1994:92ff):

(i) a. la loro aggressioneall'Albania, brutale

b. la loro aggressione all'Albania, improvvisa e brutale

the their aggression against Albania, sudden and brutal

We discuss some instances of post-nominal predicative possessives in sections 1.2 and 3. below.
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(2)  a.lasgua bella casa

the his/her nice house

b.le sue due altre probabili goffe reazioni immediate alla tua lettera

(Cinque 1994:95)

the his/her two otherprobable clumsy reactions immediate to-the your

letter

(3)a. Questo libro qui suo di sintassi non miconvince.

this book here his/her ofsyntax not me convinces

b. *Questo libro suo qui di sintassi non mi convince.

*Questo libro (qui) di sintassi suo non mi convince.

The existence ofpairs as in (1) is consistent with the view that the pre-

nominal and the thematic position of possessives are transformationally related (cf.

Langacker 1968, Kayne 1977, Belletti 1978). The derivation of the sentences in (1)

is as in (4):

(4) a. [ppla [xp __ [yp casag [npsua [tg

b. [ppla [xpsuaj .. [yp casag [np tj [tg

(Notice that the base position of possessives shown in (4)a ends up to be post-

nominal at Spell-Out due to overt movement of the noun to a functional head

intermediate between N and D,cf. Cinque 1994.)

The existence of both (1)a and (1)b could suggest that possessive

movementis optional in Italian. A closer look at these sentences reveals thatit is not.

 

Brugè (1997:293) shows that in Spanish, post-nominal possessives follow post-nominal

demonstratives, which in her analysis have the same location as the Italian demonstrative reinforcer

qui:

(ii) El libro (viejo) este suyo de sintaxis no me convence.

the book (old) this his/her ofsyntax not me convinces
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1.1. Pre-nominal possessives are deficient, post-nominal ones are

strong

The transformational relation between the base position and the pre-nominal

position of possessives needs to be qualified. The interpretation of sua is slightly

differentin (1)a and (1)b. In (1)b, the possessive is necessarily

focalized, and the contrast can be overt, as in (5)a. Post-nominal possessives

are also possible whenthey are coordinated and modified, asin (5)b,c:

(5)a. la casa SUA, non tua

the house his/her, not yours

b. la casa sua e tua / sua e di Maria

the house his/her and yours /his/her and ofMary

Cc. la casa solo / proprio sua

the house only / really his/her

On the other hand, pre-nominal possessives cannot be contrasted, coordinated, nor

modified:

(6)a. *la sUA casa, non tua

b. *la sua e tua / sua e di Maria casa

c. *la solo / proprio sua casa

 

2. In the ungrammatical (6)a, the contrast involves the possessive per se. The possessive can

however be focalized in order to contrast the whole noun phrase, as in (i):

(i) la SUA casa, non la tua

the his house, not (the) your

In apparent conjunctions of pre-nominal possessives, as in la mia e tua segretaria ‘the my and your

secretary’, we very probably have a case of backward deletion in the first conjunct, from la mia

Segretaria e tua segretaria, as suggested by Chris Wilder (personal communication). He also observes

that my and your secretary is considerably better than (39) below in the text and should be analysed in

the same wayas the Italian example.
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Thecontrast between (1)a/(6) on the one hand and (1)b/ (5) on the other recalls the

well-known contrast between clitic and strong personal pronouns, illustrated in (7):

(7)a. Giannila conosce.

John her knows

b. Gianni *LA / *la e sua madre / *solo la conosce.

Gianni conosceLEI / lei e sua madre sololei.

John knowsher /her and her mother/only her

The analysis of personal pronouns into distinct grammatical classes (cf. Kayne 1977)

can be extended to possessives, and the distribution of possessives can be expressed

in related terms. In (1)b and (5), the possessive is strong and remains in the

base position. In (1)a, the possessive is deficient (cf. Cardinaletti and Starke

1994 for the motivation of this term) and must move to the pre-nominal position

before spell-out.

Like any deficient element, the deficient possessive must in fact be licensed in a

designated specifier position. Following Picallo (1994:269), the licensing of pre-

nominal possessives "can be comparedto structural case-assignment to an argument”.

Since possessives behave as subjects of DPs (cf. Cinque 1980) and since they occupy

a very high position in the DP — they precede all adjectives, see (2) above —, we take

the position where deficient possessives are licensed to be a pre-nominal "subject"

position, corresponding to specAgrS in the clausal domain.In the spirit of Szabolcsi

(1983), (1987), we call it specAgrSyP, where the subscript indicates that we are

dealing with the extended projection of anominalhead. (4)b above can be

rewritten as (8):

(8) Ippla lacrsyP SUaj -. [yp casag Inpti [tk

(Notice that Picallo's (1994:276-277) proposal that possessives are in specNumberP

and the noun in Number? cannot be adopted because, as we saw above, the two are

not adjacent.)
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The semantic properties of possessives support an analysis in terms of the

deficient/strong opposition. When occurring in post-nominal position, possessives

becomerestricted to human referents, (9), again parallel to personal pronouns,(10):3

<i = John> <i = frying pan>
(9)a. Il suo; coperchio è moltopratico. V Y

the his/its lid is very practical

b. I coperchio suo; è moltopratico. Y *

(10)a. Gianni lo; ha visto. Y Y

Gianni him has seen

b. Gianni ha visto LU}. Y *

Theinterpretation of the possessive modifier is similarly constrained in other contexts.

In post-nominal predicative position, most clearly manifested in the context of ne-

cliticization as in (11), in the predicate position of e.g. copular sentences, as in (12),

and in the isolation context in (13), the possessive is ungrammatical if it refers to an

object:4

(11) a. (Di libri) ne ho comprati due suoi.

ofbooks [I] NE have bought two his

b. *(Di coperchi) ne ho comprati due suoi.

of lids [I] NE have bought twoits

(12) a. Questolibro è suo.

this bookis his

b. *Questo coperchio è suo.

this lid is its

 

3, Sentence (9)b is grammatical in the irrelevant reading in which suo means ‘appropriato'

‘appropriate’, and is no longer a possessive. See also È il suo in the idiomatic meaningof ‘it is the

correct one’.

4. The parallelism between material left in situ by ne-cliticization and predicative elements has

been documented by Cardinaletti and Giusti (1991) and Cinque (1991). The parallelism is confirmed

by the distribution of possessives in (11) and (12).
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(13) a. Speaker A: Di quale ragazzo è questo libro? Speaker B: Suo.

ofwhich boyis this book? his

b. *Speaker A: Di quale pentola è questo coperchio? Speaker B:

Suo.

ofwhich saucepan is this lid? its

The interpretation test thus individuates all the positions in (11)-(13) as restricted to

strong elements. The pre-nominal position is the only one able to host deficient

possessives.

Referential properties of strong/deficient possessives also mirror those of personal

pronouns. Deficient possessives may not introduce a new discourse referent. For

instance, they cannot be used with ostension, a way of identifying a new discourse

referent, whereas norestriction is found on the strong, post-nominal possessive,

(14)a vs. (14)b. (15) showsan identical pattern with personal pronouns:

(14) Speaker A: La macchinadi chi ti ha investito?

The car ofwhom you has run over?

a. *Speaker B: La ** sua macchina.

b. Speaker B: La macchina # sua.

the his/her car

(15) a. *Gianni*® l'ha aiutata.

b. Gianniha aiutato ** ei.

Gianni (her) has helped (her)

Finally, morphological evidence from languages different from Italian confirms the

different syntactic status of pre- and post-nominal possessives. In Paduan and

Spanish, for instance, pre-nominal and post-nominal possessives have a different

morphological realisation:5

 

5. ManyItalian dialects have two different paradigms of possessives, cf. Rohlfs (1968) and Poletto

(1995). On the obligatory presence of the determiner with post-nominal possessives (as e.g. in

Spanish (17)b), see Brugè (1997:3.5.2).
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(16) a. el me libro (Paduan)

the my book

b. el libro mio

(17) a. mi libro (Spanish)

b. el / este libro mio

The two morphological forms correlate with a different distribution: the former can

only appear in pre-nominal position, as in (16)a and (17)a, the latter appears in post-

nominal position, as in (16)b and (17)b, andin the other strong positions individuated

above, such as predicative and isolation structures:

(18) a. Sto libro ze mio.

this book is mine .

b. Speaker A: Stolibro di chi zelo? Speaker B: Mio.

whose book is this? mine

(19) a. Este libro es mio.

b. SpeakerA: ;Dequiénes este libro? Speaker B: Mio.

Asdiscussed in Poletto and Tomaselli (1994:171), Paduan pre-nominal possessives

display the typical properties of deficient elements: among others, they cannot be

contrasted and cannotbe coordinated,(20), and differ in these respects from the strong, post-nominal

(20) a. *el so gato, no mio

the his cat, not mine

b. *el mee to gato

the my and your cat

 

6. AsseenaboveforItalian, contrast on the pre-nominal possessive is possible provided that the

whole DPis contrasted (judgments due to Paola Benincà, p.c.):

(iia. *el ME libro, no tuo

b. el MElibro, no el tuo / noel to libro

the my book, not (the) yours / not the your book
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(21) a. el gato SUO, no mio

the cat his, not mine

b. el gato mio e tuo

the cat my and your

The same is true for Spanish: pre-nominal possessives cannot be focalized,

coordinated, nor modified (cf. Picallo 1994, Brugé 1997:3.4).

In conclusion, the deficient/strong opposition found in pronominal systems also

characterizes possessive systems. If possessives are adjectives, as traditionally

claimed (see section 2.2 below), this means that what we have found here is pairs of

deficient/strong adjectives. The fact that the deficient/strong opposition is found across

syntactic categories fits well with the approach in Cardinaletti and Starke (1994), in

which the underlying cause of the distinction is a structural difference: Deficient

elements are a structural subset of strong elements, regardless of the labels on the

structure.

1.2. The tripartition in possessives

Interestingly, the tripartition individuated in personal pronouns(cf. Cardinaletti and

Starke 1994) is also reproduced in possessive modifiers. In some languages, beyond

the distinction in deficient and strong, two types of deficient possessives exist, so that

all the three classesofclitic, weak and strong possessives must be assumed.

In Paduan, for instance, some deficient possessives allow doubling and some do

not:?

(22) a. so pare de Toni

hisfather of Toni

b. *el so libro de Toni

the his book of Toni

 

7, We thank Paola Beninca for kindly providing the relevant judgments. See also Cinque

(1980:fn.15) and Poletto (1995:section 3), where this contrastis also noted.
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Doubling is clitic doubling. As the following Italian contrast shows,it is possible if

the doubling elementis the clitic gli, but ungrammatical if the doubling element is the

weak pronoun loro (cf. Cardinaletti 1991:137, Cardinaletti and Starke 1994:section

3.2.2):

(23) a. Gliel'ha dato ai bambini.

[he] to-him-it has given to-the children

b. *L'ha dato loro ai bambini.

[he] it has given to-them to-the children

Only the deficient possessive in (22)a is a clitic, presumably adjoined to D°. This

correlates with the fact that in this case, the possessive does not co-occur with the

determiner.8 In (22)b, on the other hand,the deficient possessive is weak: it occurs in

a lower specifier position, what we have called specAgrSyP above. Doubling is

predicted to be ungrammatical.?

The analysis we propose here for Paduan (22)a is the same as the one proposed by

Picallo (1994:section 5.1) for Spanish pre-nominal possessives, as in (17)a. So and

miare clitic, adjoined to D°. Picallo's two-step derivation of clitic possessives is in

agreement with the general view ofclitic placement (cf. Sportiche 1989, Cardinaletti

and Starke 1994:section 6.3): the clitic possessive first moves to specAgrSyP as a

(deficient) maximal projection; from there, the head of the projection adjoins to D°.

Since the implication concerning doubling goes one way only ("doubling implies

clitic", but not "clitic implies doubling"), the ungrammaticality of doubling in Spanish

(*su padre de él/ella ‘his/herfather of him/her’) does not affect the above conclusion.

To conclude the illustration of Spanish facts, we should mention that in Old

Spanish and in some modern Spanish dialects, pre-nominal possessives can co-occur

with the determiner: la mi casa 'the my house’, este mi libro ‘this my book' (see

Picallo 1994:281,fn.14;293,fn.23 and Brugé 1997:Ch.3,fn.35). In the tripartition

framework,these are instances of weak possessives.

 

8, In Paduan, as well as in Italian, determiners are missing with singular kinship nouns. See

section 4 for discussion.

9. Wedifferhere from Poletto and Tomaselli's (1994:sect. 2.1) analysis of the Paduan possessives

in (16)a and (22)b as also being clitics, adjoined to the head below D. Wealso reject the same

analysis for Italian pre-nominal possessives: they are notclitic, but weak (see below in the text).
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Going backtoItalian deficient possessives, it is easy to verify that they are weak

and notclitic. The fact that possessives co-occur with the determineris a first hint in

that direction, which is confirmedby their behaviour in the contexts of N-to-D-raising

studied in Longobardi (1994) and (1995). In these contexts, possessives do not block

N-movementnordotheycliticize on the noun as a clitic would:!°

(24) a. Gianni; mio tj

Gianni my

b. casa; miatj

house my

Before closing this section, a few words must be devoted to the following

construction, found in both Italian and Paduan. A possessive in post-nominal and

predicative position can co-occur with a pronominal of-phrase:

(25) a. il libro suo di lui

the book his ofhim

b. E' suodilui.

[it] is his ofhim

(26) a. . el libro suo de ju

b. El ze suo de ju.

We do not take this construction to be an instance of doubling. Contrary to true

instances of doubling, (25) and (26) involve strong possessives (as is clear from their

distribution,e.g. their occurring in post-nominal position, and, in Paduan, from their

morphology), and the possessive and the di-phrase form a constituent (*il libro suo di

 

10. Giorgi and Longobardi (1991:Ch.3) phrase the distinction between e.g. Spanish mi andItalian

mio in terms of determiner vs. adjective, seeming to imply, without explicitely stating so, the

distinction head vs. phrase which is crucial in our account involving the clitic/weak opposition (for

criticism of the determiner-vs.-adjective analysis, see Giusti 1993:63-66). Giorgi and Longobardi also

distinguish between weak and strong possessives. These are however purely distributional notions (cf.

Giorgi and Longobardi 1991:158), and differ from our understanding of "weak" and "strong". The two

accounts most clearly differ in the treatment of possessives in the ellipsis construction, strong for

them, weak for us (see section 3 below).
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sintassi di lui vs. il libro di sintassi [suo di lui] ‘the book of syntax his of him’).

Furthermore, the construction is only possible with 3“ person singular possessives

(cf. *E' mio di me ‘[it] is mine of me’, *E’ vostro di voi '[it] is yours of you’),

displaying a restriction never found in doubling. Without trying to give a detailed

analysis of (25)-(26), we simply notice that, as suggested by Poletto (1995:section 3),

this construction should be analyzed as a sort of reduced predicative structure. The

fact that the possessive constituent only follows the complementof the noun (*il libro

[suo di lui] di sintassi vs. il libro di sintassi [suo di lui] ‘the book of syntax his of

him’, cf. (3)c) suggests that it occurs in the DP-final predicative position mentioned

in fn.1. The person restriction is probably due to the fact that in Italian and Paduan,

only 3" person singular personal pronouns are marked for gender features, in

combination with the disambiguation function of the construction (cf. Belletti

1978:fn.7 — notice that the 3person singular possessive suo does not differentiate

between masculine and feminine referents, contrary to.e.g. English his vs. her).!!

1.3. Deficient and strong possessives in French and English

Thetripartition seen in Paduan language-internally allows us to make sense of less

clear patterns in other languages.

Consider Frenchfirst. French possessives qualify as deficient. They have reduced

forms with respect to the form used in the absence of the head noun: mes livres vs. les

miennes 'my books’, 'the mine'(cf. section 3.1 below); they are restricted to the pre-

nominal, derived position, (27), cannot be coordinated, (28), and can have a non-

human referent, (29):!2

 

11, In those Italian varieties in which the 3“ person plural possessive is the same as the 3‘ person

singular one, the construction is also used to disambiguate number: suo di lui vs. suo di loro ‘his of

him’vs.‘his (=their) of them'(see Rohlfs 1968:122,fn.6).

12. The pre-nominal deficient form fa can receive contrastive focus. But the contrast does not

involve the possessive perse,ratherit is the whole noun phrase which is contrasted (cf. fn. 2 and fn.

6 for Italian and Paduan,respectively):

(i) a. C'est TA recette qui est bonne,pas sa recette.
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(27) a. ses livres

his/her books

b.* (les) livres ses

the books his/her

(28) *Ta et sa recette est tres bonne / sonttres bonnes.

your and his/herrecipe is /are very good

(29) Ses constituants sont courts. (= de cette phrase)

its constituents are short (= ofthis sentence)

At least three facts point to the clitic status of French possessives. First, (in

substandard French) they allow doubling:

(30) a. monlivre 4 moi (Kayne 1977:188)

my book to me

b. ta maison toi

your house to you

c. ses enfants à lui

. his children to him

Therestrictions on possessive doubling are the same as those on personal pronouns:

the doubled elementcan only be a pronoun:!3

 

b. C'est TA recette qui est bonne, pas la sienne.

it is your recipe that is good, not (the) his (recipe)

13. Full DPs mustbe right-dislocated, (i), which explains why quantifiers are ungrammatical in (ii):

(i) a. Nous avons vu sonlivre, à ce garcon. (Kayne 1977:191, fn. 155)

we have seen his book, to this boy

b. Son mari est mort, à cette femme.

her husband is dead, to this woman
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(31) a. son livre a lui

b. *son livre à Jean

his book to him /Jean

(32) a. Il m'a vu moi.

he me has seen me

b. *Il l'a vu Jean.

he him has seen Jean

Second, on a par with clitic pronouns, (34), French possessives license floating

quantifiers, (33), another construction which distinguishes between clitic and weak

elements, as the Italian contrast in (35) shows:

(33) Elle a tué notre chef à tous. (Kayne 1977:189)

she has killed our boss to all

 

(ii) **son livre, à personne

his book, to nobody

Right Dislocation also distinguishes between clitic and weak elements. As shown by Italian (iii),

Right Dislocation is possible with clitic gli, but impossible with weak loro (cf. Cardinaletti

1991:137 for Left Dislocation):

(iii)a. Il professore non gli ha dato l'autorizzazione, a quello studente.

the professor not to-him has given the authorization, to that student

b. *Il professore non ha dato lorol'autorizzazione, a quegli studenti.

the professor not has given to-them the authorization, to those students

Sentences like (i) thus support the view that French possessives are clitic. It should however be

mentioned that the sentencesin (i) are judged rather marginal by our informants.

As expected if Italian and Paduan pre-nominal possessives are weak (see section 1.2. above), the

sentences in (i) are ungrammatical in both Italian and Paduan (they are acceptable in the irrelevant

reading in which the DP-final prepositional phrase is perceived as an afterthought).
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(34) Il nousenoffrira à tous. (Kayne 1977:189)

he to-us it will-offer to all

(35) a. Gliel’ho detto tutti.

[I] to-him it havesaidto all

b. *L’ho detto loroa tutti.

[I] it have said to-them to all

Third, they display the declension typical of clitic elements, which, in French, do not

have genderdistinctions in the plural. Compare mon, ma, mes 'myMASC', 'myFEM',

‘myPL' with the clitic pronouns /e, la, les ‘him’, ‘her’, 'them' (vs. the strong

pronounslui, elle, eux, elles ‘he’, ‘her’, 'themmasc', themFEM’). It is in fact a general

property of clitics that they display more syncretic forms than their weak or strong

counterparts. Compare the Spanish clitic possessives, which only differentiate number

(mi vs. mis 'mySING', 'myPL'), with the strong counterparts, which distinguish four

forms (mio, mia, mios, mias). Also compare the dative clitic pronoun gli of spoken

Italian, which does not distinguish either gender or number('to-him' / 'to-her' / 'to-

them"), with the fully inflected strong counterparts a lui / a lei / a loro.

French clitic possessives cliticize to D°. The correlation between being clitic and

being ungrammatical with the determiner, seen above in Paduan and Spanish, holds in

French too. French possessives do not co-occur with the definite article:

(36) (*le) son livre

(*the) his book

Finally, notice that French does not have strong possessives. In all positions where

strong possessives are required, such as post-nominal, predicative and isolation

contexts, a prepositional phrase shows up:

(37) a. un/ cet ami *mon / *mien / à moi

a/ thisfriend *my / *mine /to me

b. Celivre est *mon/ *mien/ à moi.

this book is *my / *mine /to me

c. SpeakerA: A qui estce livre? Speaker B: *Mon / *Mien/ A

moi.

to whom is this book? *my / *mine / to me
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Wedo not have an explanation for the fact that strong possessives do not exist in

French. The reason however cannot be that French does not have adjectival

possessives (cf. Kayne 1977:fn.155). The longer forms, which could in principle

occurin the contexts in (37), display the typical adjectival declension (mien,

mienne, miens, miennes, etc. 'mineMAsc-SING', 'mineFEM-SING', 'mineMASC-PL',

'mineFEM-PL'; see section 3.1 below).

English possessives display similar properties. They only appear pre-nominally,

(38), cannot be coordinated, (39), and a pre-nominal possessive referring to a [-

human]entity is possible, (40):

(38) a. her book

b. *(the) book her

(39) *Your and herrecipe(s) is / are very good.

(40) Its constituents are short. (= of this sentence)

In predicative and isolation contexts, longer forms are used, which we nowtake to be

strong possessives:

(41) a. her house

b. This is hers.

c. Speaker A: Whose bookis this? Speaker B: Hers.

The semantic restriction on strong possessives explains why the English 3" person

neuter possessive its has no strong counterpart to be used in predicative position and

in isolation:

(42) a. its roof

b. *This is its.

c. *Speaker A: Whose roofis this? Speaker B: Its.

English possessives do not co-occur with determiners, but do not allow doubling:
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(43) a. *the her house

b. *her house of Mary

(43)a suggests that English deficient possessives are clitic. Since, as we saw above,

the implication concerning doubling goes one way only ("doubling implies clitic", but

not "clitic implies doubling"), the hypothesis that English possessives are clitics is

compatible with the absence of doubling.!4

A final remark concerns the question as to why post-nominal possessives are

ungrammatical (*the house her /hers)in spite of the fact that strong forms exist. As a

preliminary answer, this restriction could be reduced to the ungrammaticality of *the

house John's.

2. Exclusively weak possessives

In Italian, two possessive elements are only weak: the 3™ person plural loro 'their'

and the relative cui ‘whose’. We will treat them in turn,starting with loro. As we will

see, being only weak is not the unique peculiar property of loro and cui. Differently

from the other possessives, they do not display adjectival properties.

2.1. The 3"4 person plural possessive loro

Like the other possessives, the 3person plural possessive loro appears in pre-

nominal position, where it precedes the pre-nominal modifiers of the noun, (44)a;

 

14, An alternative analysis is that English deficient possessives are weak and occur in the

specAgrSyP position, with the supplementary hypothesis that the requirement that D be lexically

filled is not operative here. For the present concerns, nothing hinges on this choice, and we leave the

issue open. What is clearly excluded in the present framework, however, is that the lack of the

determiner is explained by moving English deficient possessives to specDP (cf. Giusti 1993:65).

Since specDP is not a case-related position, it is not open to deficient phrases. This analysis is

howeverin principle available to full pre-nominal possessives, as in John’s book.
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however, differently from the other possessives, it cannot appear post-nominally,

(44)b:15

(44) a. il loro interessante libro di sintassi

b. *1l libro loro disintassi

the their interesting book ofsyntax

The only contexts in which loro does appear in post-nominal position are those of N-

to-D raising (cf. Longobardi 1994 and 1995), provoking a structure where the noun is

in D andthe possessivein its usual pre-nominal position:!6

 

15. It should be mentioned that post-nominal loro soundsbetter if the DP is indefinite: *l'amico

loro vs. ??)un amico loro ‘the / a friend their. This could be related to the well-known fact that

possessives behave differently with definite and indefinite DPs. In many languages, pre-nominal

possessives are ungrammatical with indefinite determiners, which require post-nominal possessives:

cf. Brazilian Portuguese o meu livro 'the my book' vs. *um meu livro / um livro meu ‘a book mine’

(Carlos Mioto, p.c.). We leave this important question aside here.

16. N-to-D movementcan also accountfor the word order in the idiomatic expressions in (i), where

loro follows the determinerless head noun:

(i) a. in cuorloro

in heart their

b. da parte loro

on place their

These PPs contrast with (ii), where the determiner is present and Joro cannot be post-nominal:

Gi)a. nel loro cuore / *nel cuore loro

b. dalla loro parte / * dalla parte loro

The prepositional phrases al posto loro ‘at-the place their’ (= if I were them) and dal canto loro (= from

their viewpoint) display a post-nominal loro in spite of the presence of the determiner. This

unexpected word order is explained by the fact that these expressions are frozen. Al posto loro

contrasts with the non-idiomatic noun phrase *il posto loro, which is ungrammatical, and canto is no

longer used as a noun with the corresponding meaning.
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Gianni; loro tj

Giannitheir

casa;loro tj

home their

In addition to the post-nominal position exemplified in (44)b, loro is ungrammatical in

the following contexts: in post-nominal predicative position, as e.g. the context of ne-

cliticization in (46), in the predicative position of (copular, epistemic, causative) small

clauses in (47), andin isolation, (48). In all examples, we

contrast loro with suo:'7

(46) a.

b.

c.

(47) a.

(Dilibri) ne ho comprati due suoi/ ?*loro.

ofbooks [I] NE have bought two his / *theirs

(Dilibri) ne ho comprati duedi suoi / *di loro.

of books [I] NE have bought two ofhis / *of theirs

Neholetti di suoi/ *di loro.

[I] NE have read ofhis / *oftheirs

Questoritratto è suo / ?*loro.

- this paintingis his / *theirs

Ritengo questo quadro suo / *loro.

[I] consider this painting his / *theirs

 

17, In ne-cliticization,di in front of the predicative possessive is required if the quantifier is absent,

as in (46)c. If the quantifier is present, there is free variation among speakers, (46)a,b. The same

pattern holds with predicative adjectives:

(i) a. (A proposito di libri di storia), ultimamente ne ho comprati due (di)

interessanti.

(A proposito di libri di storia), ultimamente ne ho comprati *(di)

interessanti.

(speaking of books ofhistory), lately [I] NE have bought (two) (of)

interesting
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b’. Ritengo suo / *loro questo quadro.

[I] consider his / *theirs this painting

c. Gianni hafatto sue / *I politici hannofatto loro quelle istanze.!8

Gianni has made his / *the politicians have made theirs those

requests

(48) Speaker A:Dichi è questo libro? Speaker B: Suo / *Loro.

whose bookis this? his / *theirs

In these cases, other forms must be used to express a strong 3™ person plural

possessor:either the prepositional phrase di loro ‘of them’, as in (46)a (Di libri, ne ho

comprati due di loro), (47)a,b (Questo ritratto é di loro; Ritengo questo quadro di loro)

and (48) (Di chi è questo libro? Di loro), or the anaphoric possessive adjective

proprio 'own', as in (47)c (/ politici hanno fatto proprie quelle istanze ‘the politicians

have made own those requests’). The result of using di loro in (46)b is

indistinguishable from (46)a. On the other hand, there is no grammatical output for

(46)c, and the unmarked quantifier alcuni ‘some’ must be inserted: Ne ho letti alcuni

di loro.

In sum:thedistribution ofloro is restricted to the DP-internal, pre-nominal position

of possessives. In the above terms, loro is a deficient element with no strong

counterpart. Given its deficient status, loro is able to refer to both human and non-

human entities. See (44)a and (49):

(49) la loro facciata principale

the their (= ofthe buildings)front main

Loro qualifies as a maximal projection and is therefore a weak, not a clitic element.

Like other possessives, it does not block N-to-D raising of proper names and nouns

like casa, nor does it cliticize onto them (see the examples in (45) above).

 

18. The French counterpart of (47)c is grammatical, as expected if the French 3™ person plural

possessive leur behaveslike the other possessives in displaying adjectival properties (see section 2.2

below):

(i) Les gens qui ontfait leur cet univers...

the people who have made theirs this universe...
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2.2. Loro is a weak personal pronoun

The fact that loro does not have a strong counterpart could be simply due to a

lexical gap. However,this is not the only peculiar property of Joro. Whereas Italian

possessives agree in number and gender with the head noun, Joro is an invariant

form:!9

(50) a. il mio caro amico

b. la mia cara amica

c. i miei cari amici

d. le mie care amiche

thesING/PL;MASC/FEM mySING/PL;MASC/FEM dearSING/PL;MASC/FEM

friend(s)MASC/FEM

(51) il loro caro amico

la loro cara amica (cf. *lora)

i loro cari amici (cf. *lori)

le loro care amiche (cf. *lore)

. theSING/PL;MASC/FEM their dearSING/PL;MASC/FEM

friend(s)MASC/FEM

Rather than assuming that some possessive modifiers may lack a strong counterpart,

wewill try to correlate the two propertiesofloro just seen.

Traditionally, possessives are taken to be adjectives (see also Giusti 1993:63-66).

The agreementpattern on mio in (50)is typical of adjectives, and possessives can be

used in predicative positions, once again like adjectives (see (11)-(12) and (46)-(47)

above). If possessives are adjectives, loro could be taken to be an invariable adjective.

However, as noted by Zamparelli (1993), invariable adjectives are restricted to the

 

19. No morphological constraint prevents agreement on this lexical form. In Paduan, the

bomophonous 3"person plural subject pronoun displays gender-inflected forms:

(i) lori / lore (Benincà 1983:27)

theyMASC/theyFEM
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post-nominal position, as in (52)a. They cannot appear pre-nominally, (52)b, where

only agreeing adjectives such as rossa in (52)c are allowed:

(52) a. il vestito / i vestiti blu

the dress /the dresses blue

b. *Ila blu bandiera degli avversari

la rossa bandiera degli avversari

the *blue / redFEM flag of-the enemies

In order to capture both the factthat loro is only weak and the factthat it is an invariant

form, we suggest that loro is a personal pronoun. Support for this hypothesis comes

from the homophony with the dative weak pronoun loro found in examples such as

(53) (see Cardinaletti 1991):

(53) Il professore non diedeloro l'autorizzazione.

the professor not gave [to] them the-authorisation

This meansthat the morpheme lorois a weak oblique pronoun which can function as a

possessive (genitive) in the nominal domain andas a dative in the sentential domain.”°

Thatthe use of loro as both a genitive and a dative is a case of syncretism corresponds

to the traditional view (cf. Rohlfs 1969:6,fn.1). The syncretism of genitive and dative

case is typical of Romance languages. According to Renzi (in press), the syncretism

found in Western Romance languages suchas Italian also involves accusative case, so

that loro should be regarded as an oblique weak pronoun which stands for genitive,

dative and accusative.2! However, the accusative instance of weak loro is nevervisible

 

20. Notice that loro expresses a DP-internal structural genitive (cf. Siloni 1994, Cinque 1995), and

cannot be used as an inherent genitive in the sentential domain:

(ii)a. Miricordo *(di) loro.

[I] REFL rememberofthem

b. Abbiamodiscusso *(di) loro.

[we] have discussed ofthem

21, ‘Tn Rumanian, on the other hand, the case syncretism only involves genitive and dative (see

Renzi, in press):
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due to the existence of the clitic counterparts li/le: *Vedo lorowgax ‘[I] see them' vs.

Li/Le vedo '[I] themMAsc/FEM see'.22

This analysis is supported by stylistic, geographical and diachronic considerations.

Both genitive and dative loro belong to formal Italian and are absent in colloquial

Italian. They are also absent in mostItalian dialects (cf. Rohlfs 1968:$$427-429 and

463-464).23 If they are one and the same lexical item, these observations do not need

further qualification.

The comparison between Old Italian and Modern Italian provides diachronic

support for the conflation of the two uses of loro. In Old Italian, the possibility for a

bare weak pronounto function as a dative and a possessive is not restricted to the 3"

person plural pronoun loro, but also holds for the 3person sing. pronouns Jui and

lei, as shownin (54) and (55) respectively, and for other pronominal forms discussed

in Renzi (in press), such as cui '‘[to]/[of] whom’and altrui '[to]/[of] others’:

(54) a. mostrato holui tutta la gente ria

(Dante, Divina Commedia, Purg. 1, 64)

shown have [I] [to] him all the people guilty

 

b. ond'io risposilei

(Dante, Divina Commedia, Purg. 33, 91)

then I answered[to] her

(i) a. portretul regelui (Grosu 1988)

portrait-the [of] king-the

b. Ion a’i scris profesorului.

Ion has also written [to] professor-the

22. Given the Minimize Structure Principle of Cardinaletti and Starke (1994:Section 7.1), the

smallest possible form, here the clitic pronoun, must be chosen over the bigger form, here the weak

pronoun.

23, In those dialects in which the 3" person plural possessive patterns with the other possessives in

taking the invariable ending -a (lora) and in occurring post-nominally (cf. Salvioni, quoted in Rohlfs

1968:121), we take it to have been reanalysedas an adjective, as is the case of French leur (see below

in the text).
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(55) a. il lui padre (Straparola, from Rohlfs 1968:137)

the [of] himfather

b. il lei marito / la lei bellezza

the [of] her husbandthe [of] her beauty

In Modern Italian, lui and lei are lost both in the function of dative and in the function

of possessive. The counterparts of (54) and (55) are ungrammatical, and lui and /ei are

only analysed as strong pronouns. In order to function as datives and possessives, a

Case-marking preposition mustbe inserted, as with full DPs: a and di, respectively:

(56) a. Ho mostrato *(a) lui tutta la gente colpevole.

b. Risposi *(a)lei.

(57) a. il padre *(di) lui

b. il marito *(di) lei / la bellezza *(di) lei

Now,the parallel existence and disappearanceof 3" person bare-dative pronouns and

bare-genitive possessives can be easily explained if they are one and the same lexical

entry.

This conclusionis further supported by a comparative Romance perspective: Those

languages which do not have the dative weak pronoun corresponding to loro also do

not have the genitive counterpart. In French, leur is a clitic pronoun in the sentential

domain and a (clitic) agreeing adjective in the nominal domain. In (58)a, it occurs

between negation andfinite verb, the typical position for clitic pronouns; in (58)b, leur

agrees with the head noun,on a par with the other possessives:

(58) a. Je ne leur parle pas.

I not to-them speak not

b. J'aime leures amies.

I like their-FEMfriends-FEM

Similarly, Catalan does not have a weak dative pronoun /ur, and possessive /lur

agrees with the head noun(cf. Picallo 1994:295,fn.25):
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(59) M'agraden llurs amics

I like theirfriends

On the other hand, Rumanian has both dative and genitive weak personal pronouns:

the 3" person singular /ui/ ei and the 3"° person plural lor (cf. Cornilescu 1993):

(60) a. li face lui / ei un portret.

[1] [to] him/her do to-him /to-her a portrait

a’ Le face lor un portret.

[I] [to] them do to-them a portrait

b. elegantullui/ ei / lor apartment

elegant-the his /her/their apartment

Loro is not the only oblique pronoun found, DP-internally in Italian. Similar

properties hold of the relative possessive cui discussed in next section. Nor is this an

idiosyncratic fact about Italian and Rumanian, or Romance languages. Personal

pronounsinside DPsare found in other language families as well, as we will see in

section 2.4.

2.3. The relative possessive cui

Wenowturn to the relative possessive cui. Cui is only pre-nominal, displaying a

distributional restriction typical of deficient elements:2+

(61) a. Giorgio,[la cui figlia] era malata...

b. *Giorgio,[la figlia cui] era malata...

(Cinque 198 1/82:270)

Giorgio, the whose daughter was sick...

 

24. The post-nominal position is available to the strong relative prepositional phrase del quale:

(i) Giorgio, [la figlia del quale] era malata, ...

Giorgio, the daughter ofwhom wassick, ...
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Being deficient, cui can have both human and non-human referents:

(62) Quell'edificio, la cui facciata è stata appenarestaurata ...

that building, the whosefront has beenjust restored

Like loro, cui is homophonouswith a bare dative, the dativerelative pronoun cui:25

(63) L'uomo cui Gianni ha consegnatoil pacco...

the man [to] whom Giannihas delivered the packet...

As expected if it is not an adjective, cui does not agree with the head noun and is

invariant:

(64) a. il cui amico

b. la cui amica

Cc. i cui amici

d. le cui amiche

theSING/PL;MASC/FEM whose friend(s)MASC/FEM

We conclude that possessive cui is not the relative counterpart of adjectival

possessives, but a weak relative pronoun.?6

 

25. Dative cui belongsto the same highstylistic level as dative loro. The more common wayof

realising a relative indirect object is with the PP a cui:

(i) L'uomoa cui Gianni ha consegnato il pacco...

the man to whom Gianni has delivered the packet...

On the differences between genitive cui and cui object ofpreposition, see Cinque (1981/82).

26, Like all wh-elements, cui behaves as an R-expression with respect to Binding Theory and gives

rise to Principle C effects when reconstruction obtains: Gianni, la cui; figlia lo; aveva chiamatoieri,

... ‘Gianni, the whose daughter him had called yesterday’; *Gianni;, della cui;figlia non gli; avevamo

ancora parlato, ... ‘Gianni, about-the whose daughter [we] not to-him had yet talked’, *Gianni;, della

cui; figlia 1;’ho convinto che avrebbe dovuto parlare, ... ‘Gianni, about-the whose daughter [I] him

have convinced that [he] should have talked’.
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2.4. Deficient possessive pronouns in Slavic and Germanic languages

The Italian and Rumanian paradigms seen above are not idiosyncratic. Similar

patterns exist in other languages, which confirm the correlation between the agreement

properties and the grammatical category of possessives.

In Slavic languages,if the possessive is an invariant form,it is homophonous with

a personal pronoun. Consider the Slovak examples in (65), where (non-anaphoric) 3"

person possessivesare the sameas genitive personal pronouns. On the other hand,if

the possessive agrees with the head noun and displays adjectival inflection, it is not

homophonouswith a personal pronoun. Contrast the possessive modifier in (66) with

the genitive personal pronouns teba 'you-STRONG' and t'a ‘you-CLITIC':27

è

 

27. The Slavic paradigm in (i) could suggest that there is a one-to-one correlation between the

syntactic status and the property of being anaphoric vs. non-anaphoric. In (i), adjectives are anaphoric

and pronounsare Obviative (the same holds for Scandinavian, see below in the text):

@a. M4; jeho«;/x Knihu.

b. M4;svoju;/*y knihu.

[he] has his / his own book

The correlation does not exist in its strongest form. In e.g. Italian, both possessive adjectives and the

pronoun loro can be anaphoric or non-anaphoric:

(iia. Ognuno; ama suo;/y figlio.

each loves his son

b. Nontutti; amanoil loro;/y lavoro.

not all love the their work

However notice that the Italian possessive adjective proprio is only anaphoric:

(iii) Ognuno; amail proprioj/+, figlio.

each loves the own son
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(65) a. Mam jeho/jej / ich knihu.

b. Mam jeho/ jej / ich knihy.

[I] have his/her/their book(s)-ACC

(66) a. Mim tvoju knihu.

b. Mim tvoje knihy.

[I] have your-Acc book(s)- ACC

(67) shows that the pronoun with possessive function is deficient: It can have both

human and non-human referents:

(67) jeho objev (Czech; Veselovskda 1995)

his (= Fleming's) discovery / its (= ofthe penicilin) discovery

In Swedish, 1*, 2™ and anaphoric 3% person possessives have adjectival

declension, (68). Non-anaphoric 3™ person possessives are invariant forms;

morphologically, they are the sameas the genitive form of the personal pronoun,(69):

(68) a. min bil mitt hus minabilar

b. din bil ditt hus dinabilar

c. sin bil sitt hus sina bilar

d. vàr bil vàrt hus vàra bilar

e. er bil ert hus era bilar

f. sin bil sitt hus sina bilar

my/your/his-her/ourfyour/their car ... house ... CAPS

(69) a. hansbil hans hus hans bilar

b. hennesbil hennes hus hennes bilar

c. dess bil dess hus dess bilar

d. deras bil deras hus deras bilar

his/herfits/their car ... house ... Cars

 

In conclusion, the above asymmetry does not seem to be simply coincidental, and a language with

adjectives for obviative use and bare pronounsfor anaphoric use is probably impossible.
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2.5. On the licensing of DP-internal personal pronouns

Weak personal pronouns in possessive function have the same distribution as weak

possessive adjectives. No asymmetries are found between e.g. suo and loro in the

pre-nominal field. This suggests that DP-internal weak genitive pronouns occur in

specAgrSyP as well, and that this position must be responsible for their case-

licensing.

Once the case feature is checked, no further movement of the weak pronounis

allowed. In particular, it cannot be extracted out of the DP and movedto the position

where weak pronouns are licensed in the clause. To be concrete, consider the

following impossible derivation, where Italian loro has been moved to the position

where the weak dative pronounlorois licensed, as in (70)b:

(70) a. *Conosco loro; [pp il [AGRSNP ti ... [Np tj libro]]]

[I] know of-them the book

b. Hoconsegnatoloroil libro.

[I] have delivered [to] them the book

On the other hand, the genitive clitic pronoun ne is moved out of DP. The case-

licensing procedure which takes place in specAgrSyP is not sufficient for clitic

pronouns, which require an additional licensing mechanism not provided in DPs(cf.

Cardinaletti and Starke 1994):28

(71) Ne; conosco [pp il [AcRSyPti --- [NP tj libro]]]

[I] of-them know the book

3. The constructions with empty nouns

While reviewing the distributional asymmetries between /oro and the other

possessives, we have not mentioned the following contrast, which arises when the

 

28. This reasoning does not apply to French clitic possessives mon, ton, son, etc., which are

adjectives.
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head noun is not present and is so to speak pronominalized by the demonstrative

quello:

(72) a. Dammiquelli suoi.

give-me those his/her

*Dammiquelli loro.

give-me those their

This contrast can be captured by making reference to the deficient/strong opposition.

In orderto understand the distribution of possessive modifiers in this construction,

consider the behavior of adjectival modifiers. They show that quello requires the

whole DP to be empty. Only DP-final predicative material is allowed. Adjectives such

as principale, which cannotbe used predicatively, are also ungrammatical with quello,

as shown bythe contrast between convincente and principale in (73)-(75) (on DP-final

predicative adjectives,as in (74), also see fn.1):29

(73) a.

b.

(74) a.

b.

(75) a.

b.

Questo motivo è convincente.

this reason is convincing

*Questo motivo é principale. (Cinque 1994:93)

this reason is main

Questo è il motivo della sua partenza, assai poco convincente.

this is the reason of-the his departure, very little convincing

*Questo è il motivo della sua partenza, PRINCIPALE.

(Cinque 1994:94)

this is the reason of-the his departure, main

Dei motivi della sua partenza, quello convincente è che...

of-the reasons of-the his departure, that convincingis that...

*Dei motivi della sua partenza, quello principale è che...

of-the reasons of-the his departure, that main is that...

 

29.

@

Principale can only entertheellipsis construction discussed below in thetext:

Dei due argomenti contro questa ipotesi, il principale [e] è che ...

of-the two arguments against this hypothesis, the main is that ...
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Also notice that the form of the demonstrative in (72)a and (75)a is different

from the usual pre-possessive/pre-adjective form: quei suoi libri ‘those his books’ vs.

Dammi *quei / quelli suoi; quel convincente motivo ‘that convincing reason’ vs. ...

*quel/ quello convincente è che ... (for the phonological form of the demonstrative,

also see Rizzi (1979:179,fn.13) and Vanelli (1979:200,fn.3)). We conclude that in

(72) the possessive is necessarily in the post-nominal predicative position. Since loro,

being only weak,is ungrammatical in predicative position (see (46) and (47) above),it

is expectedthat /oro is also ungrammatical with pronominal quello. No restriction, on

the other hand, is expected with suo, given that it can be strong: suo is in fact

grammatical in both contexts.

It is worth comparing the above sentences with the following ones, which contain

the determinerinstead of the demonstrative quello. Here, there is no contrast between

loro and the other possessives:

(76) a. Hoinvitato i miei amici, e Giannii suoi.

[I] have invited the myfriends and Giannithe his

b. Hoinvitato i miei amici, e Gianni e Mariai loro.

[I] have invited the myfriends and Gianni and Maria the theirs

(77) a. Il mio amico mihapresentato il suo.

- the myfriend [to] me has introduced the his

b. I miei amici mi hannopresentatoi loro.

the myfriends [to] me have introducedthe theirs

In ellipsis contexts, the material following the determiner is in pre-nominal position,

as shown by the possibility of ordinal adjectives and adjectives such as ultimo,

prossimo, solo, altro, etc., which cannot occur post-nominally. Contrast (78)a with

(78)c, and (79)a with (79)c:30

 

30. These adjectives can appear post-nominally only when N has moved to D (cf. Longobardi

1994:624,fn.18; 625; 626):

(i) a. Napoleoneterzo fu l'ultimo Imperatore dei Francesi.

Napoleon third was the last emperor ofthe French people

b. Sabato prossimo facciamo una festa.

Saturday next [we] give a party
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(78) a. Di quegli spettacoli, solo il primo/ l’ultimo [e] miè piaciuto.

of those shows, only the first / the last [to] me is pleased

(=... I liked only the first/last one)

b. il primo / l’ultimo spettacolo

*lo spettacolo primo/ ultimo

(79) a. Mentre sabato scorso siamo andati al cinema,il prossimo [e]

faremounafesta.

while Saturday last [we] have gone to-the cinema, the next [we]

will give a party

b. ... il prossimo sabato faremo unafesta.

c. *... il sabato prossimo faremounafesta.

The ungrammaticality of non-agreeing adjectives, which are restricted to the post-

nominal position (see 2.2 above), and of complex modifiers, which are restricted to

the predicative position (Cinque 1994:section 5), confirms that in the ellipsis

construction the modifier does not follow the empty head noun (cf. Langacker

(1968:58,fn.6) for the French counterparts of (81)):

(80) a. la camicetta rosa / a quadri di Maria

b. *la [e] rosa / a quadri (cf. quella [e] rosa / a quadri)

the (shirt) pink /chequered (ofMary)

c. la donnaincinta

*la [e] incinta (cf. quella [e] incinta)

the (woman) pregnant

(81) p la donna pronta a partire

b. *Ila [e] pronta a partire (cf. quella [e] pronta a partire)

the (woman) ready to leave

We conclude that the possessives in (76)-(77) occupy the pre-nominal position, and

not the post-nominal ones.It is therefore expected that no difference is found between

 

c. Mariasola si è presentata.

Maria only-FEM showed up
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loro and the other possessives.3! This analysis implies that the possessive which

occurs with an empty nounis weak. The correctness of this implication is shown in

(82):32

(82) a. *il MIO, non suo

the mine, not his

b. *il mio e suo

the mine and his

Cc. *11 solo mio

the only mine

(82) contrasts with (83), where focalization, coordination and modification of the

possessive are possible. As seen above, the construction involving the demonstrative

quello requires a strong, post-nominal possessive:-

(83) a. quello MIO, non suo

that mine, not his

b. quello mio e suo

that mine and his

c. quello solo mio

. that only mine

3.1. The ellipsis construction in other languages

The conclusion that the ellipsis construction contains pre-nominal possessives is

supported by the observation that French and English have the ellipsis construction,

 

31, The samehappensin the idiomatic expressionin (i), where the head noun parte can be missing:

(i) a. Sto dalla sua (parte).

b. Sto dalla loro (parte).

[I] am on-the his/their (side)

32. Fora different approach,see Schoorlemmer(this volume).
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(84)a-(85)a, in spite of the fact that they do not allow post-nominal possessives, (84)b

vs. (84)c, (85)b vs. (85)c (also remember that French does not have strong

possessive modifiers):33

 

33, An apparent counterexample to the proposal that the possessive in (84)a is pre-nominal is

provided by the following observation, due to Kayne (1977:191,fn.155). In the ellipsis construction

(i)b, the possessive follows a numeral, which it otherwise precedes, (i)a:

(i) a. mes deux livres vs. a’. *deux meslivres

my two books

b. *les miens deux vs. bd’. les deux miens

the mine two

The word order in (i)a depends onthe clitic status of French possessives, which occur in the highest

functional head in the DP.Italian possessives, which are notclitic, allow both orders:

(ii) i miei due libri vs. i due mieilibri

In (i)b, ellipsis is licensed by the possessive, and the numeral occurs in the predicative position.

Since French numerals cannot be predicative (*Les enfants sont deux ‘the children are two’), the

sequence is ungrammatical. In (i)b’, on the other hand, ellipsis is licensed by the numeral, and the

possessive can be strong (The structure thus differs from the English counterpart your two [e] — cf.

*yours two). In Italian, where numerals can be predicative, both orders are possible:

(iii) i miei due VS. i due miei

Notice however that (i)b’ is not productive andrestricted to the possessive mien and the numeral deux,

which complies with the conclusion reached in section 1.3 above that French does not have strong

possessives. French thus contrasts with Italian, where the construction is fully productive, (iv)a,b vs.

(iv)a’,b’:

(iv)a. 7? les deux tiens vs. a’. i due tuoi

the two yours

b. *les quatres miens VS. b’. i quattro miei

the four mine



(84) a.

b.

Cc.

(85) a.

b.
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Mon ami m'a presenté le sien.

myfriend [to] me has introduced the his

*(1')ami son / sien

(the) friend his/hers

son ami

Myfriend has introduced hers to me.

*(the) friend her / hers

herfriend

This observation is corroborated by other languages, such as Dutch and German,

which also have the ellipsis construction without allowing post-nominal possessives,

(86)a vs. (86)b, (87)a vs. (87)b. These languagesare particularly telling because they

distinguish between pre-nominal, agreeing adjectives and post-nominal/predicative,

non-agreeing adjectives, (86)c vs. (86)d, (87)c vs. (87)d-e. Ellipsis requires

possessives with adjectival agreement inflection, which means that they are

necessarily pre-nominal:

(86) a.

(87) »

Datis niet jouw boek optafel, maar het mijne [e].

it is not your book on the table, but the mine-AGR

(Schoorlemmer,this vol.)

mijn boek / *het boek mijn

my book / *the book my

het grote huis (Kester 1996:91)

the big-AGR house

Hethuis is groot. (Kester 1996:81)

the houseis big

Das seine [e] gefallt mir nicht.

the his-AGR pleases to-me not

sein Buch / *das Buch sein

his book / *the book his

diese regnerische Woche

this rainy-AGR week

diese Woche regnerisch undstiirmisch (Cinque 1994:94)

this week rainy and stormy
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e. Diese Wocheist regnerisch.

this weekis rainy

Notice that the possessive which appears in the French and English ellipsis

constructions is morphologically different from the one which appears when the head

noun is realized.34

Consider Frenchfirst. Given its cooccurrence with the determiner, sien in (84)a is

not cliticized to D° as its counterpart son in (84c) is (see section 1.3 above). The

obvious proposal, with the tripartition in mind,is that sien is weak. The fact that in

older stages of French this form could follow the article in pre-nominal position (e.g.

un mien ami, ‘a my friend’, cf. Arnauld and Lancelot (1993:84), Langacker

(1968:58)) can be taken to be independent evidence for this analysis. Nowadays, the

clitic form son always blocks the weak form sien. Given the Minimize Structure

principle of Cardinaletti and Starke (1994:section 7.1); a smaller form, here theclitic

possessive, is always preferred over the bigger form, here the weak possessive.

However, wherethe clitic form is independently excluded, the weak form becomes

the smallest possible form and is ruled in. The ellipsis context represents one such

situation. Once the head noun is not realized, the clitic possessive is excluded because

a clitic form cannotoccur alone inside a phrase (for lack of overt material to cliticize

on). The weak possessive is consequently allowed, which in turn requires, in French,

the presence of the determiner.*5

 

34, Although some French possessives appear to have only one form, Amauld & Lancelot

(1993:85) note that there alwaysis a difference in accentuation and vowel quality: the vowel is short

in the clitic, unstressed possessive, but long in its weak, stressed counterpart (so that strictly

speaking there is no homophonouspair of possessives in French):

@a. C'est [notr] maison. VS. C'estla [no:tr] / *[notr].

it is our house it is the ours

b. C'est [loer] faute. vs. C'est la [loe:r] / *{loer].

it is theirfault it is the theirs

35, This pattern recalls that of object personal pronouns.In all contexts except from imperatives, 1*

and 2"! person clitic pronouns must be used, (i). When these are independently excluded, as with

imperative verbs, the 1" and 2person weak pronouns show up,(ii) (on the weak status of moi in

(ii), cf. Cardinaletti and Starke (1994:fn.31) and Laenzlinger (1994)):
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This analysis is supported by the observation that both doubling and floating

quantifiers are disallowed in ellipsis. The following sentences, taken from Kayne

(1977:191,fn. 155), are judged very marginal or ungrammatical by our informants:

(88) a. ?*la sienneà elle

the hers to her

b. ?*C'est le né6tre à tous.

it is the ours to all

If doubling and floating quantifiers are only found with clitic elements (see section

1.2-3 above), (88) confirmsthat the possessive foundin ellipsis is weak.

An analysis similar to the one just suggested for French applies to the Spanish

paradigm in (89). Theclitic form mi of (89)a cannot appear alone when the noun is

empty, (89)b, and the weak possessive mio showsup, (89)c. As in Italian, the weak

possessive has the same morphological form as the strong possessive of (89)d:

(89) a. milibro

b. *mi [e]

c. el mfo [e]

d. - el libro mio

(the) my (book)

Let's now turn to English. Contrary to what we have seen in other languages, the

possessive found in ellipsis contexts is capable of occurring alone (see (85)a). Its

longer morphological form suggests that it is a strong possessive (see section 1.3

above), parallel to John’s in Myfriend has introduced John's [e] to me. This accounts

 

(i) a. Il me regarde. vs. * Tl regarde moi.

he me looks-at he looks-at me

b. Il meparle. VS. * Il parle moi/ à moi.

he me talks he talks [to] me / to me

(iia. *Regarde-me. vs. Regarde-moi.

look-at-me look-at-me

b. *Parle-me. vs. Parle-moi.

talk-me talk me
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for the ungrammaticality in ellipsis contexts of the 3“ person singular neuter deficient

form its: *The tree’s owner’s situation is precarious, its is good, however (Chris

Wilder, personal communication) .2¢

3.2. One apparent problem

One problem remains to be considered. It concerns the fact that in languages like

Paduan, the possessive which appears in the ellipsis context (90)b does not have the

expected weak form me that appears pre-nominally, (90)a, but the same

morphological form as the strong post-nominal possessive of (90)c:

(90) a. el melibro

b. *el me [e] / el mio [e]

c. el libro mio

the my (book)

If the conclusions reached above are correct, then mio in (90)b cannot be a strong,

post-nominal possessive. We are forced to analyse it as weak, and to take the

impossibility of el me asdue to some independent reason. Various possibilities come

to mind. We could argue that the empty NP needsa rich array of phi-features to be

licensed (cf. Kester 1996:Ch.4, amongothers), which only the agreeing form mio can

provide. Though plausible in principle, this proposal would make the English

paradigm, which does not display agreement features (mine, yours, etc.), become

problematic. Alternatively, and more likely, suppose that the restriction is of

phonological nature. If me is a weak element without word stress, the ellipsis of the

head noun results into a DP without any word stress (being a clitic element, the

determiner also lacks wordstress). In such a situation, the allomorph mio, which, we

 

36. Chris Wilder also observes that the 3 person plural possessive theirs with a non-human

referent permits ellipsis: The trees’; owners’ situation is precarious, theirs; is good, however. Theirs

thus behaves like the corresponding strong pronouns they and them, which can have non-human

referents. Cardinaletti and Starke (1995) argue that this unexpected behaviour should be attributed to

the demonstrative status of these pronouns. That analysis can be extended to possessive theirs.
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assume, has wordstress,is inserted.37 The same phonological restriction can account

for the ungrammaticality of el mi in Spanish, i.e. for the fact that the weak possessive

which showsupin ellipsis is morphologically the same as the strong form mio (see

(89)c above) and is not homophonouswith theclitic form mi (nor with the weak form

mi which occursin Spanish dialects — see section 1.2 above).

4. Singular kinship nouns

There is one further respect in which loro and cui are more restricted than the

adjectival possessives. With singular kinship nouns they keep the article, which is

instead ungrammatical with possessive modifiers such as mio and suo:

(91) a. mio/ suofratello

b. *il mio suofratello

(the) my /his brother

(92) a. *loro fratello

b. il loro fratello

. (the) their brother

(93) a. *Gianni, cui fratello ha ottenuto il premio,...

b. Gianni,il cui fratello ha ottenuto il premio,...

Gianni, (the) whose brother has got the prize

Wetake the possessive in

 

37, This is not the only situation in which two weak forms coexist in one and the same language.

Cf. the Italian pair of weak subjects pro vs. egli / esso ‘he’, 'it', discussed in Cardinaletti and Starke

(1994:section 7.2.1) and Cardinaletti (1997):

(i) a. pro ha aderito.

b. Egli ha aderito.

he has adhered
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(91)a to have cliticized to D° ([mioj+D° [tj wee [tj fratello]]]), and the

ungrammaticality of (92)a/(93)a as due to the fact that loro and cui do not have

comparableclitic forms. This is supported by their behaviourin the sentential domain:

neither elementis clitic.38

The evidencethat with singular kinship nouns, possessivesare clitic is provided by

the fact that (i) they cannotoccur alonein ellipsis and isolation, (94)- (95), and

(ii) they cannot be contrasted nor coordinated, (96):

(94) Miofratello verra, *(il) suo invece no.

my brother will-come, (the) his on-the-other-hand not

(95) Verrà tuo fratelloo il fratello di Gianni? *(I1) suo.

will-come your brother or the brother ofGianni? (the) his

 

38, In thefollowingsentences, loro occurs without any determiner:

@ a. Questo é di loro competenza.

this is oftheir competence

b. Questo non é di loro gusto.

this not is of their taste (= they do notlike it)

c. Abbiamo invitato Mariaa loro insaputa.

[we] have invited Maria without their knowledge

These sentences seem to contradictthe claim, just made on the basis of singular kinship nouns, that

loro cannot occur without the determiner. The DP contained in such predicative PPs however never

contains a determiner (cf. Longobardi 1994:612f). Consider the following sentences, where the

possessive is replaced by a full complementofthe noun:

(ii)a. Questo è di competenza di Gianni.

this is ofcompetence of Gianni

b. Abbiamoinvitato Maria a insaputa di tutti.

[we] have invited Maria without everybody's knowledge

It is straightforward to conclude that with predicative PPs, the possessive occupies the usual pre-

nomina] position, specAgrSyP and not D°. The sentences with loro are expected to be grammatical.
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(96) a. *MIO padre, non suo

myfather, not his

b. *mio e suo padre

my and hisfather

Comparative support is provided by Italian dialects such as Paduan, which has weak

possessives with common nouns and clitic possessives with kinship nouns (see

section 1.2 above). This analysis can be extended to account for a Central Italian

dialect, Anconetano, where the possessive occurring with singular kinship nounsis

morphologically reduced with respect to the form used with the determiner in

common-nouncontexts (and does not display genderdistinctions):

(97) a. mi' fratelo , (Cartocci, 1990:53)

my brother

b. ‘sto mio componimento (Cartocci, 1990:50)

this my-MASC-SING poem

This reduction is typical of otherItalian dialects (see also Rohlfs 1968:128). Similarly,

Picallo (1994:296) reports that in many Catalan dialects, the possessive form which

occurs with singular kinship nouns is shorter than the usual one and replaces the

determiner:

(98) sa germana (instead of: la seva germana)

his/her/their sister

An alternative analysis of

(91)a would be to suppose that the singular kinship noun itself has raised to

D°, in the same way as proper names do, and that the possessive modifier has moved

to specDP (cf. Longobardi 1995: fn.3). The restriction on loro and cui shown in (92)

and (93) can then be interpreted as a ban against their movement to specDP: Not

being a case-related position, specDP is not a possible landing site for deficient

phrases.39

 

39. The same constraint would rule out (92)a and (93)a in a third possible analysis which

takes the possessive of
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Independent evidence for the movement of a kinship noun to D® seems to come

from Sardinian and Salentino (cf. Picallo 1994:292). In the former, the determinerless

head noun adjoins to D° moving across the weak possessive, in thelatter it adjoins to

the clitic possessive in D°:

(99) a. frade duo

brother your

b. fratuta

brother-your

Although appealing, the proposal that singular kinship nouns are in D raises the

following questions:

(a) whyis

(91)a the only case where the possessive precedes a noun raised to D? In all other

cases in which N moves to D, the possessive does not move to specDP and

follows the noun, asin (99) and in Gianni mio / casa mia (cf. (24) above).

In other words, why don't we also get *mio Gianni and *mia casa on a par with

(91)a?;

(b) conversely, why don't we also get *fratello loro on a par with Gianni loro / casa

loro, cf. (45) above (in order to circumvent the ban on the movement of loro to

specDP)?

(c) the possessive in specDP should be strong. However, it does not display strong

behaviour. Mio in (94)- (96) is a deficient element like any pre-nominal

possessive. This conclusion is at odds with the explanation for (92)a and (93)a

given above;

(d) The languages which have pre-nominal clitic possessives, such as French and

Paduan, provide a similar problem.If the nounis in D,the clitic possessive could

be either adjoined to the noun or in specDP. However,it is usually the raised noun

that attaches to the clitic possessive (cf. (99)b). This only leaves the latter analysis

as available, with the unwelcome consequence that son pére and so pare ‘his

 

(91)a to have moved to specDPalone, with no concomitant N-to-D raising of the head noun (cf.

Giusti 1993:65). This analysis faces with the problems in (a) and (c) below and will not be adopted

here.
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father’ should be impossible on a par with Italian */oro / *cuifratello in (92)a

/ (93)a, contrary to fact.

These are serious shortcomings of the account of singular kinship nouns in terms of

N-to-D raising. Forall these reasons, we keep to the proposal sketched abovethat in

(91)a it is the possessive itself which moves to D and that (92)a and

(93)a are ungrammatical because loro and cui do not haveclitic counterparts.40

The proposed analysis has an important implication. The difference between e.g.

French andItalian is not in the availability of clitic possessives, since both languages

have them. Rather, the difference must lie in the determiner system, a place where

rather significant differences exist between the two languages. The French determiner

is such that it can, so to speak, always “leave its place” to the possessive. By

Minimise structure, the clitic possessive is the smallest available form and it is

therefore always used. In Italian, on the other hand, common nouns require the

determiner, which explains why, by Minimisestructure, the only available possessive

form is now the weak one. When there happens to be no determiner around, as with

singular kinship nouns,Italian possessives Do cliticise.

 

40. In sum,with singular kinship nounseither the possessive raises to D (in e.g. Italian

(91)a, Paduan (22)a, Anconetano (97)a, Catalan dialects  (98)), or the noun itself raises

to D crossing over the possessive (in e.g. Sardinian (99)a), or both movements take place (in e.g.

Salentino (99)b). The reasons of this wide language variation in the context of kinship nouns

are still unclear.

Further languagevariation is represented by the fact that in many languages, the determiner is present

when singular kinship nouns co-occur with possessives, as in e.g. Catalan el teu germd ‘the your

brother’ (Picallo 1994:292). The generalisation here seems easy to state: This happens in those

languages in which the determiner is also used with proper names (as in Catalan, and in the dialects

spoken in Tuscany, Lombardy, etc. — compare Rohlfs 1968:128 with Rohlfs 1969:30). However, the

parallelism with proper namesis not complete, since the reverse is not true and, furthermore, there are

dialects, such as Veneto, which also drop the determiner with plural kinship nouns: me nevodi ‘my

nephews’(cf. Rohlfs 1968:128).
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5. Conclusion

Thetripartition originally proposed for personal pronouns has been extended here

to possessive modifiers. Clitic, weak and strong possessives exist, which differ

syntactically and semantically. In standard Italian, the three forms are homophonous,

but in manyItalian dialects and in other Romance languages, different morphological

paradigmsare found.

Possessive loro has been shownto differ from the other Italian possessives: it is

not an adjective, but a weak personal pronoun on a par with the dative weak pronoun

loro. The analysis has been extended to the relative pronoun cui, which is not the

adjectival counterpart of relative pronouns, but a weak relative pronoun. DP-internal

genitive personal pronounsare not peculiar of Italian. Among Romance languages,

they are found in Rumanian, and they are very productive in Germanic and Slavic

languages. ,

The possibility of weak loro in the ellipsis construction implies that the empty noun

follows the possessive. In other words, the possessive foundin ellipsis in e.g. Italian

is weak andnotstrong. This proposal is supported by a numberofdistributional and

morphological observations.

In conclusion, the extension of the tripartition to possessive system, on the one

hand, makesit possible to account for a numberof empirical facts in this domain and,

on the other, supports the view advocated in Cardinaletti and Starke (1994) that the

underlying cause of the distinction among clitic, weak and strong elements is a

difference in their internal structure. Under this view, the deficient/strong opposition

should be found across syntactic categories, and we have shown here that this is the

case with possessive modifiers.
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"Restructuring' and the order of aspectual and root modal

heads!

Guglielmo Cinque

University of Venice

0. Introduction

If functional affixes and particles are interpreted as the overt realization of distinct

functional heads (Baker 1985, Pollock 1989, Ouhalla 1988,1991, Chomsky 1995,

chapter 2, amongothers), there is reason to posit the existence of a substantial number

of distinct aspectual heads (ordered among eachother):

Cf. the habitual aspect suffixes of Mongolian (Svantesson 1991,197) and of

Central Alaskan Yup'ik (Mithun and Ali 1996,112f); the predispositional aspect

morpheme of American Sign Language (Klima and Bellugi 1979), rendered with

‘tends to'; the delayed aspect particle of Ulithian, glossed by Sohn and Bender

1973,116 as ‘finally’, and the suffix between the frequentative and the past tense

suffixes of Macushi, also rendered by Abbott (1991,113ff) as ‘finally’; the

frequentative aspect suffix of Yareba (Weimer 1972,61), and that of Macushi, just

mentioned; the repetitive aspect particle (‘again’) of Hidatsa (Hengeveld to appear, ex.

(42)), called by him ‘iterative’; the celerative aspect suffix of Fulfulde (Fagerli

1994,36ff), and the suffixes of Dyirbal and Evenki, glossed as 'quickly' by Dixon

(1972,248), and Nedjalkov (1997,252); the terminative aspect suffix of Kiribatese

(Groves, Groves and Jacobs 1985,58); the continuative aspect suffix of Lezgian,

rendered by Haspelmath (1993,140ff) as ‘still’, and that of Walmadjari, rendered by
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Hudson (1976,656) as ‘keep on'; the perfect aspect suffixes of Ponapean (Rehg

1981,269ff), and Chinese (Smith 1991,344ff); the retrospective particles of the

French creoles reported in Cinque 1997a, chapter 3, which are rendered in the

literature with 'venir de’, 'to have just’); the proximative prefix of Big Nambas (Fox

1979,64), and the proximative particle of Kwaio (Keesing 1985,118ff), rendered by

both authors as 'soon'); the durative aspect suffixes of Hua (Haiman 1980,149) and

Tauya (MacDonald 1990, §3.3.2.1), meaning ‘for a while’); the progressive aspect

suffix of Zuni (Nichols 1993,104) and Menya (Whitehead 1991,266); the prospective

aspect particle of Gungbe (Aboh 1996), and the prospective aspect suffixes of

Comanche (Robinson and Armagost 1990,318), meaning 'to be about to’; the

inceptive aspect suffixes of Ika (Frank 1990,57) and Waorani (Peeke 1994,276); the

conative aspect suffix of Hua (Haiman 1980,147) and Tauya (MacDonald 1990,

§3.3.2.1); the frustative aspect suffixes of Wayampi, rendered by Jensen (1994,359f)

as ‘without success', and the 'success' aspectual morpheme of Spokane, which

Carlson (1996,59) renders with 'manage’; the completive aspect suffixes of Fulfulde

(Fagerli 1994,19) and Chinese (Smith 1991,382).

Discussing a numberof such heads, Cinque (1997a) arrives (for a subset of them)

at a specific order based on the evidence available from their relative order:

(1) ASPhabitual > ASPrepetitive) > ASPrrequentativell) > ASPcelerative@) > ASPerminative >

ASPcontinuative > ASPpertect( » > ASPretrospective > ASPproximative > ASPgurativ >

ASPprogressive > ASPprospective > ASPcompletive() (> Voice) > ASDceterativectt) >

ASPcompietivet) > ASPrepetitiverty) > ASPsrequentativedt **

 

2. Someofthese orders were corroborated by the relative order of the adverbs corresponding to

these aspects, taken there to be generated in the specifier position of the relevant functional

projections.

In few cases, the only evidence available to determine the order between two aspectual heads came in

fact from the relative order among the corresponding adverbs.

Note the repetition, in (1), of repetitive, frequentative and celerative aspect in two distinct "zones";

one quantifying over the event expressed by the sentence, the other over the process, or state,

expressed by the V(P).
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Having no cross-linguistic evidence at my disposal concerning the relative orders

of the corresponding affixes or particles, I made no systematic attempt there to

integrate in this order such aspectual heads as ASpbredispositionat» SPoelayed (or ‘finally?

ASPinceptiver ASPfrustative/success> 2d ASP,onative: Lhe positions occupied by root modals with

respect to the other headsof (1) were alsoleft partly open.

In what follows, I would like to present somefacts, internal to just one language,

Italian, which appear to offer some evidence to order these heads among eachother,

and within the larger hierarchy in (1) (at least under the analysis of ‘restructuring’

proposed in Cinque (in preparation), the main features of which will be sketched

directly).

No existing analysis of ‘restructuring’ offers, it seems, a natural account of why

the transparency effects characteristic of this phenomenon occur across languages just

with the classes of modal, aspectual and movement verbs (all analyses assume some

form of arbitrary lexical specification, or arbitrary semantic condition). The analysis

developed in Cinque (in preparation) centers instead on the fact that these verbs are the

only verbs whose meaning happensto correspond to a particular functional head of

the universal hierarchy proposed in Cinque (1997a) independently of the

‘restructuring’ phenomenon.

If we assumethat a verb mayeither be generated (and licensed) as the head of VP,

or, when it 'lexicalizes' a particular functional head, directly in that head position,

both the monoclausal nature of the phenomenon and the membership of the verb in the

‘restructuring’ class can be naturally derived (I refer to Cinque(in preparation) for

detailed discussion). Moreover,if the various functional heads of the clause are rigidly

ordered (Cinque 1997a), it follows that ‘restructuring’ verbs should display a rigid

relative order among each other when transparency effects obtain (i.e., when they are

licensed not as lexical verbs, but as 'functional' verbs generated in specific functional

heads). This expectation is generally fulfilled. But, as with the order of adverbs, care

should be taken to single out those cases where the same verb can be generated in

more than one functional head (often with a concomitant change in meaning). For that

 

3. The analysesof 'Restructuring' are too numeroustolist here. Cf. Rizzi (1982,chapter 1), Kayne

(1989), Roberts (1997), and referencescited there.
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possibility can give rise to apparent multiple orders with another functional verb.

Somecases of this sort will in fact be discussed below.

1. Aspectual verbs and the order of aspectual heads

I will start with the relative order between the habitual and predispositional aspects,

by considering the relative order betweenthe ‘restructuring’ verbs solere (usare) 'use'

and rendere (a) 'tend' (cf. (2)-(3)), which, I take, lexicalize these aspects in Italian.*

(2) Giannilo soleva/usavadire spesso

G.it used to say often

(3) Giannine tendevaa far pochi(di errori)

G. of-them tendedto do few (oferrors)

When Clitic Climbing or other transparency effects obtain (forcing a monoclausal

structure), the order appears to be rigid, with solere (or usare) preceding tendere (a),

thus suggesting the order Asp,.vina > ASPpredispositiona (Cf. (4) and (5)):°

 

4. Note that in principle nothing forces a particular lexical verb to be used as a functional

(‘restructuring’) verb. A necessary (but, perhaps, not sufficient) condition appears to be the (close to)

perfect match between the verb's semantics and the semantic features of a functional head.

While solere and usare (whether used in ‘restructuring’ contexts or not) belong to a rather formal

register of Italian (cf. Renzi and Salvi 1991,521), the ‘restructuring’ use of tendere (a) is felt by some

as colloquial.

5. All of the examples discussed below display transparency effects (so as to force the presence of a

monoclausal structure). In many cases, though, the same rigid order is found even in the absence of

tranparencyeffects.

While for me, and other speakers, the order solere > tendere (a) is the only one available, for Paola

Beninca' (and possibly other speakers) the other order (tendere (a) > solere) is also admitted.
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(4) a ?Certe cose le si suole tendere a fare subito

Certain things them si (one) uses to tend to do immediately

b *Certe cose le si tende a soler fare subito

Certain things them si (one) tends to use to do immediately

(5) a (?)Certe cose si sogliono tendere a fare in vecchiaia

Certain things si (one) use to tend to do when old

b *Certe cose si tendonoa soler fare in vecchiaia

Certain things si (one) tend to use to do when old

In turn, when transparency effects obtain, tendere (a) appears to obligatorily

precede tornare (a) ‘do again’, which expressesrepetitive aspect. Cf. (6):°

 

I take this to mean that solere, for the second group of speakers, not only corresponds to the higher,

event-related, habitual aspect projection (the one hosting in its specifier such adverbs as di

solito/solitamente, and abitualmente), but also to the lower, process- or state-related, habitual aspect

projection (which can host abitualmente, but not di solito/solitamente). Cf. (i):

@a Giannidi solito frequentavale stesse persone abitualmente

'G. generally frequented the same persons habitually'

b *Gianni abitualmente frequentavale stesse personedi solito

'G. habitually frequented the same persons generally'

c ?Gianni abitualmente frequentavale stesse persone abitualmente

'G. habitually frequented the same persons babitually'

6, Asnoted in Cinque (1997a), repetitive aspect can occupy a higher position, quantifying over the

event (between the habitual and frequentative aspects), and a lower one, lower than Voice, quantifying

over the process or state expressed by the predicate. Both positions, apparently, follow the

predispositional aspect head, given that the order tornare (a) > tendere(a) is not possible (cf. (6)b).

The existence of two distinct repetitive aspects (located in two distinct quantificational "zones") is

corroborated by the possibility of having a higher, and a lower, repetitive adverb (e.g. d

nuovo/ancord/.. ‘again’) in one and the samesentence:
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(6) a Certe cose si tendono a tornare a fare da vecchi

Certain things si (one) tend to do again when old

b *Certe cose si tornano a tendere a fare da vecchi

Certain things si (one) again tend to do when old

These contrasts, then, suggest the partial order of functional heads in (7):

(7) --- ASPhabituar > ASPpredispositiona > ASPrepetitive ---

Consider now the relative order between predispositional aspect and terminative

aspect, whichin Italian is expressed by the ‘restructuring’ verb smettere (di) ‘stop’ (as

well as by the AdvP piu 'no longer'):’ ;

(8) a Certe cose si tendono a smettere di fare dopo unacerta età

Certain thingssi (one) tend to stop doing after a certain age

b *Certe cose si smettono di tendere a fare dopo unacerta età

Certain things si (one) stop to tend to doafter a certain age

‘oi . 8
This gives the order: ... ASP,redispositional --- >--* ASPrerminative +-*

 

G) Gianniha di nuovoalzato il braccio di nuovo (ancora una volta)

G.has again lifted his arm again (once more)

7. The paraphrase relation between smettere (di) and più is, nonetheless, complex, involving

different values of other functional heads. See: Aveva smesso di farlo 'he had stopped doing it’, with

anterior of the past and perfect aspect, and Non lo faceva più 'he didn't do it any longer’, with past

tense and imperfect aspect.

Terminative aspect (as opposed to completive aspect) expresses the termination of a certain process

(or state) at an arbitrary point, rather than at the natural end point of the process (when there is one).

8. By transitivity, given that predispositional aspect follows habitual aspect, we expect that

terminative aspect also follows habitual aspect; which is what wefind:

(i) a Certe cose si sogliono smettere di fare dopo una certa eta

Certain things si (one) use to stop doing after a certain age
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Where does ASPerminaive locate itself with respect to Asp,spetitivo Which also follows

ASPpredispositiona? The fact that both orders in (9) appear possible suggests that

terminative aspect follows the higher repetitive aspect head, and precedes the lower

one (cf.(1)):

(9) a Certe personesi tornano a smettere di frequentare in certe

circostanze

Certain people si (one) again stops to frequent undercertain

circumstances

b Certe persone si smettono di tornare a frequentare in certe

circostanze

Certain people si (one) stopsto frequent again undercertain

circumstances

Altogether, we have thus evidenceforthe partial order of headsin (10):

(10) . ASPhabitual > ASPpredispositional > ASPrepetitive) > ASDrerminative

uo (> ASPrepetitive)

(9) is, thus, the first case of an apparent free ordering of two aspectual verbs. As

noted, however,it is only an illusion given by the possibility of licensing tornare (a)

in two different aspectual heads (separated by terminative aspect, as well as other

aspects).

Terminative aspect appears to be ordered before continuative aspect, expressed in

Italian by the restructuring verb continuare (a) (as well as by the adverb ancora

'still').? See (11), with clitic climbing, and (12) with ‘long object preposing’:

 

b *Certe cose si smettonodi soler fare dopo una certa età

Certain things si (one) stop to use doing after a certain age

°. As noted in Cinque (1997a, §4.18), if they can cooccur atall, the terminative aspect adverb più

‘no longer' also has to precede the continuative aspect adverb ancora ‘still’:
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(11) a ?Vismise di continuare ad andare

There (he) stopped to continue going

b *Vi continuò a smettere di andare

There (he) continued to stop going

(12) a Certi errori non si smettono mai di continuare a fare

Certain errors si (one) never stop to continue doing

b *?Certi errori si continuano sempre a smettere di fare

Certain errors si (one) continue always to stop doing

This gives the partial order in (13):!°

(13) sre ASPhabitual > ASPpredispositiona! > ASPrepetitive) > ASPrerminative >

ASPcontinuative see (> ASPrepetitivect)

Bytransitivity, we expect continuare (a) to also follow tendere (a) and solere. This

is indeed what wefind. See (14) and (15):

(14) a Certe cose si sogliono continuare fare tutta la vita

Certain things si (one) use to continue doingforthe all life

 

ia ?Spero che tu nonsia più ancora arrabbiato con me

(D hope that you are no longer still angry with me

b *Spero che tu non sia ancora più arrabbiato con me

(1) hope that you are still no longer angry with me

0. Continuative aspect is apparently to be distinguished from an aspect meaning 'continuously,

constantly’ (cf. the aspectual suffix -ruku- of Tuyuca - Bares 1994,331). The latter appears to

correspond to English keep, Italian seguitare (a), which, as noted in Freed (1979,90f) differs from

continue/continuare (a) in presuppositional content. While John continued slamming the doorall

nighy/John continuò a sbattere la porta tutta la notte presupposes that "someone had been slamming

the doorearlier", John kept slamming the doorall night/John seguito a sbattere la porta tutta la notte

does not (thoughItalian continuare (a) can marginally also be used non presuppositionally).

I leave the location of this ‘continuously’ aspect undetermined here.
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b *Certe cose si continuanoa solerfare tutta la vita

Certain things si (one) continue to use doing for the all life

(15) a Certe cose si tendono a continuare a fare sempre

Certain things si (one) tend to continue doing always

b *Certe cose si continuano a tendere a fare sempre

Certain things si (one) continueto tend to do always

Given that tornare (a) can be licensed both in Asp,epuitive» higher than ASProntinuative»

and in ASP,epetitivean» lower than ASprontinuativeo WE Expect both orders of tornare (a) and

continuare (a) to be possible. This is again what wefind:
.

(16) a Certe cose si tornano a continuare a fare appenaè possibile

Certain things si (one) again continuesto do as soon as is

possible

b Certe cose si continuanoa tornare a fare appenaè possibile

Certain things si (one) continues to again do as soon as is

possible

Consider next the relative order of the conative and 'frustative/success' aspects,

and their order relative to the aspects so far examined. The ‘restructuring’ verbs which

express these two aspects in Italian are provare (a) (tentare (di)/cercare (di)) 'try"",

and (non) riuscire (a) '(not) manage’, respectively.

The data in (17)-(18) appear to indicate that frustative/success aspect precedes

conative aspect:

(17) a Certe cose non si riescono nemmenoa provarea fare

Certain things notsi (one) manageto try to do

 

!!. While all (or the great majority of) speakers have a ‘restructuring’ use of provare (a), not all

accepttentare (diYcercare (di) as 'restructuring' verbs.
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b *?Certe cose non si provano nemmenoa riuscire a fare

Certain things notsi (one) try to manage to do

(18) a Le riuscirai almeno a provare a telefonare?

Will you manageatleastto try to call her?

b *Le proverai almenoa riuscire a telefonare?

Will youtry at least to manageto call her?

What about the order of these two aspectual heads with respect to the aspectual

heads in (13)?

The following contrasts suggest that ASpyustativersuccess ANd ASPoonative Are Ordered after

ASPcontinuative (and, a fortiori, after ASPierminative» ASPpredispositional? and ASPhabitual> which

12
precede ASPcontinuative) ‘

(19) a Gianni le continuò a provare a telefonare

G.her continuedtotry to call

b ??Gianni le provò a continuare a telefonare

G. hertried to continueto call

(20) a Giannili continuò a riuscire a vedere

G. them continued to manageto see

b ?9Gianni li riuscì a continuare a vedere

G. them managedto continue to see

(21) a ?Gianni la smise di provare a riparare

G. it stopped trying to repair

b *Gianni la provò a smettere di riparare

G.it tried to stop to repair

 

12 The non total ungrammaticality of (19)b-(20)b maybe related to the (quite marginal) possibility

for continuative aspect to be found below Voice (hence below Asprustative/success ANd ASPoonative)» Cf.

fn.16 below for independent evidence concerningthis (marginal) possibility.
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Gianni non vi smetterà mai di riuscire a convincere...

G. not you will ever stop to manageto convince...

*Gianni nonvi riuscirà mai a smettere di convincere...

G. not you will ever manageto stop convincing...

?YGiannili tende a riuscire a fare

G. them tends to manageto do

*Gianni li riesce a tenderea fare

G. them managesto tend to do

Giannigli tende a provare a parlare ogni volta che può

G. to-him tendsto try to speak every time he can

*Gianni gli prova a tendere a parlare ogni volta che può

G. to-him tries to tend to speak every time he can

Gianni li soleva riuscire a convincere

G. them used to manageto convince

*Gianni li riusciva a soler convincere

— G. them managedto use to convince

Gianni li suole provare a chiamare

G. them usesto try to call

*Giannili prova a soler chiamare

G. them triesto use to call

But where exactly after ASPoninuative APC ASPrrustativersuccess ANA ASPoonaive 10Cated in the

hierarchy in (1)?

There is some evidence that they are located between AsSprrospecive and the

ASPrompietive Above Voice. As (27)-(28) show ASPrustativersuccess MUSt follow, rather than

precede, ASPprogressive and ASDprospective

(27) Giannigli stava riuscendoa parlare, finalmente

G. to-him was managingto speak, finally
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*Gianni gli riusciva a star(e) parlando, finalmente

G. to-him managedto be speaking,finally

Giannilo stava per riuscire a convincere

G. him was about to manage to convince

*Giannilo riusciva a star(e) per convincere

G. him managedto be about to convince

This is also true (a fortiori, in the present analysis) for ASp.onative SCE (29)-(30):!*

(29)

(30)

a

a

Giannila stava provandoa riparare

G.it was tryingto repair

*Giannila provavaa star(e) riparando

G.it tried to be repairing

Giannilo stava per provare a riparare

G. it was abouttotry to repair

*Giannilo provavaa star(e) per riparare

G.it tried to be aboutto repair

Finally, the fact that riuscire (a) and provare (a) always precedefinire (di) (cf.(31)-

(32)) suggests that ASp;ustativersuccess ANA ASPronaive Precede the ASPompieive Above Voice

(as well as the one below Voice):'*

 

13 Converging evidence for the location of conative aspect below progressive aspect comes from

the relative order of the corresponding suffixes in the Papuan language Hua, under the Mirror

Principle. Cf. (i), from Haiman (1980,147):

i) hu-ko-bau-mana

do-CONAT-PROG-INCONSEQUENTIAL

"I was trying to do (butit didn't work out in some way)'
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(31) a Gianni nonla riusci a finire di imparare a memoria

G.it did not manageto finish to learn by heart

b *Gianninonla finì di riuscire a imparare a memoria

G.it did not finish to manage to learn by heart

(32) a Gianni ne provòa finire di tradurre solo due

G. of-them tried to finish to translate only two

b *Gianni ne finì di provare a tradurre solo due

G. of-them finished totry to translate only two

The evidence that ASprusativersuccess 2d ASPeonativeAME above Voice comes from the

observation that, like all other 'restructuring' verbs which are higher than Voice, they

resist 'long passivization' (cf. (33), and Cinque (1997b) for relevant discussion). In

essence, their incompatibility with passivization follows from the fact that no lowering

is admitted, and that a passive form must raise to Voice to check its marked Voice

feature. This implies that only a lexical verb, generated in VP, or a functional verb

generated in a head lower than Voice, will be able to passivize. As is well-known only

few ‘restructuring’ verbs allow ‘long passivization'(typically finire (di) 'finish' and

 

14, The evidence for a completive aspect head above Voice, and one below Voice, is given by the

possibility of embedding a passive underfinire ((i)a), and by the possibility of ‘long passivization' of

finire ((i)b) (For discussion, cf. Cinque 1997b):

(i) a Le case gli finirono di esser consegnate a marzo

The houses to-him finished to be handed in March

b Nefuronofinite di costruire solo due

Of-them were finished to build only two

(31)b-(32)b are partially rescued if finire is assigned a terminative interpretation (similar to 'stop'),

rather than its completive one (‘finish’/‘end'), a possibility open to finire in Italian, though not to

finish in English. Cf. Cinque (1997b).
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cominciare (a) 'begin' - cf. (34), and Cinque 1997b for discusssion).'* The

conclusion that only the functional heads corresponding to these ‘restructuring’ verbs

are lower than Voice (whence their passivizability) is supported by the independent

evidence given in Cinque (1997a) for an Asp.ompietive head lower than Voice(see also

Cinque 1997b).

(33) a *Quelle case furono riuscite a costruire negli anni cinquanta

Those houses were managedto build in the '50's

b *Quelle case furono provate a costruire negli anni cinquanta

Those housesweretried to build in the '50's

(34) a Quelle case furonofinite di costruire negli anni cinquanta

Those houses were finished building in the '50's

b ?YQuelle case furono cominciate a costruire negli anni cinquanta

Those houses were begunto build in the '50's

To summarize, the order suggested by the evidence considered so far is the one in

(35):

(35) see ASPpabitual > ASPpredispositional > ASPrepetitive(t) > ASPerminative >

ASPcontinuative rece ASPprogressive > ASPprospective > ASPrrustative/success >

ASDconative > ASPcomptetived) > Voice >. ASPcompietive(t) > ASDrepetitive)

Consider now inceptive aspect, expressed in Italian by such verbs as cominciare

(a)/iniziare (a). In Cinque (1997b) some evidence is discussed for positing two

distinct inceptive aspect heads, one lower than Voice, marking inception at the natural

starting point of a process, just as completive aspect marks cessation at the natural end

 

!5 Burzio (1981,591; 1986,376) takes continuare (a) to marginally allow ‘long passivization’.

Cf.(i). This would seem to imply the (marginal) presence of an instance of continuative aspect below

Voice. Butthe status of(i) is far from clear.

Gi) a 2(2) L'affitto fu continuato a pagare finoalla fine dell'anno

(Lit.) the rent was continued to paytill the end of the year
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point of the process (whence the well-formedness of the ‘long passivization' of

(34)b), and one higher than Voice, marking inception at an arbitrary point, just as

terminative aspect marks cessation at an arbitrary point (whence the possibility for

cominciare to embed a passive: l'opera cominciò ad esser rappresentata nel 1950 ‘the

opera began to be performedin 1950").

Starting with the inceptive aspect above Voice, we may note that, when

transparency effects obtain, cominciare cannot precede solere and tendere (cf. (36)-

(37)):°

(36) a Gianni gli soleva cominciare a scrivere dopo mesi

G. to-him used to begin to write many monthslater

b *Gianni gli cominciava a soler scrivere dopo mesi

G. to-him began to use to write many monthslater

(37) a Gianni ne tendeva a cominciare ad affrontare troppi

G. of-them tended to begin to confront too many

b *Gianni ne cominciavaa tendere ad affrontare troppi

G. of-them began to tend to confront too many

Consider nowtherelative location of the higher inceptive aspect head with respect

to the terminative and continuative aspect heads.

Although the facts are perhaps notcrystal clear, it seems that the higher inceptive

head has to follow the terminative and continuative aspect heads. Cf. (38)-(39):

 

16 It seemsthat it also has to follow the higher frequentative aspect head. This can be seen if, by

embedding a passive, we exclude the lower frequentative and inceptive aspect heads. If so, the contrast

in (i) suggests the order ASPpequenativey (>---) > ASPinceptived):

@a Netornò a cominciare ad esser riparata una parte

Of-it again began tobe repaired one part

b *Ne cominciò a tomare ad esserriparata una parte

Of-it began to be again repaired one part
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(38) a ?Ne smisero di cominciare ad esser riparate molte

Of-them stopped to begin to be repaired many

b *Ne cominciarono a smettere di esser riparate molte

Of-them began to stop to be repaired many

(39) DI ?Necontinuarono a cominciare ad esser riparate molte

Of-them continuedto begin to be repaired many

b *Ne cominciarono a continuare ad esser riparate molte

Of-them began to continue to be repaired many

To judge from (40), inceptive aspect appears to also follow the progressive and

prospective aspects:

(40) a Nestavano cominciando/?per cominciare ad esser riparate

alcune

Of-them were beginning/ aboutto begin to be repaired some

b *Gianni ne cominciavaa star perdendo/ per perdere molti (di

capelli)

G. of-them was beginningto be losing/ to be about to lose

many(ofhair)

Bytransitivity, inceptive aspect should follow retrospective aspect, which precedes

progressive aspect (cf. Cinque 1997a, chapters 3 and 4). The Iberian Romance

languages allow us to check this prediction, as they lexicalize this aspect with (one use

of) the verb acabar 'finish'. Cf. the case of Catalan ((43)), Portuguese ((44)), and

Spanish ((45)):!”

(41) a En Joan les acaba de comengar a construir

‘J. has just begun to build them'('*J. finishes to begin to build

them")

 

17 I thank Carme Picallo, Pilar Barbosa and Maria Luisa Zubizarreta, respectively, for providing

the relevant sentences and judgements.
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b ?En Joan les comenga a acabar de construir

‘J. begins to finish building them'('*J. begins to have just

built them’)

(42) a Acabam-as de comegar a construir

"They havejust begun to build them' ('*They finish to begin

to build them")

b Comegam-as a acabar de construir

"They beginto finish to build them' ('*They begin to havejust

built them’)

(43) a Juan lo acaba de empezar a leer

J. it has just begun reading

b Juan lo empieza a acabar de leer

J. it begins to finish reading

In the a. cases, acabar, preceding comengar/comecar/empezar 'begin', must indeed

express retrospective aspect (‘to have just V-ed'), which it no longer can when

following comencar/comegar/empezar 'begin'. See the b. cases, where the only

meaningavailableis thatof ‘finish’ (expressing completive aspect).

Inceptive aspect apparently precedes frustative/success aspect and conative aspect.

See (44)a-(45)a (the fact that cominciare can also be found following riuscire and

provare - (44)b-(45)b - can be attributed to the fact that it can also lexicalize the lower

inceptive aspect head below Voice).'®

 

18 The conclusion thatthe iniziare/cominciare following riuscire and provare is the inceptive aspect

bead below Voice seems supported by the contrasts in (i) and (ii), which show that iniziare can be

passivized but cannot embedda passive (the judgements, however, are not very sharp):

(i) a ?Neriuscirono ad esser iniziate a costruire solo due

Of-them managed to be begunto build only two

b *?Neriuscirono ad iniziare ad esser costruite solo due

Of-them managedto begin to be built only two
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(44) a Gianni ne cominciavaa riuscire a tradurre molti

G.of-them began to managetotranslate many

b Gianni ne riusciva a cominciare a tradurre molti

G. of-them managedto begin to translate many

(45) a Gianni ne comincid a provare a tradurre uno

G. of-them began to try to translate one

b Giannine provò a cominciare a tradurre uno

G. of-them tried to begin to translate one

This allowsus to integrate the orderin (35) as in (46):

è

(46)... ASPhovital > ASPpredispositional > ASPrepetitive> ASPrerminative > ASPoontinuative

>. ASPretrospective > ASPprogressive > ASPprospective > ASP;nceptive >

ASDrrustativersuccess > ASPronative > ASPoompietiven > VOICE > .... ASPcomptetived)

> ASPrepetitivett

2. Modal verbs and the position of root modal heads. In Cinque

(1997a) it was noted that, while the modal heads ofalethic necessity and possibility

seem to occurhigherthan the various aspectual heads, the heads corresponding to the

so-called root modalities (volition, obligation, ability and permission) seem to be

interspersed among the aspectual heads, even though no definite proposal was put

forth there.

If we consider the relative orders of ‘restructuring’ aspectual and modal verbs

whentransparencyeffects obtain, a fixed order emerges, which suggests a particular

rigid order of the corresponding functional heads.

 

(iia ?Vi provaronoad esseriniziati a curare

Theyin-it tried to be begun to cure

b *?Viprovaronoad iniziare ad esser curati

They in-it tried to begin to be cured
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Starting with the modal verb potere 'can', the facts seem to suggest that Mod,mission

occupiesa position distinct from, and lower than, Mod,;jiy-

Both Modpermission 2d Modyiiry precede ASP,native (expressed by provare). Cf. (47),

where the interrogative context in the first person of the present tense forces a (request

of) permission reading ofpotere, and (48), where potere expressesability:

(47) a Gliene posso provare a parlare io?

To-him-of-it can I try to speak myself ?

b *Gliene provo a poter parlare io?

To-him-of-it do I try to be allowed to speak myself?

(48) a Gliene posso provare a parlare io

To-him-of-it I can try to speak myself

b *Gliene provo a poter parlare io

To-him-of-it I try to be able to speak myself

Consider next (49), where again a permission reading of potere is involved. The

contrast between the well-formedness of (49)a, and the ill-formedness of (49)b,

suggests that potere of permission follows ASPmistaive/success*

(49) a Vi riuscira a poter entrare dopo la mezzanotte?

There will he manageto be allowed to enter after midnight?

b (*)Vipotrà riuscire ad entrare dopo la mezzanotte?!?

There will he be allowed to manageto enter after midnight?

The potere of ability, instead, appears to precede ASP,rstativesuccesss and follow

ASPprospective: SCE (50) and (51):

(50) a Li puoiriuscire a convincere solo tu

Only you are able to manageto convince them

 

!?, While (49)b is unacceptable under a ‘permission’ reading of potere, it is acceptable (though

awkward) with either an ‘ability’ or a possibility’ reading (both of which correspond to higher heads).
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b *Li riesci a poter convincere solo tu

Only you manageto be able to convince them

Here, the context favors an ability reading of potere, and the relevant judgements

point to the order: Mod,piry > ASPtrustative/success*

The contrast in (51), finally, argues for the order of Mod,jij, after ASPprospective (and

all higher heads):”°

 

20 The order ASpprospecive > MOd,p;iy is also attested in (East Lothian) Scottish English. Miller

(1980) cites (his example (9)b) a sentence such as: He's gonna can passhis driving test next week.

The head immediately above ASPprospective iS ASPprogressive (Cf. Cinque 1997, chapters 3 and 4).

Interestingly, both Turkish and Ladakhi (Sino-Tibetan) have their modal ability suffix closer to the

verb stem than the progressive aspectsuffix (cf. (i) and (ii)a).

Ladakhi, in fact, provides evidence that MOdyigation ANd MOdemission OO are lower than ASPprogressive (Cf.

(ii)b-c), and that Mod,,ii1y is higher than ASPompietive (Cf. (ii)d), in accord with (59) (all the Ladakhi

examplesare from Koshal 1979,229ff):

(i) inan-a-mt-yor-um Yavas (1980,66):

believe-ABIL-NEG-PROG-1pers.sg. "I can't believe it'

Gi)a sta-e Chu bin -thub-bin-yot-kak

horse water cross-ABIL-PROG-narrative PAST

"The horse had been ableto cross the water'

b napod-ne lok-ste yon-nar - ©hog-gin-yot-pin-tshuk

I Tibet return-having come-PERMISS-PROG-reportive PAST- EVALUAT

'I was allowed to come back from Tibet'

c thug-gu-2 Lap-ta - atho- 2 -phog-gin-yot-pin-{shuk

child school go-OBLIG-PROG-Reportive PAST- EVALUAT

‘Children had to be going to school’

d kho-e las éo-tsh>r-thub-duk-pin

he work do-COMPLET-ABIL-observed PAST

"He could complete the work (speaker saw it)'
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(51) a Adesso,vi sto per poter sentire

Now,I am aboutto be able to hear you

b *Adesso, vi posso stare per sentire

Now, I am ableto be aboutto hear you

The abovefacts, thus, seem to substatiate the orderin (52):

(52) ---ASPprospective > Modsirity > ASDfrustative/success > Mod.mission >

21
ASPoonative**-

Consider next the root modal ofobligation dovere.?? This verb, when transparency

effects obtain, apparently follows the prospective ‘aspect head (and all heads higher

than that), and precedes the root modal headofability. Cf. (53)-(54):

(53) a Gli stava per doverridare tutti i soldi che le aveva prestato

To-him he was aboutto have to give back the money helent to

her

b *Gli dovevastar perridare tutti i soldi che le avevaprestato?

‘ To-him he hadto be aboutto give back the moneyhelent to her

 

21. Inthis connection,it is interesting to note that certain usages of English ability can (e.g. Can

you hear me?, where the speaker asks whether there are any external factors hindering his

communication with the addressee) cannot be rendered in Italian with ability potere (*Puoi sentirmi?).

They can only be rendered with riuscire 'manage' (Riesci a sentirmi?) (or with the simple Mi senti?

"Do you hear me’). I interpretthis as suggesting that ability potere is more restricted than ability am

(essentially to abilities which depend on the active participation of the subject), with riuscire taking

over the missing reading (abilities depending on external factors), presumably after raising to the

(contiguous) ability modal head.

2. The same verb can also express the higher functional heads of alethic modal necessity (‘it is

necessary that..'), and epistemic modality (‘it is probable that..’).

2. Thesentence is marginally possible if dovere is interpreted epistemically.
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Per quel posto Gianni si dovrà poter dedicare al lavoro 16 ore

al giorno

Forthat job, G. will have to be able to devote 16 hours to work

(*)Giannisi potrà dover dedicare di più al suo lavoro?‘

G. will be able to have to devote himself more to work

Consider, now, the position of the root modal of volition (volere). This appears to

be located somewhat higher, possibly after ASpreguentativeo (28 COnjectured in Cinque

1997a),”° and before Asp,.ninaive Cf. (55)-(58):

(55)

(56)

a

a

Nongli soleva voler dare i suoi appunti

Not to-him he used to wantto give his notes

*Nongli voleva soler dare i suoi appunti

Notto-him he wantedto use to give his notes

Gli tornò a voler dare il suo appoggio

To-him he again wanted to give his support

 

24

haveto...').

25

The sentence becomes grammatical if potere is interpreted alethically (‘it is possible that he will

Frequentative adverbs (often, twice, etc.) appear to precede volitional adverbs (intentionally,

willingly, etc.) (cf. Cinque 1997a, chapter 1). The non existence of (‘restructuring’) aspectual verbs

corresponding tO ASPrrequentaiver G0 not allow us to confirm this ordering.

If affrettarsi (a) ‘hasten’, which marginally allows ‘restructuring’, lexicalizes (the higher) celerative

aspect head, the contrastin (i) would seem to suggest that Mod,i140, precedes ASPcierative:

(i) a ?Giannigli si @ voluto affrettare a telefonare

G. to-him wanted to hasten to telephone

*Gianni gli si è affrettato a voler telefonare

G. to-him hastened to want to telephone

Notice that the well-formedness of (56)b, in the text, is expected if tomare there is in the lower

repetitive aspect head.
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b Gli volle tornare a dare il suo appoggio

To-him he wanted to again give his support

(57) a Gli vorrebbe smettere di parlare

To-him he would wantto stop talking

b *Gli smetterebbedi voler parlare

To-him he would stop wantingto talk

(58) a Gliene voglio continuare a parlare

To-him-of-it I want to continue to speak

b *Gliene continuo a voler parlare

To-him-of-it I continue to wantto speak

Adding the Mod,,,;,,,. and Mod

in (59):

obligation functional heads, we obtain the partial order

(59)... Mod,viition --* ASPprogressive > ASPprospective > MOdguiigation > MOdapizity >

ASPrrustativelsuccess > Mod,ermission > ASPoonative +»

Having added Modyisation ANd Mod,yiry Between ASP,ospective ANG ASDsrustativersuccess WE

must assess their order relative to ASPincepives Which was also argued to be between

ASPprospective ANG ASPtrustativersuccess (Cf. (46) above). The sentences in (60) suggest that

ASPinceptive precedes both Modyigation 2d Modiit:

(60) a Ci comincia a dover andare anchedi notte

There he begins to have to go even at night

b Lo comincio a poter suonare solo adesso

It I begin to be able to play only now

The well-formedness of (61) is compatible with this conclusion as dovere and

potere there appear to have only an epistemic oralethic interpretation (‘it is probable’

or ‘it is necessary’, and ‘it is possible’):
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(61) a Gli deve cominciare ad essere garantito il loro appoggio

To-him must begin to be secured their support

b Questa responsabilità non gli può cominciare ad essere

attribuita di nuovo

"This responsability not to-him can begin tobe attributed again'

Finally, consider the position of so-called ‘delayed’ (or 'finally') aspect, mentioned

in Cinque (1997a) and fn. 2 above. If the Italian 'restructuring' verb finire (per) ‘end

up doing' indeed lexicalizes this aspect, we may draw some indication about its

position (beyond that deriving from the position of finally in the hierarchy of

adverbs).

The following contrasts would seem to indicate thatit is located between ASpraitual

and ASPpredispositional:

(62) a *Giannine finisce per soler accettare molte

G. of-them ends up using to accept many

b Gianni ne suole finire per accettare molte

G. of-them uses to end up accepting many

(63) a ?Gianni le finirà per tendere a fare da solo

G. them will end up tending to do alone

b *Giannile tenderà a finire per fare da solo

G. them will tend to end up doing alone

3. Conclusions. By exploiting the rigidity in relative order of the ‘restructuring’

verbs (when transparency effects obtain), we found some evidence to determine the

 

26. Recall from theintroduction above that the ‘finally suffix of Macushiis ordered between the

frequentative aspect suffix and the past tense suffix, a fact compatible with the orders in (62) and (63)

below.
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relative position of a numberof aspectual and root modal heads which had remained
undetermined in Cinque (1997a). In particular, this allowed us to integrate into the
partial order proposed there the functional heads corresponding to ASDgonatives

ASPrrustative/success» ASPinceptiver  ASPpredispositional» ASPaetayed (or ‘inallyyy ANd to refine the
positions of the root modal heads within the overall hierarchy in (1). The revised
(portion of the) hierarchy thus obtainedis given in (64):?’

(64)... ASPpavituai > ASPdelayed (or ‘finally) > ASPpredispositional > ASP;epetitive) >

ASPrrequentative) > MOAyotition> ASPceerative > ASPierminative > ASPcontinuative

> ASDpertect > ASPretrospective > ASPproximative > ASDdurative >ASPprogressive >

ASPprospective > ASPnceptive > Modobiigarion > Modwirity > ASPrrustative/suocess >

Modpermission > ASPconative > ASPcompletived) > Voice > ASDceterative(l >

ASPinceptived) > ASDcompletivedt) > ASPrepetitive) > ASPirequentatived) vee

 

7 This analysis also predicts the existence of ordering restrictions among the rigid sequence of

restructuring verbs anddifferent classes of adverbs. If the latter are generated in the Spec position of

distinct functional heads (Cinque 1997a), it is to be expected that an adverb corresponding to a

functional projection higher than the onefilled by a certain restructuring verb which remains put will

not be able to follow the verb. As the examples in (i)-(ii) show, this prediction appears to be

confirmed. But the whole question deserves a separate treatment.

@a Nongli riesco più a continuare a parlare

I don't manage any longerto continue to speak to him

b *Nongli riesco a continuare più a parlare

(ii)a Lo sta ancora finendodi scrivere

Heis still finishing to write it

b *Losta finendoancoradi scrivere

In the a. examples, the restructuring verb generated lower than the adverb (‘frustative’ aspect is lower
than ‘terminative’ aspect) can cometo precede the adverb due to its raising across the adverb in its
movement to Tense and Agr. This is not possible in the b. examples where the restructuring verb in

question cannotcrossthe trace of the other restructuring verb moved to Tense and Agr.
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Fragments of Balkan Nominal Structure!
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Venice University

In this paper, we discuss some properties of the syntax of noun phrases in three

Balkan languages: Albanian, Bulgarian and Rumanian. In section 1, we set the

general approach to noun phrase structure by reviewing and further developing a

syntactic analysis of the enclitic definite article which is present in these three

languages. In section 2, we present some data that suggest that these languages

display a functional projection to host Focus and/or Topic movementinside the noun

phrase.

1. On the syntax of enclitic articles in Balkan languages.

The presence of a postposed definite article is often considered as a characterizing

property of some languages belonging to the so-called Balkan Sprachbund. Such an
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article can appear on the noun or on an adjective, and in any case in a sort of

"Wackernagelposition" inside the DP. In other wordsit is always attached to thefirst

lexical head in the nominal string. In these languages the article bears features of

number and gender. In Albanian and Rumanian it is also inflected for Case, while in

Bulgarian there is no case morphology on noun phrases atall:

(1) a. zenata-ta b. muz-ut

woman-the(F) man-the(M) (Bg)

(2) a. grua-ja b. libr-i

woman-the(F, Nom) book-the(M, Nom) (Alb)

(3) a. femei-a b. bàrbat-ul

woman-the(F, Nom) man-the(M, Nom) (Rum)

The presence of an enclitic definite article in the Balkan languages and the

Germanic languages has often been interpreted as evidence that N is adjoined to D,

i.e. for overt N-to-D movement.It has been further claimedthatthe affixal property of

the definite article in these languages is actually the trigger for overt N-to-D movement

(cf. Delsing 1988, Taraldsen 1990, Arnaudova 1996 for Bulgarian, and Longobardi

1996 for languages with affixal article morphologyin general).

In previous work 2, on the basis of Scandinavian and Bulgarian, we have argued

that the enclitic nature of the article found on the noun, such as illustrated in (1)

through (3) above, cannotbe taken as evidence for overt N-to-D movementin a given

language. In this paper we will demonstrate that the data from the order of the head

noun with respect to modifiers show that N+enclitic article is in most cases not in D.

Based on this evidence wewill argue that the enclitic article is not a trigger for N-to-D

movement.

In this section, we will review the tests developed in our previous work to detect

N-to-D movement, and extend the analysis to Albanian.

We will assume, following Cinque (1994), an independent intermediate N-

movementto an Agr headin the extended functional projection of the noun phrase.3

Wewill propose that a language must have intermediate (N-to-Agr) movement in

 

2. Cf.Giusti (1993), Dimitrova-Vulchanova and Giusti (1996), Giusti (1997).

3. We use the term "extended projection" in the sense of Grimshaw (1991). For a superior analysis

cf. recent proposals on extended projections and functional/lexical heads in van Riemsdijk (1996).
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some cases for longer movementto D to be possible in other cases. We will see that

Bulgarian does not display intermediate N-movement and wewill claim that it is for

this reason that N-to-D is not present in this language. Interestingly, we will see that

Albanian displays a very "long" intermediate movement but no other movement

triggered by the enclitic article. Finally, we will see that only in Rumanian, and only

optionally, does the enclitic article trigger N-to-D movement. Our tentative conclusion

will be that N-to-D movementis never obligatory in the languages we havestudied.

With respect to the syntax of the enclitic article when it is inserted on the adjectival

head, we will argue thatit is checked on the functional projection of the adjective itself

and not in D.

1.1. N-movement

According to Cinque (1994), a reliable test to check N-movement to an

intermediate functional head is provided by the position of nominal modifiers, such as

adjectives of different classes. In Albanian wesee that the relative order in which the

noun and the adjective appear is independent of the presence of a definite enclitic

article.4

(4) Albanian a. njé djalé i miré Artindef N Artadj A

i a boy ART-good

b. Jonjé i miré djalé Artindef Artadj AN

djal-i i miré N-Artdef Artadj A

boy-the ART-good

d. %i mir-i djalé Artadj A-Artdef N

ART-good-the boy

 

4. Asindicated in the examples in (4), Albanian also exhibits a morpheme which precedes the

adjective, which has been referred to as “the adjectival article” (cf. Assenova (1989) for a discussion,

Buchholz & Fiedler (1987) for a description) and we follow this practice in our glossing by using

ART for this morpheme. Regardless of which view on its etymology is adopted (cf. Assenova

(1989)), there are reasons to believe that the current status of this bound form is that of an

"agreement/categorial" marker. For reasons of space we do not discuss the facts supporting this view

here.
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The unmarked order is when the noun precedes the adjective, as in (4a,c). The

marked order, in which the adjective precedes the noun, is also possible for some

speakers, as in (4b,d).5 This is not the case in Bulgarian, as we observein (5):

(5) Bulgarian a. goljamo momce AN

[a] big boy

b. *momce goljamo *NA

Cc. goljamo-to momce A-art N

big-the boy

d. *momce-to goljamo *N-art A

Indefinite noun phrases in Bulgarian have no article at all, parallel to other Slavic

languages. What makes Bulgarian? different from the other Slavic languages is the

presence of the definite (enclitic) article. In this language as well, the presence of the

article does not change word order. Here, the adjectivemust always precede the noun.

In Rumanian(6), we see a case in all respects similar to the better known case of

Italian, as studied by Cinque (1980). Descriptive adjectives, such as frumos in

Rumanian and bello in Italian, may either follow the nounor precedeit:

 

5. The symbol % indicates that only a percentage of speakers accept the sequence. The order A > N

(read: "A precedes N"), for those who accept it, is stylistically marked and gives the adjective some

emphasis. In section 2., we claim that the adjective in this case is moved to a high functional

specifier in the structure. But this is not important for the point we want to make now.

6 An indefinite article can be attested only for Albanian, as illustrated in (ii). The status of the

Bulgarian form edin/edna is rather adjectival, as demonstratedin that it can co-occur with, and actually

bear the definite article (-ta in (iii) on a particular reading.

@ Bulgarian (edna) zena

(ii) Albanian njé grua

a woman

(ii) —Bulgarian edna-ta zena

one-the woman

"one of the women"

Macedonian, which wedonot discuss in this paper, also has a definite article.
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(6) Rumanian a. un baiat frumos Artindef N A

a boy nice

b. un frumosbaiat ArtindefAN

a nice boy

Cc. bàiatul frumos N-art A

boy-the nice

d. frumosul bàiat A-art N

nice-the boy

(7) Italian a. un/il ragazzo bello

a/the boy nice

b. un/il bel ragazzo

a/the nice boy )

As the Rumanian and Italian examples in (6) - (7) show, this descriptive

generalization holds regardless of the presence of the enclitic article. We take this as

strong evidence that the enclitic article as such does not force N-to-D movement

before SPELLOUT.

In Cinque's work, the hierarchy among adjectives is fixed and structurally

represented. Descriptive adjectives are intermediate in the structure. Therefore, they

do not provide the right syntactic environmentto establish the exact position of the

head noun. Let us then see the case of other adjectives that are usually higher in the

structure.

1.1.1. Albanian

In Albanian, an ordinal® adjective such as getér ("other") must precede a

descriptive adjective such as e bukur ("nice"), as shown by the contrast between (8)

and (9):

(8) a. njé grua tjetér e bukur

a woman other ART-nice

 

8 Cf. also "alternative" in the terminology of Buchholz & Fiedler (1987) p. 309-10.
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b. grua-ja tjetér e bukur

woman-the other ART-nice

(9) a. *njé grua e bukur tjetér

a woman ART-nice other

b. *grua-ja e bukur tjetér

woman-the ART-nice other

The noun precedes both adjectives. On this evidence we propose that in Albanian the

noun moves to a very high functional head in any type of noun phrase, and that the

enclitic nature ofthearticle is not a trigger for further movementof the noun.

1.1.2. Rumanian

In (10)-(12) we observe that in Rumanian some ordinal adjectives such as prim

("first") and ultim ("last") must always be prenominal both in definite and in

indefinite noun phrases,just like in Italian:

(10) a. Rumanian un prim/ultim/biet baiat

b. Italian un primo/ultimo/povero ragazzo

a first/last/poor boy

(11) a. Rumanian —*un bàiat prim/ultim/biet

b. Italian *un ragazzo primo/ultimo/#povero

a boyfirst/last/poor

(12) a. Rumanian —*bàiatul prim/ultim/biet

boy-the first/last/poor

b. primul/ultimul/bietul bàiat

first-the/last-the/poor-the boy

The contrast in (12) may lead us to think that in Rumanian the noun moves to the

same intermediate position as in Italian and that the enclitic article never triggers

further movement to D. But other ordinal numerals provide evidence to the contrary.

All numerals from "second" on in Rumanian are formed by the discontinous

morphology of a preadjectival article, which consists of the root a- , hosting the
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enclitic article (which agrees with the noun for number and gender), and the invariable

suffix -lea. This set of numeral adjectives must be prenominal in an indefinite noun

phrase, showing that their basic position is higher than the functional head to where

the noun movesin this type of noun phrase:

(13) a. Rumanian un al doilea bàiat

b. Italian un secondo ragazzo

a second boy

(14) a. Rumanian *un baiat al doilea

b. Italian *un ragazzo secondo

a boy second

In definite noun phrases these adjectives may optionally occur postnominally,

suggesting that in the example in (16a), the noun movesone step further than in the

examples in (13a), (14a):

(15) a. Rumanian al doilea bàiat

b. Italian il secondo ragazzo

the second boy

(16) a. Rumanian baiatul al doilea
b. Italian *il ragazzo secondo

the boy second

We therefore propose that the enclitic article in Rumanian may optionally act as the

trigger for N-to-D movement. This is confirmed in other cases, such as DPs modified

by the quantity adjective multi ("many").

In a noun phrase introduced by a demonstrative, the Rumanian multi must precede

the noun (cf. (17a) and (18a)), just as for molti in Italian (cf (17b) and (18b). But in

the presence of the enclitic article, multi may follow the noun, contrary to what

happensin Italian (cf. (19b) and (20b)):

(17) a. Rumanian _acesti multi baieti

b. Italian questi molti ragazzi

these many boys
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(18) a. Rumanian *acesti bàieti multi

b. Italian *questi ragazzi molti

these boys many

(19) a. Rumanian multii bàieti pe care îi cunose ...

many-the boys that I know ...

b. Italian i molti ragazzi che conosco...

the many boysthat I know ...

(20) a. Rumanian bàietii multi pe care îi cunose .....

boys-the many that I know ...

b. Italian *i ragazzi molti che conosco...

the boys many that I know ...

The contrast with Italian is particularly telling in that Italian and Rumanian are

perfectly parallel in those constructions where no enclitic article is involved and differ

in those where the enclitic article appears.

Finally notice that, in Rumanian, even the demonstrative can be preceded by a

noun inflected for the enclitic definite article:

(21) a. aceste douà femei frumoase

these two womenbeautiful

b. femeile acestea douà frumoase

women-the these two beautiful

Given that the demonstrative must occupy the highest position among modifiers, as

shownin (21a), the position of the noun in (21b) further confirms that the nounraises

to the highest available head position, which we take to be D.

1.1.3. Bulgarian

There is no evidence for overt noun movementin Bulgarian. In the absence of

intermediate N-movement, shown in (23b),it is difficult to maintain that N-movement
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obtains exclusively in the cases whenthearticle attaches to the noun, as in (22b). We

therefore propose that the noun never movesovertly in Modern Bulgarian:9

(22) a. momce

[a] boy

b. momce-to

boy-the

(23) a. goljamo momce

[a] big boy

b. *momce goljamo

(24) a. *momce-to goljamo

b. goljamo-to momce

big-the boy

(25) a. *momce-to moe

b. moe-to momce

my-the boy

1.2. A proposal i

The empirical generalization is that there is no case in the three Balkan languages

examined here, in which the enclitic article triggers obligatory N-to-D movement. In

Rumanian,alone, it may act as a trigger for optional N-to-D movement. In the other

two languages, it does not have any influence on constituent order. This leads us to

propose thatall three languages may, while Albanian and Bulgarian must procrastinate

movementof a noun inflected for the enclitic article to D. We assume, nevertheless,

that this movementtakes place at LF to check thefeatures of the definite article in D.

If checking of the enclitic article on the noun may/must wait until LF in the cases

when the noun is the only lexical element in the whole nominal phrase, we should

duly ask what mechanism rules out the (a) examples in (26)-(28) in which a noun

inflected for an enclitic article is preceded by an adjective:

 

9. InOld Bulgarian both intermediate N-movementand (longer) N-to-D movementare attested (for

details cf. Dimitrova-Vulchanova & Vulchanov 1997, in progress).
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(26) Rumanian a. *frumosbaiatul

nice boy-the

b. bàiatul frumos

boy-the nice

c. frumosul bàiat

nice-the boy

(27) Albanian a. *i miré djal-i

ART-good boy-the

b. djal-i i miré

boy-the ART-good

c. i mir-i djalé

ART-good-the boy

(28) Bulgarian a. *goljamo momceto

big boy-the

b. *momceto goljamo

boy-the big

c. goljamoto momce

big-the boy

In our framework, there is no reasonto believe that the presence of an adjective in a

Specifier should block head movementof the noun at LF.!° The LF configurations we

obtain from the (a) examples aboveare parallel to those reported in the (b) examples,

in which the noun has movedovertly to a position higher than the adjective. Notice

that in Bulgarian, this movement cannot take place before SPELLOUT,while in the

other two languages, it may take place before SPELLOUT.Furthermore, we assumed

 

10. Of course a theory that takes adjectives to be intermediate functional heads of the kind proposed

by Abney (1987, ch. 4) and further developed by Delsing (1993), among others, would be able to

explain straightforwardly the fact that N-movement is blocked in the presence of an adjective.

However, it would not be able to explain a whole set of data which will be discussed in section 1.3.

that show that adjectives are maximal projections. More specifically they project their own functional

Structure, much in the same fashion as the other lexical heads.
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abovethatat least in noun phrases that contain just the lexical head inflected with the

definite article, as in (24b) above, N-to-D takes place at LF in Bulgarian as well.

Weexplain the unacceptability of the (a) examples in (26)-(27) above by resorting

to a requirementon the licensing of functional specifiers, such as (29):

(29) Acconstituentin a functional specifier must be licensed by agreement

with the functional head.

(29) amounts to saying that a functional head must have some morphosyntactic

feature-contentin orderforits specifier to be filled by an AP,or better, the extended

projection of an AP. The requirementin (29) applies equally to indefinite DPs and

definite DPs. Our proposal goes along the followinglines.

We know by empirical observation that the functional heads of the nominal

extended projection in the languages under examination are covert, in the sense that

there are no morphemes that can be isolated and checked in each separate functional

head. Thus, if N is to be identified with a, o equalling the complex [R(oot) - M1 -

M2...Mn], the inflectional features M1, M2...Mn do not find exact correspondence

with the categorial features for each functional projection assumed between N and D.

This lack of correspondence makes it problematic to assume checking of the type

which "removes" features by matching an inflectional feature against a categorial

feature. Instead, we propose that the number and gender features as well as Case

and/or Definiteness are checked through sharing the sameinflectional complex. This

type of checking can be madeavailable in the chain that is formed, at the latest at LF,

by N-to-D movement, with N = @ successively passing through the separate

functional heads. Thus, categorial features are checked in separate heads, but are

shared in the chain formed bytheraising of a.

If a functional head is part of the chain created by N-movement through the

functional head positions between N and D,thenit shares all the features of the head

of the chain, and is able to license its specifier. On the other hand, if movement has

not taken place in overt syntax, the intermediate functional heads, are not part of that

chain at SPELLOUT. Thus,at this stage of the derivation, the specifier in which the

adjective appears is not licensed by agreement with the functional head.

Our proposal essentially assumes that, prior to N-raising, the functional heads

between N and D lack morphosyntactic feature content, i.e. they have only category

labels such as Num(ber), G(ender), etc., and are thus unable to license APsin their

specifiers. When it raises, the head noun, which is equipped with all the necessary
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morphology, provides for the necessary spec-head licensing (cf. principle (42)

below).

The presence of an adjective, therefore, requires head movement prior to SPELL-

OUT, in those languages where this is allowed. In those languages where N-

movementis not allowed, the highest position of the chain must be filled by an overt

or a covert element, or must beidentified in some alternative way. The formercase is

instantiated by the English articles which may be overt (e.g. definite the, singular

indefinite a) or covert (e.g. the null articles for generics and partitives). The latter case

is instantiated by demonstratives, which we take to be in SpecDP, and by adjectives

inflected for the enclitic article, which we also assume are in SpecDP, as will be

argued for in detail below. The principle in (29) also captures certain Scandinavian

facts, for example the obligatory presence of the non-affixal article in DPs whose head

noun is modified by an adjective.

To summarize,the licensing mechanisms prior to SPELLOUT require either

(i) feature- sharing in a chain created by movementof N+art. to D, or (ii) the filling of

the target position with a lexical element. If neither of these conditions is met, the

lower functional projections are not allowed to have a Specifier hosting an AP.

Below, we discuss third optionto satisfy the licensing requirement, whereby the

specifier of the highest head of the chain is overtly filled (cf. principle (44)). This

alternative to overt N-movement involves the possibility for the adjective in the

highest specifier to move to SpecDP. We develop this analysis in the next section.

1.3. The enclitic article on the adjective

The examples (30)-(32) show that in all three languages under consideration, the

adjective does not undergo head movement to D. If this were the case, we would

expect the modifier of the adjective to follow the adjective after movement has taken

place. But that is consistently ruled out, as shownin the (b) examples:!!

 

11 This observation was put forward for Rumanian by Grosu (1988).
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Bulgarian

Rumanian

Albanian

mnogo goljamo-to momce

very big-the boy

*goljamoto mnogo momce

foarte frumos-ul baiat

very nice-the boy

*frumosul foarte baiat

shumé e bukur-a vajzé

very ART-nice-the girl

*e bukura shumé vajzé

Having excluded A-to-D movement we have twoviable analyses. In the first, the

extended projection of AP moves to SpecDP and an encltic article in D phonetically

encliticizes onto the adjective, as represented in (33a). In the second, the adjective is

inflected for the article before any movement takes place, and checks it in its own

functional structure, as represented in (33b). Within the latter scenario the agreement

with the head D is achieved through a Spec-Head configuration.

(33) a.

AP
—'

Spec A

A

mnogo goljamo-to

foarte frumos-ul

shumé e bukur-a
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b DP

FP D'
A,

Spec F TX

—

F A DD i

Spec A'

A

ej mnogo goljamo[-to]} [DEF] momce

ej foarte frumosf{-ul]j [DEF] baiat

ej shumée bukur[-a]j [DEF] vajzél2

Wenowpresent evidence for (33b): In all three languages, where a noun is modified

by more than one adjective, only the initial adjective carries an enclitic article.

However, in Albanian and Rumanian, if the initial modifiers are coordinated, both

adjectives must bear the enclitic article, as illustrated in (34)-(35):

(34) a. E gjor-a vajzé e vogél (Albanian)

ART-poor-the girl ART-little

b. E gjor-a dhe e vogl-a vajzé

ART-poor-the and ART-little-the girl

c. *E gjor-a dhe e vogélvajzé

ART-poor-the and ART-little girl

(35) a. frumoasele fete bune (Rumanian)

nice-the girls good

b. frumoasele si bunele fete

nice-the and good-thegirls

c. *frumoasele si bunefete

nice-the and goodgirls

In (34b) and (35b), both adjectival heads in the coordination carry the enclitic article.

Note that the two articles do not have different referential indices, i.e. the two

adjectives in coordination are not predicated of two independent (sets of) referents.

 

12. We do nottake stand on the position of the preadjectival article, which is part of the adjectival

root and is probably a very low functional head. It must be so low that nothing can appear betweenit

and the noun.
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Thus, we are led to interpret the enclitic article as an inflectional morpheme on the

adjectival head. This is possible only if each adjective checks its morphology in its

own functional structure, as in (33b). Observe that if the enclitic article was in D and

attaches to the AP(s) in Spec-DP by phonological encliticization, only the second

adjective would bear an article, which is counter to what we find in (34b) and (35b).

Of course, the features represented bythe article(s) must ultimately be checked (via

Spec-Head agreement) against a functional head of the main N-D projection. For

economyreasonsthat we will see in a moment, the head need not befilled by an overt

element, since the featuresare already visible in the Spec.

This paradigm (34)-(35)is actually not repeated in Bulgarian, where only thefirst

of the coordinated adjectives bears the article, as shown in (36). However, this does

not weaken our argument. In a theory of coordination which presupposes binary

branching,the first conjunct is higher than the second. It is plausible to suppose that

the first conjunct alone raises to SpecDP in these examples.

(36) a. nova-ta i interesna kniga

new-the and interesting book

b. *nova i interesna-ta kniga

new and _interesting-the book

(37) DP

speed

AgeP

se—Agr'

|

ConjP

SpecoConj

|

FPi Conj FP20 0

| |

nova-ta i interesna kniga

The structure corresponding to the Bulgarian example in (36a) is given in (37). We

assumethat it is permitted for FP1 alone to move to SpecDP. Notice also that, to the

extentthatit is the initial, not the final adjective which bears the article, the Bulgarian

data provide independentsupport for our argument.
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A conclusive argument which excludes the theory in which the adjectival article is

generated in the D position is providedby the possibility in Bulgarian to have a head-

complementconfigurationin a left branch. If the article were inserted in D we would

expectthe article to appear after the complementofthe adjective in (38a), as is the case

of the ‘s genitive in English (38b). Instead we find the article on the adjectival head in

(39a). This clearly contrasts with English (39b):

(38) Bulgarian a. *[AP (mnogo) [A' [A°vern-i][pp na zenasi]]]-jat muz

(very) true towifehis -the man

English b. [[Np the man metyesterday] ['s [ .. hat]]

(39) Bulgarian a. [AP (mnogo) [A' [A°vern-i]-jat [Pp na zena si]]] muz

(very) true -the towife his man

"the man very true to his wife"

English b. *the man's I met yesterday hat

A similar situation is attested also for Albanian in the cases when the AP is focused

and moves to a position preceding the head noun. The data in (40) provide an

illustration of the unmarked construction with N-movement((40a)), and the focused

construction ((40b)), to be discussed in detail in 2.1 below, in which the article

attaches to the adjectival head besnik (truthful) much in the same way as in the

corresponding Bulgarian construction in (39a) above.13

 

13, Albanian also allows for an alternative construction,as in i) below:

(1) besnik=u burré ndaj sé shoges

faithful-the man to his wife

We do not find this example as supporting the contrary of what we claim for a couple of reasons

briefly mentioned here. Firstly, (40b) is grammatical in Albanian,just like its Bulgarian counterpart.

Secondly, the postnominal position of the PP is certainly derived by intermediate N-movement,

muchin line with the situation otherwise in Albanian DPs where the noun moves independently to a

position higher than in e.g., Italian. Now the problem is how besnik=u has moved without the PP.

A standard solution will be that PP undergoes some kind of "heavy NP/PP" shift and that the AP

moves to Spec-DP. The general problem arising with heavy-shift phenomena is to locate the exact

position to which the "shifted" item moves. We leave this question open.
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(40) a. burr-i tepér besnik ndaj sé shoges

man-the extremely truthful to his wife

b. tepér besnik-u ndaj sé shoges burré

extremely truthful-the to his wife husband

Note also that in the construction type in (40b) the AP has movedas a constituent, a

fact which was used in (30)-(32) above to argue against an A-to-D movement

analysis.

Upto this point, we have established that the adjectival article is not in D but in an

adjectival functional projection. Whenthe adjective is in SpecDP, D is thus empty.

Nowthe question arises why the empty D thatis licensed bythe article on an adjective

is not available to check an article on the noun. In other words we must now explain

the impossibility of the sort of "double definiteness"illustrated in (41):!4

(41) Bulgarian a. *vernijat muzut

true-the man-the

Rumanian b. *frumosul bàiatul

nice-the boy-the

Albanian c. *e bukur-a vajza

ART-nice-the girl-the

Wepropose a very general principle formulated as in (42):

(42) Economize functional heads

The economyprinciple in (42) can be viewed as the core ground of parametric

variation in the set of phenomena involving doubly-filled functional projections, in

which both the head and the specifier must/may/cannot be filled. Morphological

 

14. The term "doubledefiniteness" covers a large set of phenomena, including the cooccurrence of

demonstratives and articles, the cooccurrence of two or more nominal articles, and - as far as we know

- bas never been used for the cooccurrence of an enclitic article on the adjective and an enclitic article

on the noun. For example, in Albanian and in Rumanian a demonstrative may cooccur with an

article, although in very different configurations and with a different degree of acceptability. We

believethat these are different, although related, phenomena and must be dealt with separately.
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redundancy is a wide- spread phenomenonacrossnatural languages and any economy

driven theory must leave a door opento allow forit.

In the three languages studied here, it is unnecessary to make the head of D visible

whenits specifier morphologically realizes all the information that constitutes the

head. This also appears to be the case when a demonstrative is in SpecDP:

(43) a. Bulgarian tova momce(*to)

b. Rumanian acest baiat(*ul)

Cc. Albanian ky dialé/i

this boy-the

Only Albanian optionally allows for the enclitic article on the noun in the presence of a

demonstrative. We take this difference to be at the lexical level, and in particular,

related to the lexical properties of the demonstrative. When a child learns a word that

checks its features in a functional specifier (SpecDP, in this case), e.g., the

demonstrative, (s)he also learns its morphological properties.

In this respect, a parameter is set with respect to the principle in (44) below, the

choice being between interpreting the two clauses a. and b. either disjunctively or

conjunctively.

(44) A functional projection mustbe visible at all levels of

representation by either
a. making the specifier visible, and/or

b. makingthe headvisible.

(44) accounts for the obligatory presenceof the enclitic article at least on one element

(the highest) in a definite DP. If no article was present, neither D nor SpecDP would

be visible. As a consequence, the whole DP would not be visible and the

representation of such a DP would be ruled out. (44) also interacts with (29) in the

cases of APsin intermediate functional projections. In these projections the head F is

visible by simply taking part in the chain built by either A-to-F movement or by

heading a maximal projection FP in spec-head agreement with a functional nominal

head (Agr) which is already part of a "visible" chain, namely a chain where the

features are "visible" by either N-to-D movement or by making D phonologically

filled. If one of these is the case, then F is able to license a Spec position to host an

AP according to (29) without problems.
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1.4. Summary of proposals and results

Upto this point, we have claimedthat the enclitic article in Albanian, Bulgarian and

Rumanian nevertriggers obligatory movement of N to D. Only for Rumanian do we

have evidence that it may trigger this kind of movement. We have reached this

conclusion by first identifying adjectives whose position is "high" in the structure,

and then by observing their position relative to the noun in noun phrases with and

without the enclitic article. For the cases where no difference in constituent order was

observed between the two types of noun phrases, we have claimed that the enclitic

article is not a trigger for N-movement.

We have shown that the head noun movesto intermediate heads in Rumanian and

Albanian, but not in Bulgarian. We have also demonstrated that the intermediate heads

where the noun can land are different in the former languages: in Rumanian it is the

sameas in Italian, while in Albanian it is higherstill.

Wehave nottried to give any significant label to any functional projection of the

noun phrase or of the adjective phrase for two related reasons: The first is that this

issue was notdirectly relevant to our proposals. The secondis that if we can construct

a proposal without making recourse to labels, we have a good reason to cast doubts

ontheir theoretical status.

Theinteraction of principles (29), (42), and (44), that should hold of all functional

projections, has allowed us to explain the syntax of the enclitic article in the three

languagesin question. But we hopethatit can open up the wayto study a large set of

phenomenathat have their progenitor in the empirical domain treated by the "doubly-

filled COMP Filter" of Chomsky and Lasnik (1977). We are referring here to the wide

crosslinguistic variation with respect to the cooccurrence of a functional head with an

elementin its Specifier.

2. On the fine structure of DP

In 1.1.1 above we mentioned that in Albanian, the noun moves to a very high

functional head, independently of the presence ofthe enclitic article. The specifier of

this intermediate high position, we claim, can be the target of a certain type of A'-

movement of the AP. In particular, we argue that this is an instance of Focus
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movement. This operation is also found to apply to genitive noun phrases. The

functional projection in question, which we will from now oncall FocP, is situated

immediately below DP.!5 In Bulgarian, both a Topic movement and Focus movement

are found, but the target projection in this case is external to DP; furthermore, Topic

movementis restricted to genitive phrases. In Rumanian, on the other hand, neither

extension of DP is found.

By applying the term A'-movement to movementprocesses inside the DP, we

mean to suggest an operator-type movement which is motivated by information

structure, and which gives rise to a marked word order.!6

2.1. Albanian

In section 1.1.1. above, we have seen that the relative order of adjectives in

Albanian is fixed in an object-denoting noun phrase. This observation also holds for

event nominals, in which, as shownin (45)-(46), the thematic adjective must be lower

than the descriptive adjective. Once again, in Albanian the noun precedes both

adjectives, while in Italian the noun appears between the high adjective and the low

one:

(45) a. Albanian pushtimii tmerrshém italian i Shqipérisé

invasion-theterrible Italian of-Albania

b. Italian la terribile invasioneitaliana dell'Albania

the terrible invasion Italian of Albania

"theterrible Italian invasion of Albania"

(46) a. Albanian *pushtimiitalian i tmerrshém i Shqipérisé

invasion-theItalian terrible of-Albania

b. Italian *l'italiana invasione(terribile) dell'Albania

the Italian terrible invasion of Albania

 

15. Cf. the observation made in the text above on our stand about the labelling of functional

projections.

16 | Crosslinguistically marked constituent orders are induced by interpretive reasons. On the

relation between information structure (packaging) and syntax cf. Valduvi & Engdahl (1996).
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The prenominal position of the adjective in Albanian is marked. In this position, either

adjective can appear. This is the case both in object referring nominals (47) and in

event nominals (48):

(47) a. tjetr-a grua e bukur

other-the woman ART-nice

b. *e bukur-a gruatjetér

ART-nice-the woman other

(48) a. % tmerrshém pushtimiitalian i Shgipérisé

b. ??italian pushtimi i tmerrshém i Shqipérisé

the Italian invasionterrible the of-Albania

This suggests that the prenominal position is derived by movement of the AP.

Furthermore this movementis a sort of A'-movement (if the A/A'- distinction can be

shown to make sense for adjectives at all) in the sense that it serves information

structure purposes.

If AP-movementis to be assumed in these cases, one should inquire what the

target position is. This position follows the demonstrative, which we take, on the

basis of parallelisms with other languages, to be in SpecDP (cf. Giusti (1993), Brugé

and Giusti (1996)). A Focused AP cannot precede the demonstrative:

(49) a. kjo (shumé) e bukur(a) gruatjetér

this (very) ART-nice(-the) woman other

b. *e bukur(a) kjo grua

ART-nice(-the) this woman

c. *tjetra/tjetér kjo grua

other(-the) this woman

(50) a. ky libér i Benit

this book ART-of-Ben

b. ky i Benitlibér

this ART-of-Ben book

c. *{ Benit ky libér
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The fact that it can host elements of various categories strongly supports the proposal

that it is a derived position of the A’-type. The structure propsed for Albanian is (51):

(51) [DP D [FocP [Foc N(+Art)i] [... ti ...]]]

In definite noun phrases, the article is generated directly on N. The lexical head N

moves to Foc and later checks the article in D at LF.!7 When an AP is focused, it

moves to SpecFocP. In this case, the enclitic article is directly generated on the

adjective. The checking will be done by movement to SpecDPat LF, a position which

allows Spec-head agreementwith the head D atthat level of representation. If SpecDP

is filled by a demonstrative, the definiteness features of DP are satisfied. The article

we find in (50a) is to be taken as a (redundant) agreement morpheme which is

checked in neither position of DP at LF. For the sake of clarity we now present

structures for some of the examples discussed above: )

 

17. Alternatively, it is possible to believe that if no FocP is needed, no FocP is projectected. In

this case, the article is directly generated and checked in D triggering N-to-D movement at

SPELLOUT. Another instance of minimizing the number of the projections is when no

demonstrative is inserted. In this case DP and FocP may be taken to conflate in a theory a la Haider

(1988). D and Foc would be one and the same position where the article is inserted in definite noun

phrases. This article would not trigger N-to-D/Foc because it can encliticize onto the AP in

SpecFocP/DP. If we take movementas a lastresort, the possibility for the article to encliticize onto

the AP would dispense with N-movement.
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(52) DP

sped
DbFoeP

Spec Foc'

FoeAgrP
SpecoAgr'

Agr ecc

NP
SpSTN

N

a. (njé) gruaj [tjetér] ti f[ebukur] ti

(njé) [tjetér]; gruaj tj ti  [ebukur] ti

(njé) [e bukur]j gruaj [tjetér] ti tj ti

b. [DEF] gruaj-jak (tjetér] ti fe bukur] ti

[DEF]k [tjetr[ak]]j gruaj tj ti  f[ebukur] ti

[DEF]x {e bukur[a]k]j gruaj [tjetér] ti tj ti

c. kjo [DEF] grua;(-ja) [tjetér] ti f[ebukurj tj

kjo [DEF] [tjetér/ra]j gruaj tj ti  [ebukur]J ti

kjo [DEF] [e bukur(a)]j gruaj [tjetér] ti tj ti

2.2. Bulgarian

Bulgarian also dispalys an A'-movementinside the noun phrase structure, but of a

different kind. Firstly, it involves a complementary distribution between possessor

DPs and adjectives, in that topicalization applies exclusively to possessor phrases.

Secondly, the target position is higher than the position where demonstratives are

found.

Both dative and genitive case in Bulgarian are expressed by the preposition na. The

na-DPcan either follow the head nounorbe first in the sequence:

(53) a. tezi novi knigi na Ivan

these new books to Ivan

b. îMmaIvan tezi novi knigi

"these new books of Ivan's"
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Weproposeto take (53a) as the basic structure and (53b) as derived via movement,

on the basis not only of general theory-internal and cross-linguistic considerations,

but also of language internal evidence: the structure with the preposed possessor

improves - in fact, becomes perfect - if the possessor is doubled by clitic. Notice

that doubling is also possible, although not perfect, when the possessor remains in

situ:

(54) a. na Ivan tezi mu novi knigi

to Ivan these CL-dat.3.s. new books

b. ?tezi mu novi knigi na Ivan

these CL-Dat.3.s. new booksto Ivan

The clitic is only present in definite noun phrases and follows the element with the

definite article or the demonstrative: ‘

(55) a. tezi mu noviknigi

these CL-dat.3.s. new books

b. novite mu knigi

new-the CL-dat.3.s. books

Cc. knigite mu

books-the CL-dat.3.s.

The clitic cannot appear in noun phrases containing neither a definite article nor a

demonstrative:

po(56) edna (*mu) nova kniga

a/one (CL-Dat.3.s.) new book

b. *vsicki (*mu) novi knigi

all (CL-dat.3.s.) new books

c. nova (*mu) kniga

[a] new (CL) book

d. kniga (*mu)

[a] book (CL)
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A possessor na DP can also be fronted in indefinite noun phrases. In this case,

however,it is focalized, and not doubled bytheclitic, as illustrated in (57) below. We

argue belowthat this construction type is an instance of Focus movement.

(57) a. na Ivan edna nova kniga

"a new book of Ivan's"

b. na Ivan mnogonoviknigi

"many new booksofIvan's"

Notice that the fact that the preposed possessor does not count as the first element of

the noun phrase with respect to the placement of the article and to possessor

cliticization confirms our hypothesis that the preposed position of the possessor is

derived.

Given the relatively free word order in the Bulgarian clause,it is very difficult to

establish whether the preposed possessor is actually still inside the DP or has

"scrambled" out of the DP. However, the following considerations may suggest that

the possessor can form a constituent with the rest of the DP.

The fronted possessor forms a continuous string with the DP from which it

originates, when the latter is in object position (58a), as well as when that DP is

fronted (58b), embedded undera preposition (58c), and in predicate position (58d):

(58) a. - Ceta na Ivan knigata na studentite

I read to Ivan book-the to students-the

b. NaIvan knigata vcera ja procetox na studentite

To Ivan book-the yesterdayI read to students-the

"Yesterday I read a book of Ivan's to the students"

c. s na basta ti kurpata

with to father your(CL) towel-the

with your father's towel

d. Tovae na Ivan kniga

This is to Ivan book

"This is a book ofIvan's"

(58c) provides the strongest argument for the hypothesis that there is a landing site

inside the DP for the fronted element.
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Of course the na-DP can be extracted outof its host DP, as an instance of fronting

(59a) or as wh-movement(59b):

(59) a. NaIvan ja procetox knigata *(mu) na studentite

To Ivan I read book-the *(his) to students-the

"A book ofIvan's, I read to the students"

b. Nakoj izvesten gruzki filisof kupi portet(a) (*mu)?

"Of which famous Greek philsopher did you buy [a]/the

portrait?"

c. Na IVAN kupix portret(a) (*mu)!

"Of IVANI boughtthe/a portrait!

If the na DPis fronted as a wh-element (59b), or focalized (59c), the clitic cannot

appear. This accords with the facts concerning na DP-fronting in indefinite DPs, as

illustrated in (57) above . ‘

Only na DPs with possessor reading, hereafter dubbed possessor, can be fronted

under topicalization,!® as demonstrated in the example in (60), and only possessors

can be doubled or resumed bythe clitic. The example in (61) further illustrates this

point with an event nominal. The na DP lacks a possessor reading (61a,b); hence

fronting is not possible, and by default, no clitic can appear in the structure:

(60) a. na Aristotel portret-ut (mu) (*theme)

to A. portrait-the (CL)

b. na Rembrandt potretut (mu) (*agent)

na Ivan potretut (mu) (possessor)

(61) a. unistozavaneto na grada

destruction-the to the city

"the destruction of the city"

 

18. In nominalizations/event nominals there is a contrast between phrases realizing the possessor,

and phrases which realize the external (Agent) and the internal (Theme) argument (cf. Dimitrova-

Vulchanova & Giusti, forthcoming, for a discussion). At least for internal argument expressions it

can be assumed that they have to stay in their base positions for the sake of proper government.

Exactly why this should be the case needs further justification.
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b. unistozavaneto mu (theme/*agent/*possessor)

destruction-the CL

"its destruction"

c. *na grada unistozavaneto (mu)

With respect to the interpretation of the arguments in noun phrases, there thus seems

to be an interesting asymmetry between object-denoting non-derived nominals and

derived event nominals - only the former permit a possessor interpretation. While the

na DPin (61) differs from the one in (60) in denoting an inanimate entity, it appears

that the contrast does not have to do with animacy constraints, as illustrated in (62)

below: both grad (city) and kusta (house) are [- animate]. Nor does the contrast

depend on whether the argument in question is realized as a Clitic (62a) or as a

possessive adjective (62b). The difference is best summed up by stating that

nominalizations do notallow forthe realization of the possessorrole, or simply do not

havethis role.!9 ‘

(62) a. unistozavaneto mu (theme)

destruction-the CL

b. negovoto unistozavane (theme)

its destruction

c. pokrivutf (possessor)

“roof CL

d. na kustata pokrivutf (possessor)

to house-the roof CL

The restriction to possessors does not hold for wh-movement and parallel focus

movementoutside the DP. As mentioned in connection with examples (59) and (61)

above,in this case the clitic cannot appear:

(63) a. na koj grad opisa unistozavaneto (*mu)?

of which city did you describe the destruction?

b. na RIM opisax unistozavaneto (*mu)!

of ROME described the destruction!

 

19. Unless "possessor" is adopted as a cover term for agent and theme, but not for a relation of

"true" possession. For a discussion cf. Dimitrova-Vulchanova & Giusti, forthcoming.
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Wepropose that Bulgarian noun phrase structure for topicalization constructions is as

represented in (64):

(64) TopP
AT 1

Spec Top

TopCLP
—_—set De

CL DP
— .

Spe DD
D AgrP

na Ivan tezij mu ti ti knigi

è

The position in which the na DP landsis identified as SpecTopP, an analysis strongly

supported by the fact that the moved possessor phrase receives a topic interpretation.

Weassumefurther that the two head positions CL and Top are coindexed due to the

inherent agreementandreferential properties of the possessive clitic, and that the clitic

head raises to Top at LF to license the possessor phrase in SpecTopP, SpecTopP-Top

being a licensing configuration.2° The structure we have proposed for the left

 

20, Alternatively, it can be suggested that the possessive clitic is generated just below D (Cf the

analysis by Schick , forthcoming, where the position of the clitic is adjoined to the head of a

functional projection FP). However, such an analysis will not account for constructions of the type

in (58c) above, unless overt N-to-D movementis assumed.

A second alternative is the analysis (Toman, p.c.) which assumes a PossP rather than TopP/CLP

dominating DP, Poss being the base position for theclitic, thus granting the na DP and the clitic the

required checking configuration. The overt order on this analysis can be derived by local lowering of

the possessive clitic to a position adjoined to D. This type of analysis will depend on the general

theoretical framework adopted to labelling. We remain agnostic concerning this matter. This option

should be rather seen as a possible variant, not as a true alternative to our approach.

Earlier analyses of the clitic inside NP include Pencev's 1993 proposal for a rule adjoining the clitic

to the word bearing the article. Of particular interest to our analysis is Pencev's observation that,

unlike the article, the clitic neither forms a morphological word with the preceding form, nor do they

represent a syntactic constituent.
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periphery of the extended nominal projection in Bulgarian is in line with recent

proposals for a Split CP analysis (cf. Rizzi (1995), Puskas (1997), amongothers)).

Beinga typical special clitic in the sense of Zwicky (1985), the possessiveclitic is

not selective with respect to the category it attaches to (e.g., noun+article,

adjective+article, demonstrative), neither is it related to phrasal constituents of a

particular type/size. For instance theclitic can occur with coordinated DPs, DP-status

being signalled by the occurrence of the article. That the clitic appears only after the

second DP shows that the coordinated structure is in SpecCLP. These facts clearly

indicate that the site of the coordinated DP is an A'-type position. The data supporting

this line of argumentation are given in (65).

(65) a. [[DP [DP bratja-ta] i [DP sestri-te]] [mu]]

brothers-the and sisters-the CL

"his brothers and sisters"

b. [kusta-ta i kola-ta] mu

house-the and car-the CL

c. %[[DpP kustata [mu]] i [Dp kolata [mu]]]

house-the CL and car-the CL

Examples like (65c), in which the possessive clitic is repeated for each of the

coordinated DPs, are rather marked and emphatic. As a matter of fact, what is

coordinated in (65c) are CLPs, not DPs.

If the fronted constituent is not a topic, then no doubling clitic can occur, as

demonstrated in (66a) below.In (66a), the na DP in left peripheral position is only

viable if it receives contrastive focus. Thus, we claim that there is also a Focus

position in the extended nominal projection in Bulgarian, to be identified with CLP.

The headofthis projection can only be overtly realized by the questionclitic li, as in

(66b,c). This type of construction represents the only instance of DP-internal A'-

movement of APs or demonstratives in Bulgarian:

(66) a. NA IVAN knigata (*mu)

toIvan book-the (*CL)

b. na Ivan li tezi (*mu) knigi

of Ivan Qclthese his(cl) books

(questioning "nalIvan")
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c. tazi li kniga/negovata li kniga

this Qcl book / his-the Qcl book

(questioning "this"/questioning "his")

d.

FocP

Spec Foc'

FoeDP
spe—D’

| D AgrP

aan
na Ivan li tezij ti knigi

Note that in the presence of the questionclitic li, the possessive clitic cannot surface at

all, which implies essentially that in the construction type in (66) above, no TopPis

projected. It can be suggested that in focus constructions the the two projections

collapse into just one, e.g., FocP (cf. Kiparsky (1995) for a diachronic proposal

viewing CP in Germanic as having collapsed the Proto-Indo-European [TopP [FocP

...]] into one).

2.3. Conclusions

In this section we have argued that Albanian and Bulgarian, but not Rumanian,

display a finer structure in the left periphery of the extended nominal projection, thus

allowing for focus and topicalization constructions inside the DP. It has been

demonstrated that in Albanian, the Focus projection is located below D and provides

designated landing sites for A'-movementapplying to both APs and genitive phrases.

In Bulgarian, both a TopP and a FocP can be assumedin a structure immediately

dominating DP. Topicalization is restricted to possessor na DPsandisrelated to the

obligatory surfacing of a doubling possessive clitic which acts as a licenser to the

fronted possessor. In focus constructions, in addition to possessor phrases,

demonstratives and APs may moveto SpecFocP,the latter two categories only in the

presence of the questioncliticli.
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